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PAIR Final Report PART 3: An Analysis of PAIR Student Arts Integration Assessments and their Intersections With Teacher and Student Performance Outcomes

Introduction to the Seven Sections of Part 3

While the previous two parts of PAIR report focused entirely on the impact of PAIR on teacher professional development and on student standardized academic test results, Part 3 of the report is organized into seven sections that present the analysis of multiple student arts integration learning assessment results and the intersection among teacher-student outcome variables by the final year of the project. The results are reported in seven different sections, each featuring its own table of contents, list of figures and tables, and an appendix:

A. Snapshots of Arts Integration (SAIL) Interview Response Ratings analyzed for control-treatment and within-treatment school differences in students’ understanding of arts integration processes and connections;

B. PAIR Student Survey Responses analyzed for control-treatment school differences in the perception of arts integration practices in their classrooms and control-treatment school differences in the presence of classroom culture practices most highly associated with PAIR professional development goals and outcomes;

C. PAIR Partnership Arts Integration Learning (PAIL) Student Work Samples analyzed for qualitative differences among within PAIR treatment school classroom practices and in relation to the documentation and assessment goals for the PAIR project;

D. PAIR Portfolio Conference Performance Assessments of teacher verbal reflections and student individual and group performance assessments analyzed for qualitative differences in PAIR treatment school PAIR student work and portfolio conference performance assessments.

E. PAIR Portfolio Conference Performance Assessments of student individual and group performance assessment data analyzed statistically for their relationship to SAIL assessments, PAIL classroom ratings, and teacher portfolio conference performance data.

F. PAIR Treatment School Teacher-Student Outcome Intersections analyzed for statistically significant degrees of association between teacher professional development variables analyzed and student learning outcome data.
PAIR Treatment School Summary Charts, Conclusions, Implications for Future Research.

This chapter reviews the sequence of PAIR data collection and analyses as a six step process for determining possible causal links among the eleven factors of the PAIR program outcomes in this report:

Step 1: Determine quantified measures of individual teacher engagement in PAIR professional development processes and events over time and measure their possible influence on teacher and student performance factors;

Step 2: Rate the relative level of teacher attitudes about, and reflections on, their professional development experiences in PAIR as revealed by teacher surveys and exit slips after professional development sessions and determine its possible influence on teacher and student performance factors;

Step 3: Rate the relative quality and sophistication of teacher performance outcomes as revealed throughout their response to the PAIR portfolio conference protocol and determine its possible influence on teacher and student performance factors;

Step 4: Determine individual student awareness of change in their learning environment resulting from PAIR as revealed by survey response ratings and the possible influence on student performance factors;

Step 5: Student arts and arts integration learning outcomes as revealed by PAIR interviews and portfolio conference performance assessments and their possible influence on academic student performance factors;

Step 6: Student academic performance as measured by state standardized test results.

* * *
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3A: Introduction

Purpose of the SAIL Interview Assessments
The primary purpose of the individual PAIR SAIL interviews is to provide an authentic assessment vehicle for rating young children's level of understanding of arts learning and arts integration learning processes in both control and treatment schools. The validity of the analysis of SAIL protocol responses was ensured by asking all students (a) to describe and reflect on their personal experience and understanding of learning processes in several art forms that occurred in their classroom and then (b) to speculate on learning in the arts that had been or could be connected with learning in various academic subjects. The reliability of the analysis was ensured by a defined protocol conducted by an outside interviewer, video documentation and written transcription of each interview session, and the development of an outside scoring team trained to rate each child’s level of response according to a common scoring rubric.

The ratings of the SAIL responses are intended to provide control-treatment school comparisons of student level of sophistication that could then validate the impact of the PAIR program in the treatment school classrooms. The SAIL assessments are intended also to provide evidence of differences in levels of meta-cognitive understanding of arts and arts integration learning process depending on the focus and mission of the various participating magnet school cohorts and depending on the high, average, or low academic level rating assigned to each student prior to the beginning of the PAIR project.

Description of the SAIL Interview Protocols
The SAIL interview and performance assessment protocols, developed by Dr. Larry Scripp in collaboration with his research colleagues at the CMIE Research Center and CAPE research staff led by Laura Tan Paradis, is designed to determine levels of student understanding of arts and arts integration learning in both PAIR control and treatment schools.

The SAIL Interviews and Performance Assessment Tasks were customized to address the particular art forms featured at each PAIR Cluster School site [see 3A: APPENDICES 1-3] and administered by research assistants trained to follow the questions and tasks on the protocol and provide each student an equal opportunity to elaborate his/her response. These protocols provided opportunities for students
in the project to demonstrate their understanding of the following seven topics (in this case customized to the Writing Magnet schools). The question topics originated from a previous CAPE research project, in which artists contributed to discussions on what was vital to practicing their artistic discipline. These topics formed the basis for the SAIL interview and Performance Task protocol. Questions were purposely designed to be appropriate for both control and treatment schools:

3A Table 1: SAIL Interview and Performance Task Protocol (Writing Magnet School Example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1: Describe and compare the philosophy of two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. What is music? Can you give me an example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. What is theater? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. What is writing? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. How are music, theater, and writing similar to or different from one another?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 2 Describe and compare the process of two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. How do you make music? Can you give me an example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. How do you perform or act out something? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. How do you write a story? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. How are making music, acting, and writing a story similar to or different to each other?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 3 Describe and compare the concept of a mistake of two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. What is a mistake in music? What do you do when you make a mistake while playing music?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. What is a mistake in drama performance? What do you do if you make a mistake while performing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. What is a mistake in writing? What do you do when you make a mistake?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. How is it similar or different when you make a mistake in music, when performing, or when writing?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 4 Describe and compare the skills employed in two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. What skills do you use to make music? Example? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. What skills do you use to act? Example? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. What skills to you use to write? Example? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. How are the skills you use to make music, act and write similar to or different from one another?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 5 Describe and compare the ability to create meaning in two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. How do you tell a story through music? Can you give me an example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. How do you tell a story through drama performance? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. How do you tell a story using writing? Example?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. How are telling a story through music, performance, or writing similar to or different from each other?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The SAIL protocol differs according to the PAIR magnet school designation in questions (a) and (b); according to the CAPE teaching artist disciplines in questions (c); in terms of particular academic focus (math, writing, or world languages) in question (d); and according to the arts integration among the disciplines represented in questions (a), (b), and (c).
Topic 6 Describe and compare the ability to express yourself in two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school’s (show) through music?

a. What can you express through a drama performance? How can you express things in drama?

b. What can you express through music? How can you express things in music?

c. What can you express through writing? How can you express things in writing?

d. How are the things that you can express in music, theater, and writing the same or different?

Topic 7 Describe and compare the ability to use your imagination in two art forms and one primary academic discipline focus at your school.

a. Where do your ideas come from when you are making music? Example?

b. Where do your ideas come from when you are performing drama? Example?

c. Where do your ideas come from when you are writing a story? Example?

d. How do your ideas come from the same or different places when making music, performing, and writing a story?

Performance Assessment Tasks:

- Please give them the story-paragraph to read silently and then ask: What is in this story? Now, come up with a different story, one that you make up on your own, that uses the same elements as this story? [i.e. themes, things, characters, concepts, places, etc.] whatever the student answered for the first part.]

- Play music, and when finished ask: What do you hear in this music? Invent a story that explains what happens or what you hear in this music and tell me about it.

The performance assessment tasks administered during the final portion of the SAIL interview sessions proved to be particularly useful opportunities for students to demonstrate their ability to express, and not just talk about, their understanding of the seven aspects of art forms, arts skills and artistic processes introduced in the interview portion of the SAIL protocol.

Ensuring the validity and reliability of SAIL data collection and analysis

The detailed SAIL Interviewer Guidelines [see 3A APPENDIX 4] provided a complete script meant to ensure uniformity and equal opportunity for every treatment and control school student in the central longitudinal cohort to respond to the interview questions and tasks. The guidelines include a student-friendly description of the PAIR research questions and scripted prompts for interviewer to elicit multiple appropriate responses and a tremendous emphasis on providing ample opportunity for each student to elaborate extensively on their interview responses. Even if it meant expanding the time or scope of the interview a bit, the most important underlying principle for the interview facilitators was to elicit the most thoughtful responses possible from every student without giving the impression that the interviewer was looking for a particular ‘correct’ response. Although there was the expected amount of attrition in the entire student longitudinal sample, there were not enough differences in the treatment and control school sample size by the end of the project to warrant corrective statistical procedures.
All SAIL interviews were recorded with digital video cameras, checked for uniformity and fealty to the ‘spirit and letter’ of the administrative aspects of the protocol, and then later rated by teams of researchers not having direct experience with the PAIR project.

**Rating SAIL student responses for levels of articulation and perspective on their understanding of arts and arts integration learning**

The rating of student responses was achieved through the creation and application of the SAIL Interview Scoring Rubric [see 3A Table 2 below]. The table below shows a broad outline of five categorically different levels of interview/task response. This scoring rubric provides descriptors of levels of complexity of student responses and provides examples of student response that served as anchors for establishing inter-rater reliability throughout the data coding process.

At first, videos were scored by pairs of raters until near 100% percent reliability was achieved with the five categorical scores (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and over 90% inter-rater reliability on ratings within each categorical level (0.0-0.5, 1.0-1.5, 2.0-2.5, 3.0-3.5, 4.0-4.5). All team ratings that did not achieve reliability within .5 of each other were averaged in the dataset. Later on, when a scorer expressed uncertainty of his or her rating, another scorer was brought into the process and the two scores were averaged. Eventually this process resulted in statistically reliable 10-point scaled student response ratings that provided enough statistical power to comparing these data with other factors in the PAIR study.

(3A Table 2 on next page)
### 3A Table 2: PAIR Snapshots of Arts/Arts Integration Learning Scoring Rubric Categories and Sample Student Response Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Response</th>
<th>Sample Anchor Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 0:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Relevant Response</td>
<td>Answers, “Nothing”, “I don’t remember”, “I don’t know,” skips question; doesn’t understand or respond to the question because of language problems; unintelligible mumble; OR Answer is not relevant/does not address the question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Single Dimensional Responses | “We made up stories.”  
                          | “I liked making up songs”  
                          | “We danced together.”  
                          | “I drew pictures of my family.”  
                          | “We played drums with Charlie. It was fun.” |
|                        |                          |
| **Level 2:**           |                          |
| i. Multiple Single Dimensions | “We acted out stories from books, then we acted out our own stories.”  
                          | “We made up songs for our own country and sang them with bells.”  
                          | “I drew picture of food I like. I liked different fruits than other kids.”  
                          | We danced in different ways and we had to keep the beats.”  
                          | “I made drawings of buildings and then we had to make the buildings with paper.”  
                          | “We made up words and then we made up beats to go with them.” |
|                        |                          |
| **Level 3:**           |                          |
| Coordination of Dimensions of Understanding | “We told stories that had beginning, middle, and end. We were all different characters and we had a problem to fix. My story had a surprise at the end.”  
                          | “I make a drawing of all my family and me. Then we all had to draw a new nice place for our families to live with other families. We had cards with our pictures on them so others would know who we are.”  
                          | ‘We had to make draw buildings with the numbers on them so we could build a building with the same shape, but much bigger.”  
                          | “Our song expressed the feeling of our new country, so we all had to like the notes and the beats of the song and sing it together.”  
                          | “We made up our own beats for the characters in the story, and then the beats would change if some got mad or sad.”  
                          | “We would all dance different motions together but it had to be a fraction too. We counted the beats so the different motion had the right fraction.” |
|                        |                          |
| **Level 4:**           |                          |
| Systemic Understanding | “Story telling is better when we acted them out cause you can see how all the characters move and talk and argue with each other. My story got better because we had fun making the story funnier when we did it for the class.’  
                          | “When we did the dance it was really math, too. We had to count. We had to get the fractions right. It had to be right so everyone could do it together.”  
                          | “Our drawings are art, but they are math too, because all the numbers add together and it has to look good, too. Sometimes we didn’t do the numbers right and it didn’t look right and we had to fix it.”  
                          | “Our song expressed the feelings of the words and told about what our country is. The most important words got the highest notes so everyone would know what our country stands for. And it wasn’t done until we could all sing together and that was hard to do.” |

* * *
3A-1: Control-Treatment and Within Treatment Comparisons of PAIR Final Year SAIL Student Response Ratings

**3A-1 Inquiry Questions:**
1) To what extent are there significant differences in Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning (SAIL) interview response ratings between PAIR Control and Treatment Schools?  
2) How do SAIL scores vary according to particular academic focus (Writing, Math, or World Languages & Culture)?  
3) How do SAIL ratings vary among PAIR Treatment and Control Schools according to their primary focus on academics versus arts learning?

**3A-1 Figures 1-3 Data Display Indications:** First, the bar chart below on the left indicates that, in the final two years of the project, pre-post comparisons of levels of sophistication in SAIL student interview responses reveal that the Treatment schools overall SAIL scores were higher than Treatment schools in grade five and increasingly so in grade 6 (though only attaining a p value of .09).

In the far right bar chart below it appears that the control-treatment comparisons of SAIL ratings by academic focus school PAIR Magnet CLUSTER School type suggest that only the Treatment World Language Treatment schools are outperforming their ‘paired’ control school cohort. However, this finding may be significant because the World Language School cohort proved to be, as demonstrated in previous analysis of ISAT test scores, also the school cohort with the highest increase in academic achievement.

From a third perspective, *there is strong evidence for overall highly significant differences between the Arts Focus Treatment school cohort compared to the Academic Focus Treatment and to both types of Control School cohorts* (center bar chart). Thus, we can conclude that *there is much stronger evidence for the consistent link between the SAIL assessments of students’ understanding of arts and arts integration concepts in the Arts Focused Schools that explicitly developed PAIR arts integration practices without a particular attention given to one particular strand of academic achievement.*

(3A-1 Figure 1 on next page)
Taken together, the three data displays examined above suggest that, although PAIR Treatment student cohorts may be slightly outperforming the Control schools in SAIL interview rating overall, it is principally the PAIR Treatment Arts Focus Schools – and not the PAIR Treatment Academic Focus Schools – that have demonstrated the highest levels of understanding of arts and arts integration in their classroom. And – as seen previously in Part 2 of this report – it is the Treatment Arts Focus school cohort that demonstrated the largest differential between treatment-control group academic scores by the final year of the project.

3A-1 Figure 2 below displays statistical evidence for the supremacy of SAIL ratings in Treatment Arts Schools through the direct within-treatment school comparison between Arts and Academic schools. The box plot representation of SAIL student responses averaged across all categories of types of questions demonstrates statistically significant differences [ANOVA F Ratio 5.34, p < .02] between PAIR Treatment Academic and Arts Focus Schools not only in mean scores, but also in the range of student responses. The combined effect of these statistically different scores in the Treatment Schools
suggests that there is a sub-cohort of students who are highly articulate with respect to the SAIL tasks, a discrete cohort that does not exist in the Treatment Academic Focus School cohort. In contrast to the PAIR Treatment schools, the Control school comparisons revealed no statistically significant differences between the Arts vs. Academic Focus Schools suggesting that the increased SAIL ratings in the PAIR Arts Focused Treatment Schools a principal outcome of the project.

3A-1 Figure 2: Statistically Significant Comparisons of SAIL Interview Averaged Responses by School Focus Type (Arts vs. Academic)

Further analyses of student response to various categories of SAIL Interview question types [see 3A-1 Figure 3 below] indicate clear distinctions between the Arts and Academic Focused Treatment School responses to three groups of questions distributed throughout the SAIL protocol outlined earlier:

- Questions (a, b) focused on arts learning disciplines provided by the CAPE teaching artists,
- Questions (c) focused on particular academic disciplines featured in the PAIR project treatment according to the magnet school classification, and
- Questions (d) focused on arts integration learning processes relevant to the disciplines addressed previously in questions (a, b, c).

Two findings were obtained from the SAIL interview rating charts below. First, although there are no statistical differences between the Arts Focus and the Academic Focus Schools in the control schools student samples (see top row of charts below), results from the treatment schools indicate that the Arts Focus School students score higher than do the Treatment Academic Focus School students on all three question types (bottom row of charts). Thus in Arts Focus PAIR treatment schools, arts
integration units appear to heighten the ability to articulate learning processes in arts, academic and arts integration contexts.

Second, statistical significance is attained mainly with regard to questions focused on learning in the arts disciplines featured in each school’s particular arts discipline focused PAIR curriculum [bottom left SAIL 'arts response' responses, ANOVA F Ratio 5.82 p <.02] and on learning in the PAIR prioritized academic discipline [bottom center SAIL 'academic discipline' responses, ANOVA F Ratio 7.06 p <.01). In contrast, results from the SAIL questions about the integration of arts and academic learning (right chart SAIL “arts integration” questions) are not significantly different within the Treatment Arts and Academic Focused school cohorts. This second finding suggests that only in the Treatment PAIR Schools do the Arts Focused school outperform the Academic Focused students in the SAIL interviews in the arts discipline focused questions.

3A-1 Figure 3: Control-Treatment Schools Comparisons of Grade 6 Snapshot of Arts Integration Learning (SAIL) Interview Averaged Response by School Focus (Arts vs. Academic) breakdown by Question Categories
(left = focus on PAIR arts disciplines, center = focus on prioritized academic learning according to Cluster School groups, right = focus on arts integrated learning)
3A-1 Summary, Emerging Themes: It appears that the PAIR program generally has impacted the Treatment Schools differently from the Control Schools in terms of their average level of response to SAIL interview tasks. Within-Treatment School profile analysis reveals that the Treatment Arts School student responses differ from the Treatment Academic Schools with regard to their understanding of arts or academic disciplines, but not in their grasp of arts integration teaching and learning practices. Looking across all three question areas of the SAIL protocol, it appears that the PAIR Treatment Arts School students are able to articulate arts, academic, and arts integration questions equally well, whereas the Treatment Academic Focus School students are relatively more articulate about the process of arts integration across disciplines than they are discussing the processes and content of the discrete subject areas.

*   *   *

3A-2. Control-Treatment Comparisons of PAIR Final Year SAIL Student Response Ratings According to Pre-Classified HAL Academic Achievement Ratings

3A-2 Inquiry Questions: To what extent do the SAIL scores predict academic achievement? To what extent are there significant differences in SAIL Interview Tasks between different levels of pre-designated HAL academic achievers in PAIR Control and Treatment Schools?

3A-2 Figures 1-3 Data Display Indications: The data displays below indicate that the SAIL Interview ratings do predict academic achievement in both Control and Treatment schools. Thus individual student SAIL ratings constitute a central indicator of all students’ understanding of arts and arts integration teaching and learning and a significant predictor of student standardized test regardless of receiving the PAIR arts integration program or not. The figure below first displays the overall correlation between ISAT and SAIL scores including both control and treatment schools [ANOVA F Ratio 11.47 p <.001].
3A-2 Figure 1: Fit of 2010 ISAT Averaged Math and Reading Scores by SAIL Interview Task Ratings from all students in PAIR Control and Treatment Schools

![Bivariate Fit of 2010 ISAT Combined Avg Score By SAIL-6 Total Avg](image)

3A-2 Figures 2-3 directly below establish that the positive correlation index between ISAT scores and SAIL ratings is generally the same in both control [ANOVA F-Ratio 5.85, p < .02] and treatment schools [ANOVA F Ration 5.12 p < .03]. This finding validates the SAIL interview ratings as an important tool for measuring student understanding of arts and arts integration teaching and learning practices as a predictor of academic achievement in any public school.

3A-2 Figure 2-3: Comparative Fit of 2010 ISAT Averaged Math and Reading Scores by SAIL Interview Task Ratings between students in PAIR Control and Treatment Schools

![2010 ISAT Combined Avg Score By SAIL-6 Total Avg Control](image)![2010 ISAT Combined Avg Score By SAIL-6 Total Avg Treatment](image)
3A-2 Figure 4 Data Display Indications: The statistical relationship between SAIL protocol response and ISAT Standardized Test scores within the Focus School types is revealed by the scatterplots in figure below. The two upper row scatterplots show that the correlation between SAIL protocol ratings and ISAT test performance scores in both Treatment and Control Academic Focus School student cohorts are highly significant (p value .0001 and p value .01 respectively) compared to Arts Focused Schools, suggesting that performance on SAIL instruments has a higher predictive value for academic achievement in schools that first and foremost prioritize academic learning.

Conversely, the two lower row scatterplots [also in 3A2 Figure 4 below] indicate that there is no statistically significant association between test scores and SAIL scores in either of the control or treatment Arts Focus Schools, suggesting that the SAIL data may be generally less predictive of academic performance in schools that concentrate more on high standards of arts learning for all students.

3A-2 Figure 4: Scatterplot displays depicting the relationship between ISAT and SAIL Responses by Control-Treatment Arts vs. Non Arts Focus Schools

![Scatterplot displays](image-url)
The correlation chart below confirms these findings through the calculation of highly significant correlation between arts and academic learning in the two Academic Priority Schools at the top of the table compared to the non-significant ratings in the magnet Arts Schools below.

3A-2 Figure 5: Degree of Correlation Between Student SAIL and ISAT Academic Ratings

3A-3: PAIR Final Year SAIL Student Response Ratings Analyzed According to Pre-Designated HAL Academic Achievement Classifications and by Cluster School Types.

3A-3 Inquiry Questions: To what extent do the student HAL ratings predict averaged SAIL arts integration ratings? To what extent are there significant differences in SAIL Interview Tasks according to various types of Cluster Schools?

3A-3 Figures 1-2 Data Display Indications: The analyses of SAIL data indicate that the pre-designated classification of the HAL learners generally does not predict performance on the SAIL questions and tasks thus suggesting that the SAIL ratings provide an alternative avenue for demonstrating understanding of arts and its connection to academic studies independent of prior academic achievement levels. Box plot charts below in 3A4 Figure 1 provide evidence that closing of the achievement gap also is detected principally in SAIL data in PAIR Treatment Schools. Note that the SAIL means comparisons are significantly different in the Control Schools according to HAL
designation whereas in the Treatment Schools there is no significant difference among the HAL student cohorts by the end of the PAIR project. The analyses of SAIL student learning outcomes supports previously reported findings that the PAIR Treatment Schools as a whole, and especially the Treatment Arts Focused Schools, provide an alternative and more equitable path to academic excellence through arts plus arts integration practices that the Control Arts Focus schools – and especially the Control Academic Focus Schools – do not.

3A-3 Figure 1: Control-Treatment Comparisons of SAIL Ratings by HAL Academic Designations

In one small case study of PAIR Cluster Schools, for example, PAIR World Language Control-Treatment cohort comparisons reveal that, without the benefit of the PAIR program, measures of arts and arts integration understanding derived from the SAIL interview and performance assessment tasks in World Language CONTROL groups (see Figure 3A-3 left box chart) conform closely to the HAL profile gaps between high and low learners (High-Low comparisons p < .004).

In contrast to the CONTROL School SAIL HAL profile, results from SAIL Treatment World Language school data (Figure 3A-3 Figure 2 below, right box chart) demonstrate the possibility of ‘reversing’ the expected achievement gap: that is, the pre-designated LOW ISAT academic achievement students in the treatment school outperformed the formerly designated HIGH and AVERAGE academic achievers in the control schools by the final year of the PAIR project.
3A Summary, Emerging Themes: Designed in collaboration with the CAPE staff and teaching artists, the SAIL interview and performance assessment tasks demonstrate valid and reliable measures of student understanding of creative and problem solving processes in multiple art forms and in their connection to other academic subject areas.

Results from SAIL assessments reviewed here suggest strongly that the PAIR program substantially heightens understanding of arts and arts integration learning processes in Treatment Arts Focus Schools in comparison with matched control schools. Reflecting on the arts and academic control-treatment comparisons as a whole, the analyses of the SAIL interviews data reveal that the treatment student cohorts, led by the Treatment Arts Focus students, emerge as the primary sample of students best exemplifying the effects of the PAIR program as measured both by the ISAT scores (as reported in Part 2) and by the SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Task responses reported here. That the Treatment Arts Focus School SAIL overall scores in particular outpace the other Treatment Academic and all other Control group schools suggests that PAIR program advances understanding of arts learning in ways that primarily academic or conventional arts focused school programs do not.

Analysis of the SAIL ratings in relation to state standardized test scores suggests that the measures of student understanding of arts and arts integration may reveal unanticipated differences in the impact of PAIR on between the two types of PAIR Focus Schools. Whereas the Treatment Arts Focus school groups show that higher levels of understanding of arts and arts integration in SAIL assessments were
obtained across the broad spectrum of student academic classifications, the impact of the PAIR program in Academic Focus School SAIL results turn out to be more precisely associated with levels of academic achievement in both Control (p < .01) and other Treatment (p < .0001) schools. The data also show that the PAIR Treatment Academic Focus schools score relatively better on SAIL assessment items that are more focused on arts integration learning processes, a finding that suggests that PAIR arts integration practices are equally effective for both Treatment Arts and Treatment Academic Focus School when the emphasis in PAIR is weighted more toward arts integration processes than on arts learning in isolation from academic studies.

And furthermore, since previous chapters determined that PAIR treatment groups eventually did outpace the control groups in ISAT achievement scores by the final year of the project, we can now hypothesize that the SAIL assessments function as a relatively independent and important intermediary measure of student learning that has a direct and highly significant association with state standardized test scores. Conversely, the Control Arts Focus groups, deprived of PAIR treatment program benefits, demonstrate (a) neither SAIL or ISAT scores equivalent to the Treatment Schools, (b) no indicators of success for pre-classified low-level learners compared to the Treatment Schools, and (c) no indication of significant correlation among the internal (SAIL) and external (ISAT) student learning outcomes that are strongly characteristic of the Treatment School statistical profiles.

In sum, students who demonstrate a more comprehensive and articulate view of arts learning and its integration across subject areas also are the students in schools most closely associated with the positive academic excellence and a culture of equity (as reported earlier) by the final year of the project. This result suggests that the SAIL assessment processes have captured critical evidence for explicit learning transfer effects in these schools through arts integration practices. These findings altogether suggest that ‘arts plus arts integration’ teaching and learning practices featured most clearly in the Treatment Schools may now be considered the optimal condition for students to benefit from both arts and academic based teaching and learning.

---

2 The word “intermediary” is used to place the SAIL assessments in the sequence of associated factors of multivariate analysis that begins with A) PAIR school teachers receiving arts plus arts integration program services and professional development guidance (internal independent variable) that result in B) student ratings of understanding of arts plus arts integration teaching and learning SAIL assessment (internal dependent variable), that in turn can be linked with C) ISAT standardized student academic test scores (external dependent variable).
Additional HAL student achievement gap analysis shows that the SAIL arts learning assessments are correlated significantly overall with standardized ISAT test scores in Treatment schools despite the fact that there pre-designated levels of academic achievers no longer predict academic test scores by the end of the project. In one case study control-treatment group comparison between the SAIL ratings in World Language Arts and Academic Treatment Schools, the SAIL assessments appear to demonstrate a ‘reversal’ of expectations for formerly classified Low academic achievers. In PAIR World Language Schools Low-rated academic achievers sometime demonstrate a deeper understanding of both arts and arts integration learning than do the pre-designated Average or High achievers in the control World Language Schools. One possible explanation for PAIR’s optimal impact on this particular cluster of Arts Focused and Academic Focused World Language case study schools is that arts integration may take on a deeper impact in schools committed to bi-lingual learning environment that may be more supportive of ‘multiple literacy’ integrated learning in both language and fine arts.

*   *   *

[3A Appendices 1-5 begin on the next page]
3A APPENDIX 1:
ELA Writing-Arts Cluster School SAIL Protocols
Grade 5-6, 2009-2010

Please ask the student for their name, teacher, and school before the questions begin. With each question guide the student to understanding the question and always ask the follow-up questions.

- **Question 1 (Philosophy):**
  a. What is music? Can you give me an example?
  b. What is performance or theater? Example?
  c. What is writing? Example?
  d. How are music, theater, and writing similar to or different from one another? Why?

- **Question 2 (Process):**
  a. How do you make music? Can you give me an example?
  b. How do you perform or act out something? Example?
  c. How do you write a story? Example?
  d. How are making music, acting, and writing a story similar or different to each other? Why?

- **Question 3 (Judgment):**
  a. What is a mistake in music? What do you do when you make a mistake while playing music?
  b. What is a mistake in drama performance? What do you do if you make a mistake while performing?
  c. What is a mistake in writing? What do you do when you make a mistake?
  d. How is it similar or different when you make a mistake in music, when performing, or when writing? Why?

- **Question 4 (Concrete Experience):**
  a. What skills does a musician use? Example? How are these skills useful?
  b. What skills does an actor use? Example? How?
  c. What skills does a writer use? Example? How?
  d. How are the skills used by a writer, a musician, and an actor similar or different from one another? Why?

- **Question 5 (Concrete Experience):**
  a. How do you tell a story through music? Can you give me an example?
  b. How do you tell a story through drama performance? Example?
  c. How do you tell a story using writing? Example?
  d. How are telling a story through music, performance, or writing similar or different from each other? Why?

- **Question 6 (Imagination):**
  a. What can you express (show) through music? How?
  b. What can you express through drama performance? How?
  c. What can you express through writing? How?
  d. How are the things that you can express in music, theater, and writing the same or different? Why?
• **Question 7 (Imagination):**
  a. Where do your ideas come from when you are making music? Where else ... ?
  b. Where do your ideas come from when you are performing drama? Example?
  c. Where do your ideas come from when you are writing a story? Example?
  d. Do your ideas come from the same or different places when making music, performing, and writing a story? Why?

• Please give them the story-paragraph to read silently and then ask: What is in this story? Now, come up with a different story, one that you make up on your own, that uses the same elements as this story? [i.e. themes, things, characters, concepts, places, etc... whatever the student answered for the first part.]

• Play music, and when finished ask: What do you hear in this music? Invent a story that explains what happens or what you hear in this music and tell me about it.

* * *
3A APPENDIX 2:
ELA Math-Arts Cluster School SAIL Protocols
Grade 5-6, 2009-2010

Please ask the student for their name, teacher, and school before the questions begin. With each question guide the student to understanding the question and always ask the follow-up questions.

- **Question 1 (Knowledge):**
  a. What is a dance performance? Example? (if dance has no meaning to student, use just movement “performance”)
  b. What is visual art? Can you give an example?
  c. What is math? Example?
  d. How are dance, art, and math similar to or different from one another? Why?

- **Question 2 (Process):**
  a. How do you make a dance performance? Can you give me an example?
  b. How do you make visual art? Example?
  c. How do you solve a math problem? How do you use math to solve problems outside of school? Example?
  d. How are making a dance performance, making art, and solving a math problem similar or different? Why?

- **Question 3 (Judgment):**
  a. What is a mistake in a dance performance? What would you do if you made a mistake in a dance performance?
  b. What is a mistake in visual art? What to you do when you make a mistake in art?
  c. What is a mistake in math? What do you do when you make a mistake?
  d. How is it similar or different when you make a mistake in a dance performance, in art, or in math? Why?

- **Question 4 (Personal experience):**
  a. What skills does a performer or dancer use? Can you give an example? How are these skills useful?
  b. What skills does an visual artist use to make art? Example? How?
  c. What skills does a mathematician use? Example? How?
  d. How are the skills that a performer, artist, and mathematician use similar or different from one another? Why?

- **Question 5 (Personal experience):**
  a. How do you tell a story through a dance performance? Example?
  b. How do you tell a story through visual art? Example?
  c. How do you use math to communicate ideas? Example?
  d. How are telling a story / communicating ideas through dance, art, and math similar to or different from one another? Why?
• Question 6 (Imagination):
  a.  What can you express through a dance performance? Can you give me an example of how?
  b.  What can you express through visual art? Can you give me an example of how?
  c.  What can you express through math? Can you give me an example of how?
  d.  How are the things that you can express through math, performance and art similar or different from one another?

• Question 7 (Imagination):
  a.  Where do your ideas come from when you are creating a dance performance? Where else...?
  b.  Where do your ideas come from when you are making visual art?
  c.  Where do your ideas come from when you are working on a math problem?
  d.  Do you get your ideas for dance, art, and math from similar places or different places? Why?

• Show them the art image, and ask: Describe what you see in this image and what it means to you. Can you invent a story based on what you see and tell me about it?

• Show them the performance video, and ask: Please describe what you see in this video and what it means to you. Can you invent a story based on what you saw in this video and tell me about it?
3A APPENDIX 3:
World Languages & Cultures-Arts Cluster School SAIL Protocols
Grade 5-6, 2009-2010

Please ask the student for their name, teacher, and school before the questions begin. With each question guide the student to understanding the question and always ask the follow-up questions.

• **Question 1 (Knowledge):**
  a. What is music? Can you give me an example?
  b. What is visual art? Example?
  c. What is language and what is culture? What would be an example of a person’s language/culture?
  d. How are music, art, and culture similar or different from one another? Why?

• **Question 2 (Process):**
  a. How do you make music? Can you give me an example?
  b. How do you make visual art? Example?
  c. What are different ways that you (or someone else) show or express your culture? How does that show your culture?
  d. How can music or art express a person’s culture? Why?

• **Question 3 (Judgment):**
  a. What is a mistake in music? What do you do when you make a mistake while playing music?
  b. What is a mistake in visual art? What do you do when you make a mistake while making art?
  c. What is a mistake when you are using a new language? What do you do when you make a mistake in a language?
  d. How is it similar or different when you make a mistake in music, a mistake in art, or a mistake in language? Why?

• **Question 4 (Concrete Experience):**
  a. What skills does a musician use to make music? Example? How are these skills useful?
  b. What skills does a visual artist use to make art? Example? How?
  c. What skills do you use to learn a language? Example? How?
  d. How are the skills you use for making music, art, and learning language similar to or different from one another? Why?

• **Question 5 (Concrete Experience):**
  a. How do you tell a story through music? Can you give an example?
  b. How do you tell a story through visual art? Example?
  c. How does a culture tell its stories? What other ways does a culture tell its stories?
  d. How is it similar or different when you tell stories through music, art, and culture? Why?
• Question 6 (Imagination):
  a. What can you express or show through music? Example?
  b. What can you express or show through visual art? Example?
  c. What can you express through language? Example?
  d. How are the things you can express through music, art, and language the same or different?

• Question 7 (Imagination):
  a. Where do your ideas come from when you are making music? Where else?
  b. Where do your ideas come from when you are making visual art? Where else?
  c. Where do your ideas come from when you are telling a story? Where else?
  d. Do you get your ideas for music, art, and storytelling from similar or different places? Why?

• Show them the art image, and ask: Describe what you see in this image and what it means to you. Can you invent a story based on what you see and tell me about it?

• Play music, and when finished ask: Please describe what you hear in this music and what it means to you. Can you invent a story based on what you hear in this music and tell me about it?
3A APPENDIX 4: PAIR SAIL Interviewer Guidelines

INTRO Script:
Hi I’m ______ and I work with an arts education organization in Chicago. We support the arts in public schools. For these three years, we’re basically interested in what 4th-6th graders think about the arts – including visual art, theater, performance, dance, and music – and some academic areas like math, language and literature.

So the kinds of questions I’ll ask you will be about these topics. They’re like “What is art? What is _____ (content area that school is working on)? How do you make art? How do you know when you’ve finished learning (math, language and culture, story)?” These questions have no right or wrong answers. They are also not trick questions. So if you don’t know the answer to a question, you can just tell me or ask me to clarify, or ask me to repeat it.

These questions are ways for us to understand how you think about these things. We’re going to ask these for three years, and the idea is to see if your thinking about them changes over time.

Does this make sense? (answer any of their questions)

NOTE: If they ask why we’re asking them these questions – just tell them we’re trying to understand what they think about these topics, because most people don’t ask 4th graders these questions, and they don’t really know what 4th graders think. Don’t mention the integration part – that we’re interested in learning how one topic relates to another. It may lead them to answer the questions differently.

END:
Do you have any questions for me?

Two important principles in conducting the interviews:

Freedom to Interview
Our goal is to get each student to demonstrate as much as possible of their complete understanding of a topic or question. Because we are scoring on complexity of understanding and not “correct answers”, you cannot give the student the “right answer” (false positive) by prompting or helping them understand. However, they can very easily fail to demonstrate what they are capable of (false negative) because the question is asked without follow-up or because they do not understand the meaning of the question. Please support the student in their responses and tailor your prompts to their individual needs.

It is important that if a student has a fundamental misunderstanding (thinks “making music” means playing a CD; doesn’t understand culture; language issues etc.), you should offer support and correction to assist them in understanding the point of the question.

Encouraging Elaboration in Every Student
In each bulleted question (a, b, c, d) there are two essential parts. The question generates a first response. Every student should then be asked a follow-up question (How? Example? Why?) that prompts them for elaboration. If they answer the “stock” follow-up in their initial answer, please ask for a more complex follow-up. You can ask them for a second (contrasting) example, or ask them to compare their two examples, or improvise another follow-up based on their response to get a more detailed, personal, and complex answer.
### 3A APPENDIX 5:
**PAIR SAIL Interview Scoring Rubric**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 0: No Relevant Response</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant or indiscernible response; silence;</td>
<td>Answers, “Nothing”, “I don’t remember”, “I don’t know,” skips question; doesn’t understand or respond to the question because of language problems; unintelligible mumble; OR Answer is not relevant/does not address the question.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Single Dimensional</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete, un-detailed response. Very generic statements, singular perspective. Unspecific, unfocused, diffused. No elaboration, no detail, no personal specifics or procedural relationships. Lists undifferentiated elements.</td>
<td>“We made up stories.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I liked making up songs”</td>
<td>“We danced together.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I drew pictures of my family.”</td>
<td>“We played drums with Charlie. It was fun.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2: i. Multiple Single Dimensions</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete connections, some occasional detail, some elaboration, or emerging specificity; Some coordination of elements, like a clearly ordered procedure. Specific personal insight.</td>
<td>“We acted out stories from books, then we acted out our own stories.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We made up songs for our own country and sang them with bells.”</td>
<td>“I drew picture of food I like. I liked different fruits than other kids.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We danced in different ways and we had to keep the beats.”</td>
<td>“We made drawings of buildings and then we had to make the buildings with paper.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We made up words and then we made up beats to go with them.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3: Coordination of Dimensions</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detailed descriptive relationships. Often provides elaborative detailed statements. Evidence of higher-order relational thinking, including elements of inter-personal insight and purpose, artistic aesthetic, and/or historical references.</td>
<td>“We told stories that had beginning, middle, and end. We were all different characters and we had a problem to fix. My story had a surprise at the end.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I make a drawing of all my family and me. Then we all had to draw a new nice place for our families to live with other families. We had cards with our pictures on them so others would know who we are.”</td>
<td>“We had to make draw buildings with the numbers on them so we could build a building with the same shape, but much bigger.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our song expressed the feeling of our new country, so we all had to like the notes and the beats of the song and sing it together.”</td>
<td>“Our drawings are art, but they are math too, because all the numbers add together and it has to look good, too. Sometimes we didn’t do the numbers right and it didn’t look right and we had to fix it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We made up our own beats for the characters in the story, and then the beats would change if some got mad or sad.”</td>
<td>“Our song expressed the feelings of the words and told about what our country is. The most important words got the highest notes so everyone would know what our country stands for. And it wasn’t done until we could all sing together and that was hard to do.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 4: Systemic Understanding</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substantial detail and specificity. Causal statements. Compare and contrast relationships. Critical perspective, highly complex, multiple relationships.</td>
<td>“Story telling is better when we acted them out cause you can see how all the characters move and talk and argue with each other. My story got better because we had fun making the story funnier when we did it for the class.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“When we did the dance it was really math, too. We had to count. We had to get the fractions right. It had to be right so everyone could do it together.”</td>
<td>“Our drawings are art, but they are math too, because all the numbers add together and it has to look good, too. Sometimes we didn’t do the numbers right and it didn’t look right and we had to fix it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our song expressed the feelings of the words and told about what our country is. The most important words got the highest notes so everyone would know what our country stands for. And it wasn’t done until we could all sing together and that was hard to do.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3B: PAIR Analysis of Student Survey Response Ratings.
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3B: Introduction

Purpose of the PAIR Student Surveys
The purpose of the Student Survey data analysis was to test the assumption that the PAIR program results in a distinctly different classroom practices compared to control school classrooms. In order to substantiate this assumption, the analysis of PAIR survey responses needed to indicate that Treatment School students perceived increasingly higher levels of arts integration emphasis and classroom practices that included higher levels of PAIR program development factors, specifically collaboration, reflection, arts learning presentations and arts learning participation. Hypothetically, it was assumed that the presence of these factors were necessary, though not sufficient, to support, optimize and sustain high-quality program development in their classroom.

Positive control-treatment comparisons of the Student Survey responses would also validate the role of the teaching artist and the effect of ongoing teacher professional development on classroom practices described in the PAIR Teacher Report (Part I of the PAIR report), and provide evidence of program outcomes in the Treatment School that could explain why the PAIR project may have been linked to positive external standardized test and internal SAIL student learning outcomes reported here.

Construction of the PAIR Student Survey
The PAIR Pre-Post Student Survey [3A APPENDIX 6] items were included to mirror to a certain extent the construction and content of the PAIR Year End Teacher Survey. In both cases the responders were asked to rate how often certain key elements of exemplary teaching practices were present in the classroom on an eight point scale ranging from Never (1) to Rarely (2-3) to Sometimes (4-5) to Often (6-7) to always (8). Thus control-treatment differences in student response could be used to validate the extent to which teachers succeeded in having students experience the benefits of the PAIR program development factors.

Statements rated by the students were coded according to key elements of the PAIR program from the teacher professional development perspective. The responses were then categorized as primarily measures of the students’ perception of the following characteristics of their classroom culture: Collaboration (teacher and student), Reflective Practices, Focus on Arts Integration, Frustration with writing assignments, Opportunities to present arts learning work, and Engagement in arts learning outside of the classroom.
### 3B Table 1: Key Categories of the PAIR Student Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key PAIR Program Development Factors</th>
<th>Sample Statements Linked to Each Program Development Factor to be Rated from 1-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration [C]</strong></td>
<td>• I have opportunities to teach and be taught by other students in class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There are assignments where students plan together in class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My classmates and I think of new ideas before and when we work together. [C, R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My classroom teacher and my in-school art, music, performance or dance teacher work together in my class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My classroom teacher works with outside teaching artists, musicians, performers, or dancers who come into our classrooms to teach. [C, A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective Practices [R]</strong></td>
<td>• My teacher meets just with me to review my work when it is completed and/or when it is in progress. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My teacher meets with my working group to review my work when it is completed and/or when it is in progress. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I have the opportunity to write in class to reflect on or think about what I learned. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus on Arts Integration [AI]</strong></td>
<td>• Students in my school are learning about the arts, and also explore its connection to math, science, or world languages and cultures. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I use images, music, movement or dance to understand books, stories or vocabulary in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I use images, music, movement or dance to understand math concepts or math problems in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I use images, music, movement or dance to understand different cultures and my own or my family identity in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand books, stories, writing or vocabulary in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand math concepts or math problems in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• My teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand different cultures and my own or my family identity in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frustration with writing assignments [F]</strong></td>
<td>• I get bored or frustrated writing in class, especially when I am asked to write long paragraphs. [F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunities to present student arts learning work [PA]</strong></td>
<td>• Student work is publicly displayed and/or performed in the classroom. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Students in my class have opportunities to show their work in an exhibition, performance, or presentation for students and/or parents from the school. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Students in my class have opportunities to show their work in an exhibition, performance, or presentation to students from another school. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagement in arts learning outside the classroom [OA]</strong></td>
<td>• I take part in art, music, theater or dance classes outside of school. [OA]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ensuring the validity and reliability of PAIR Student Surveys data collection and analysis
The data were collected early and late in every year of PAIR Project implementation. Rated responses were coded and averaged according to their category so that the data could be used with sufficient statistical power to determine statistically significant control-treatment comparisons and explore the relationships between student survey responses and other student learning and teacher professional development outcomes in this project.

* * *

3B PAIR Student Survey Responses: Control-Treatment Analysis of Student Perceptions of Classroom Culture and Elements of Arts Integration Teaching and Learning Practices

3B Inquiry Questions: 1) To what extent are there significant differences in PAIR student survey response ratings between Control and Treatment Schools? 2) How do PAIR Student Survey scores vary according to particular academic focus (Writing, Math, or World Languages & Culture)? 3) How do PAIR Student Survey ratings vary among PAIR Treatment and Comparison Schools according to their primary focus on academics versus arts learning?

The Student Survey was developed piloted in the first two years of the project, and administered as pre-post tests in the last two years of the project. Over time, the statements became focused on determining the students’ willingness to recognize increasingly specific factors of a high-quality PAIR classroom culture as it unfolded during the course of the academic year. Thus survey responses were analyzed for differences in pre-post ratings of these key factors. From the CAPE staff and teaching artist perspective, the strongest evidence that high quality factors of PAIR classroom practices were established from the student perspective would be if students become increasingly willing to rate the presence of Arts Integration factors more positively by the end of the school year.
3B Figure 1 Data Display Indications: Students in treatment schools, with one exception, register far higher student perception of change in classroom culture than do students in the control schools.

In 3B Figure 1 below the top row bar chart display indicates clearly the difference between Control-Treatment comparisons between PAIR Arts and Academic Focus schools. Analyzed according to key features of the PAIR classroom culture that were explicitly supported by ongoing teacher professional development, students in Treatment schools show patterns of gains over time that contrast significantly with the control school student responses. With the exception of the highly positive response to the presence of ‘collaboration’ in the Control Arts Focus Schools and the starkly enthusiastic response to questions about ‘participation in the arts’ in the Control Academic Focus Schools [see top charts in 3B Figure 1]. Treatment Arts and Academic Focus Schools register gain scores in every dimension of the program, including student reflection, arts presentation, arts integration, and arts participation.

The bottom row chart indicate that the overall pattern of positive gain scores in Treatment Schools according to school cluster type, as a whole was particularly strong in Math and World Language Schools but did not happen in the Treatment ELA Schools.
3B Preliminary Summary, Emerging Themes: The data display here supports strong evidence for the increasing presence of the PAIR program in Treatment Schools thus validating Control-Treatment differences between classroom cultures from the student perspective. The relatively high student ratings of collaboration, reflective practice and arts integration in the Treatment schools over time distinguishes the PAIR Treatment versus Control Schools in terms of classroom practices and culture.
Differences Control Arts and Academic focused schools also provides evidence that could explain why the Academic Control Schools generally underperformed in most factors compared to the Arts Control Schools.

The case study school cluster analysis showed that student in one type of PAIR school were not inclined to notice increasing levels of arts integration classroom practices. The lone exception of the under-rated Treatment ELA Schools may be explained in part by the fact that expectations and the presence of arts integration at these schools initially may have been much higher from the beginning of the project compared to the Math and World Language Schools. The presence of the PAIR program may have only reinforced a pre-existing culture of arts integration embedded in the language arts (through illustration and dramatization) which would explain the strong presence of support in the post survey results that did not exceed initial expectations as seen in the pre-post comparisons. Thus it is reasonable to assume that student attitudes toward PAIR in schools that had already established as a part of the classroom culture would not as likely become more positive over time compared to the Math and World Culture schools where the perception of PAIR classroom culture factors increased significantly.

Another explanation, however, can be inferred from a parallel anomaly in the SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment results presented in the previous section. As previously reported, The SAIL student assessment averages in the ELA Treatment Schools did not exceed the levels of their counterpart Control ELA schools. In this case, students surveyed in the ELA Treatment Schools likewise did not express increased enthusiasm for features of arts integrated learning compared to any of the other school cohorts. These results suggest the possibility of a link between the PAIR students’ perception of their Arts Integrated learning environment factors and the SAIL assessment ratings of arts and arts integrated learning.

3B Figures 2-3 Data Display Indications: 3B Figures 2-3 box charts provide another look at the differences in pre-post survey scores according to the PAIR Arts vs. Academic Focus Schools. Note here that the Treatment students rated three key factors higher than both types of Control FOCUS school students in Total Average, Average of Key Factors, and every single PAIR Student Survey statement. Note also that the Control Academic Schools, in particular, rated these factors lowest on virtually all categories of key aspects of the intended PAIR classroom culture.
3B Figures 2-3: Control-Treatment Box Plot Comparisons of Grade 6 PAIR Student Survey
Average Responses by School FOCUS (left: overall averages, right: average change of key indicators Arts Integration, Reflection, and Presentation of Arts Learning Work)

3B Figure 4: Control-Treatment Box Plot Comparisons of Grade 6 PAIR Student Survey
Average Responses by School Focus (three primary question categories)
Section 3B Preliminary Summary, Emerging Themes: Positive changes in students’ perception of classroom culture drawn from pre-post Student Survey data indicate that key elements of PAIR arts integration practices emphasized in the CAPE teacher professional development program outcomes were perceptible to the Treatment School students by the end of the project. Results obtained by the Initial Cohort indicate that these changes are associated to some extent with the emergence of significant trend comparisons between the treatment and control school student learning assessments. Unfortunately, follow-up cohort data was not collected, making it impossible to determine if these effects obtained more quickly or with more statistical significance when the PAIR teachers had more experience with the project.

Furthermore, control-treatment school comparisons reveal that the Treatment Arts Focus Schools were the cohort most likely to show positive change on the Student Survey responses in matters of teacher collaboration, participation in art activities, and reflection on arts learning. In contrast the Treatment Academic Schools were more likely to indicate higher levels of arts integration processes and presentation of arts integration work. Taken together, it is evident that student ratings of classroom culture provide a way to understand student judgments of key PAIR program factors that depended on the type of PAIR School they attended. Overall the rank order effect of student ratings of key program features of PAIR proceeds from strong to weak according to the level of school focus and treatment:

from Treatment Arts → Treatment Academic → Control Arts Schools → Control Academic Schools.

As similar rank ordered ratings of the School type trends are determined consistently in other areas of data analysis as has been demonstrated repeatedly in this report, this rank-order effect suggest that both arts and academic teaching and learning are optimized by the PAIR Treatment School emphasis on arts plus arts integration practices and that schools with neither an arts nor an arts integration focus are consistently underperforming academically and artistically compared to all other schools in this study.
APPENDIX 6:

PAIR Student Learning Survey

Student Name: _______________________
School: _______________________
Grade: _____
Classroom Teacher: __________________
Date: _______________

Instructions: How often do these things happen in your classroom or school?
Score the sentences on a scale of 1 to 8, with 1 being “this never happens” and 8 being “this happens all the time.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>never</th>
<th>rarely</th>
<th>sometimes</th>
<th>often</th>
<th>always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 In class, I get to write on the chalkboard
Circling “2” means that students write on the chalkboard very rarely. More than never, but not every week. What if you wrote at the chalkboard but no more than once or twice a week? Which number would you circle? Maybe or 3 or 4?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 In class, I get to write on the chalkboard
Circling “8” means that your write on the chalkboard always, maybe even several times a day. What if it were almost every day? Maybe a 7? And what if you marked a 5 or 6, What would that mean? Maybe three or four times a week?

**For the following sentences, circle ONLY ONE number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Never -------&gt; always</th>
<th>Questions coded for evidence of Collaboration [C], Reflective Practices [R], focus on Arts Integration [AI], Frustration with writing assignments [F], Presentation of Arts Learning [PA], Engagement in Arts outside the classroom [OA] from the student perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1. I have opportunities to teach and be taught by other students in class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>2. There are assignments where students plan together in class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>3. My teacher meets just with me to review my work when it is completed and/or when it is in progress. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>4. 4B. My teacher meets with my working group to review my work when it is completed and/or when it is in progress. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>5. I have opportunities to give feedback to the teacher about how we feel about our class activities. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>6. [omitted in final version]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>7. My classmates and I think of new ideas before and when we work together. [C, R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>8. My classroom teacher and my in-school art, music, performance or dance teacher work together in my class. [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>9. I have the opportunity to write in class to reflect on or think about what I learned. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>10. I use images, music, movement or dance to understand books, stories or vocabulary in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. 10B I use images, music, movement or dance to understand math concepts or math problems in class [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. 10C I use images, music, movement or dance to understand different cultures and my own or my family identity in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. 10 D My teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand books, stories, writing or vocabulary in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. 10EMy teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand math concepts or math problems in class [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>My teacher explains and/or we discuss why we use images, music, movement or dance to understand different cultures and my own or my family identity in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>[omitted in final version]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>[omitted in final version]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>My teacher uses ideas about dance, theater, art, music, or image-making to teach other things about reading or writing in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>12B My teacher uses ideas about dance, theater, art, music, or image-making to teach other things about math concepts or problem solving in class [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>12C My teacher uses ideas about dance, theater, art, music, or image-making to teach other things about family or individual cultural identities or values in class. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>As we start a new unit, I have the opportunity to write about what I know, and towards the end of the unit, I write about what I learned. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>I get bored or frustrated writing in class, especially when I am asked to write long paragraphs. [F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>During class students get the opportunity to look at each others’ work and talk about it together. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Student work is publicly displayed and/or performed in the classroom. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>[not included in data analysis]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>In our class, the students have the opportunity to decide how their work gets graded. [C. R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Students in my class have opportunities to show their work in an exhibition, performance, or presentation for students and/or parents from the school. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Students in my class have opportunities to show their work in an exhibition, performance, or presentation to students from another school. [PA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>I and/or my group take the time to brainstorm for ideas as part of my work in class. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>When a project or problem is or becomes really hard, I don’t want to do it anymore. [F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>In class I have the opportunity to make choices about my own work. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>In class, I have the opportunity to explore different ideas and tools to learn more than what I know. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>[omitted in final version]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>I take the time to look back at the work I’ve done and tell others what I learned about it in class. [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Students in my school are learning about the arts, and also explore its connection to math, science, or world languages and cultures. [AI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>I am aware of and take part in the after school art activities that take place at my school. [OA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>I take part in art, music, theater or dance classes outside of school. [OA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>My classroom teacher works with outside teaching artists, musicians, performers, or dancers who come into our classrooms to teach. [C, AI]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3C: Introduction

**IIC Overall Inquiry Questions:** 1) What do the analyses of PAIL student work samples reveal about the nature of arts integration teaching and learning? 2) To what extent do the PAIL student work samples validate the teacher and student learning goals of the PAIR program?

*The importance of student work documentation in the PAIR project*

In the first section of this report, Dr. Burnaford reports how her research team isolated specific indicators of Effective Teaching Practices through examining how teachers a) annotated documentation of student work in PAILS (Partnerships in Arts Integrated Learning Samples), b) created and discussed documentation panels that capture the context and coherency of this student work [see page 56 Table Twenty: Collaborative Reflection on PAIR Documentation Panels: Notes from Professional Development Discussion], and c) reflected on the quality of student work and its implication for effective arts integration teaching and learning while participating in PAIR Student Portfolio Conference sessions.

Analyses of teacher reflections in Section I revealed that “Teachers who document (including collecting student work, reflecting on teaching, outlining the curriculum plan) and assess regularly as part of their teaching in an arts partnership are more likely to see student achievement” and that this “Documentation to Learn Effect” was a major outcome of the PAIR professional learning program. In addition, Dr. Burnaford claims that “the teachers who were more clearly invested in the PAIR PAILS were also more able to articulate what they and their students were learning as evidenced by their student work labels and their ability to discuss student work in the Portfolio Conferences. According to teachers, rigorous student documentation practices in the PAIR program “… allows [students] to see how far they have come from an idea to an actual finished product”, to “see their growth and assess their own learning” and to see themselves “collaborating with their peers, working toward a common goal” [and] to observe “the give and take needed to work successfully together.”

*Evaluating student work documentation in the context of arts integration*

For many teachers, PAIL student work sample documentation provided an important medium for evaluating the impact of arts and arts integrated teaching and learning in their PAIR classroom. In comparison with standardized tests for math, for example, documentation of arts integration provides an aesthetic dimension to student learning assessment that is more likely to include the ongoing
discovery of exciting and concrete evidence of student learning over time in the artwork itself—a discovery that benefits both teachers and students. As one teacher put it during her PAIR portfolio conference:

“I just think that sometimes [students] take a test, and then maybe the test hangs on the refrigerator for a little while and then the test goes [into] the garbage or the recycling. ... you have a hard time throwing something like this (PAIL artifact) out. You do get to kind of peek inside their psyche and kind of get an idea of what’s going on in their heads. And then we have evidence at the end, and it’s evidence that they can be proud of. It’s beautiful and it’s something that we don’t want to go away. We want to hang it [up] and we want to be proud of it. That’s what I feel is nice about this whole process.”

Systematic review of the PAIL student work samples

Because all PAIR treatment school teachers were asked to create PAIL student work samples, researchers were obliged to review the contents of the PAILS for evidence of the extent and quality of arts and arts integration teaching and learning in each of the PAIR grade level classrooms by the final year of the project. Accordingly, researchers reviewed representative artifacts from each Treatment School grade-level (4-6) classroom and provided the following categories of analysis:

(1) **Number of Artifacts** (ranging from 4-67);

(2) **General summary comments** (e.g., “Lots of reflective writing, yet very little artwork,” “Quality of reflections increases with time,” “Description of artwork and processes is detailed, complete and connected with reflective comments at various stages of completeness,” etc.);

(3) **Specific commentary** on pieces (for example, “Demonstrates connections between art, calligraphy, self-esteem/self-awareness,” or “Only one student took good notes about the sound of congas and how the pitch changes based on the player's touch,” etc.); and

(4) **Ratings** of PAIL samples using 5-point (1.0-1.5-2.0-2.5-3.0) scaled rubrics for evaluating:

   a. **Overall Quantity/Breadth/Completeness** of PAIL Student Work Samples Relevant to Arts and Arts integrated Teaching and Learning
   
   Level 1 - Little or no work represented in PAIL Work Sample.
   
   Level 2 – Incomplete/unbalanced sample of some or moderate work represented in PAIL Work Sample.
Level 3 – Balanced, extensive work represented in PAIL Work Sample.

b. **Overall Qualitative Differences in PAIL Student Work Samples** Relevant to Arts-Arts Integrated Teaching and Learning

   - Level 1 - Novice or Beginning (generic, diffuse, single perspective, weakly relevant, undetailed)
   - Level 2 - Developing or Emergent (moderately specific, detailed, relevant, elaborative, coherent, relational)
   - Level 3 – Proficient or Advanced (highly specific, detailed, relevant, elaborative, coherent, relational, systemic)

The PAIL rubrics listed above enabled the researchers to rate and average the overall breadth and quality of each classroom’s work samples, which provided an opportunity to both assess the impact of arts integration practices in the classroom and eventually to compare these averaged classroom levels by treatment school differences in CPS Magnet Cluster school types (Math, ELA, World Language) focus, and finally by three different levels (years) of teacher engagement in the PAIR project.

*Four PAIL classroom exemplars*

Data profiles were produced for each treatment school classroom based on analyzing, commenting and rating the entire set of PAIL student work samples and the detailed descriptions of their PAIR units. The averaged ratings of student work in each classroom were determined through analysis of all the samples and rating the amount, breadth, consistency, relevance and cognitive complexity of the work as a whole.

The four PAIL profiles examined next are based on PAIR exemplary units (across grades 4-6) provide robust examples of a strong emphasis on visual art, music and dance concepts and skills and their relationship to academic subject topics and skills typically found in arts and academic focused PAIR Math, Language Arts, World Language and Arts magnet schools.

* * *
3C-1 Analyses of Four PAIL Case Studies

3C-1 PAIL Case Study #1: Grade 4 PAIR Arts-Focused School World Language Classroom

3C-1 Table 1: Grade 4 PAIL Classroom Student Work Ratings Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th># of Artifacts</th>
<th>General Comments</th>
<th>Exemplary Artifact Comments (ID by Filename)</th>
<th>Averaged Quantity Rating</th>
<th>Averaged Quality Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Art-arts integration work (detailed and complete) and written reflection are focused on the themes of identity, family, and culture</td>
<td>CIMG8821.jpg, CIMG8822.jpg, CIMG8972.jpg: shows connections among world cultures and student's individuality through art and poetry</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first PAIR Visual Art – World Language Unit focuses on the concepts of identity, family and community in the context of parallel activities in self-portraiture (‘calligram’) and the creation of a biographic poem (‘biopoem’).

After writing very personal poems (this sample copied from the photographed original in the left figure below) and including a personal photo and other identifying factors (that had to be redacted in this report due to concerns for the protection of student identities), students were encouraged next to capture elements of the poem in their follow-up self portrait. The final self portrait combined words of the poem with images of self, that included personal artistic choices in color, design, and iconographic images of favorite foods, clothes, etc., included in the final work (right figure below).

Melody's (pseudonym) Bio-poem

Funny, nice, friendly, smart,

Daughter of Richard,

Lover of Haunted Trails, ice cream and movies,

Who feels excited for holidays, and when people die, and bored of speeches,

Who needs support, money, and care,

Who fears heights, watching scary movies, and creepy wild animals,

Who gives money to charity, stickers to friends, and things of mine like toys.

Who would like to see my dead pet the fish, new Pokémon games, and my old classmates.

- Resident of Chicago, Illinois
The resulting visual work (similar to the example above) stems from the challenge given to all students to explain their compositional choices in terms of their own identity, family and community culture and history. In this exemplary PAIR unit, the biopoem-self portrait (calligram) functions as a medium for reflective understanding of arts integrated learning processes that students can readily use to express learning connections across the World Language Arts curriculum. In this school’s “create an imaginary nation” project (discussed below in Example 4 in this chapter and in the portfolio conference chapter), for example, 6th grade students describe how they leveraged their self-identified traits and cultural contexts to describe their imaginary nation’s form of government, community action and their role in their newly created society. Furthermore, when the students composed a new national anthem, the lyrics were drawn from these same bio-poems.

* * *

3C-1 CASE STUDY #2: Grade 5 PAIR Academic-Focused School Writing Classroom

3C-1 Table 2: Grade 5 PAIL Classroom Student Work Ratings Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Name</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number of Artifacts</th>
<th>General Comments</th>
<th>Exemplary Artifact Comments (ID by Filename)</th>
<th>Averaged Quantity Rating</th>
<th>Averaged Quality Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Worksheets provide descriptions of explicit, detailed connections among math, science, arts, aspects of the projects.</td>
<td>CIMG0289: Worksheet showing integration of math and dance class; CIMG0299 &amp; CIMG0300: connections between patterns, math, and choreography</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated by the review sheet for our second exemplary PAIL profile (above), this classroom rates relatively well in breadth and completeness of students work samples and receives a high rating in terms of level of quality. The general comments and specific content of the exemplars make clear that the connections among fundamental concepts shared across disciplines in this classroom is particularly relevant to the PAIR project goals both in terms of teacher professional development and student learning outcomes.

As demonstrated later in the portfolio conference analysis section (IIID), the more the PAIL work contains thorough evidence of curriculum planning, student process documentation, student final work, and reflective writing, the more opportunities there are for further reflection by teachers and students on arts and arts integrated learning in the presence of these artifacts.
The following classroom artifacts illustrate exemplary levels of articulation of PAIL student work and reflections that illustrate the students’ experience of connecting principles shared between dance and mathematics.

The first PAIL artifact to the right stems from a PAIR Dance Unit Planner (Teacher and Student names redacted) that specifies unit inquiry questions, activities, and essential vocabulary for dance (choreography, locomotor and non-locomotor movement) that focus on varied fundamental concepts shared between dance and other arts/academic disciplines (shape, points of contact, balance-counterbalance, symmetrical-nonsymmetrical, energy, synchronization, tempo, canon).

Later on in the sequence of math-dance activities, PAIR students are challenged to demonstrate a high level of understanding of their choreography as defined by their understanding of geometric shapes and strict proportion of types of motion both in their culminating dance event and during their portfolio conferences.

Post activity comments by the four student collaborators (left figure) demonstrate a fluent reflective awareness and understanding of their arts integration unit concepts (e.g., balance, flexibility, shape) introduced 10 weeks earlier.
3C-1 CASE STUDY #3: Grade 4 PAIR Academic-Focused School Math Classroom

3C-1 Table 3: Grade 5 PAIL Classroom Student Work Ratings Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Name</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number of Artifacts</th>
<th>General Comments</th>
<th>Exemplary Artifact Comments (ID by Filename)</th>
<th>Quantity Rating</th>
<th>Quality Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom K</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Limited amount of finished artifacts but the quality of creative rewriting of stories, music composition and character unit reflection work quality is high</td>
<td>CIMG8788.jpg, CIMG8786.jpg, CIMG8784.jpg process notes for character analysis and drum pattern compositions,</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third classroom profile suggests that the understanding of character and actions in the grade 5 Language Arts classroom benefits from use of music and receives a relatively high rating for quality despite having relatively fewer artifacts. Informed by their work with character analysis sketches with their CAPE music teaching artist and acting exercises with the drama teaching artist, each student is encouraged to identify critical traits of each character in their reading assignment and how these traits are informed by the actions of the characters throughout the book.

Three artifacts reveal how the student worked with the music teaching artist to compose the drum patterns that capture differences among the characters in terms of their dispositions, actions and the kind of music that would represent their character during a dramatic reading of the book.

In the first journal artifact (figure to the left), the student list certain details in each character portraits and then goes on to compose percussion instrument patterns intended to represent each characters’ actions, mood, and disposition in the story. Drawing on contrasts in the musical rhythms, silences, and choice of instruments, the musical character sketches could be performed and critiqued by the entire class.
The second journal entry artifact (figure to the left) contains multiple elements of music that were considered as ways to capture the essence of each character in relation to the other. Although still a work in progress, the student provides several renditions of the drum character patterns and an illustration of how a character (Phoebe) can go through different actions and mood changes. At the bottom of the page, the student provides a description of musical terms and how to interpret the music symbols in order to perform the patterns as intended by the student composer.

The final artifact of this unit (to the left) provides yet another example of how a student can work with elaborate combinations of musical structures to depict character. By considering a yet wider array of musical patterns and their association with character traits and actions (e.g., “Phoebe thinking about scary things” or “feeling mothered by her mom”), the final sequence of interleaved drum patterns can convey an understanding the similar and contrasting personal and emotional dispositions of the principal characters as the conflicts and resolutions described in the story unfold over time.
PAIR Report Part 3C: Teacher organized STUDENT PAIL Analysis Ratings Update 1.3.2012
(Scripp with Paradis, Stanley, Wong )

* * *

3C-1 CASE STUDY #4: Grade 6 Arts-Focused PAIR School World Language Classroom

3C-1 Table 4: Grade 6 PAIL Classroom Student Work Ratings Profile

Exemplary Music – World Languages Unit (not including Visual Arts – World Language Project)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Name</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number of Artifacts</th>
<th>General Comments</th>
<th>Exemplary Artifact Comments (ID by Filename)</th>
<th>Averaged Quantity Rating</th>
<th>Averaged Quality Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class-room C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Limited number of finished projects yet the reflection on process and the quality of music composition skills and reflection work is high</td>
<td>CIMG9479.jpg, CIMG9485.jpg, CIMG9488.jpg process notes for lyrics, melody, and structure</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As this fourth classroom profile suggests, the focus on music reading, composition and performance provides a medium for arts integration in World Languages through the creation of lyrics that expound on imagined critical junctures for each child’s maturity. Informed by their work with bio-poems/self portraits with their previous CAPE visual teaching artist, each student group is encourage to identify imagined critical junctures in their future path toward personal maturity.

The following four artifacts capture the range of integrative design and content variables in song composition ranging from elements of language prosody and meaning to musical structure and melodic design.

In the first journal artifact (figure to the left), one student chooses the title “Change Your Mind” to reflect on the nature of choices and decisions that are made in the context of new ideas. Drawing on the parallels among the concepts of “I was, I am, I will be”, Beginning-Middle-End, and Past-Present-Future, this document shows how this student is considering alternative song structure choices to frame ideas about their future.
The second journal entry artifact (figure below) contains multiple elements of music and music integration understanding that will be needed to compose a song that captures the elements of the maturation process: drawings that show how musical instruments work, notes on “time, process, movement, moving (forward), choices, options”, and asking “What will I become?” The page also traces the evolution from the scansion of the lyrical lines into stanzas of the song “Taking Steps” where the quest for self-identify (previously explored in the PAIR visual arts unit) now is transformed into the following rhyme scheme

- I was young and didn’t know what I want[ed] to be
- I wanted to know more,
- I needed to explore, ‘Who is …. Me?’
- And find what I was looking for.”

The third artifact to the left provides an example of how students can connect lyrical structure with song structure and concepts of self-identity. By considering all these factors, the final product can convey a rich perspective of the interconnectivity of past and future events in the context of one’s own life decisions. This understanding is also informed by the lyrical content, which serves also to express the social-emotional factors that accompany the spectrum of life changing circumstances and events.
The final artifact to the right traces in increasing detail the evolution of the song composition, showing how contour, rhythmic grouping, note choices and form are integrated in both the subject matter and prosodic (text setting) challenges of the PAIL unit. Note how the overall shape of the energy and pitch of the music rises as the path to adulthood is achieved by the last line of the lyrics, “I’m an adult now.”

*   *   *

3C-1 Summary of PAIL Case Study Findings: The PAIL classroom student work case study samples collected by teachers and teaching artists in the final year of the project were rated by the research team according to amount and quality of the artifacts per unit. The relatively higher rated exemplars described above provide a clear glimpse of the nature of PAIR arts integrated teaching and learning practices in multiple art forms that connected with core concepts within and integrated across English language arts, math, and social studies in grades 4-6.

This documentation provides an important window on how students work with core concepts across disciplines and provides a direct insight into the cognitive (within discipline) and meta-cognitive (across discipline) complexity of all the PAIR unit tasks. In PAIR World Language units, mapping poems onto self-portraits and developing musical lyrics that represent a deep understanding of a student’s self-identity in the context of family and community is a cognitively rich task that was fulfilled through teaching artist guidance across complementary art forms. The growth in art and music skills serve to highlight the level of interest sixth grade students have in their social and personal
development. In PAIR Language Arts units, the artful representation of story characters through percussion instruments allowed students to go deeper into concepts of character that were authentic to both language arts and music. Stories have characters, and musical patterns and instruments can bring new dimension to a deeper understanding of each individual character’s disposition, response to others, and the motivation to act. Transformation in characters through a narrative can be informed also by transformations in musical patterns with themes. In the PAIR Math units, precise and meaningful calculations, measurements and concepts of distance and proportion are well demonstrated in choreography and with visual blueprints for sculpture and buildings. By the end of the project, students in these classrooms often expressed the sentiment that the math work in the context of creating dance is ‘real math’, just as the choreography that came from mathematical concepts and calculations was ‘real dance.’

* * *

3C-2: Statistical Analysis of Within-Treatment School Comparisons of PAIR Final Year PAIL Classroom Student Work Sample Ratings

3C-2: Inquiry Questions: 1) To what extent do PAIR classroom student work sample ratings vary according to School Focus (Arts vs. Non-Arts)? 2) To what extent do PAIR student work sample ratings vary according to a particular arts integration and academic focus of the Cluster School (Writing, Math, or World Languages & Culture)? 3) What is the relationship between PAIL classroom quantity ratings, quality ratings, and the experience level of PAIR Treatment School teachers?

3C-2 Figure 1 Data Display Indications: The data display below [demonstrates that a normal statistical distribution (‘bell curve’) profile classroom PAIL ratings resulted from aggregating all PAIR classroom quantity and quality ratings. This finding is important because it demonstrates a valid statistical basis for comparing the quantity and quality of student portfolio work across different school types (Arts vs. Non Arts Focused) and schools with different academic priorities (math vs. writing vs. World Languages).
3C-2 Figure 1: PAIR Within-Treatment School Distribution of Final Year (Grades 4-6) PAIL Quantity and Quality Classroom Student Work Profile Ratings.

The PAIL ratings displayed in the distribution chart also demonstrate that the range and levels of sophistication of the artifacts varied significantly among the classrooms. In contrast to the four exemplary profiles presented in the previous qualitative analysis of student work samples, there were often cases of PAIL classroom work profiles that showed an uneven amount or distribution of types of documentation. Some PAIL folders contained little student work compared to reflection on the learning process. In other cases, there was an imbalance in focus between arts and academic work. In a few cases there was no documented evidence that students were asked to focus on the interconnections between concepts, processes, or academic content designed into the unit that were shared between the arts and academic subject areas.

Thus, the distribution of PAIL classroom work profiles analyzed below indicate that the averaged level of teacher arts integration documentation practices and its impact on consequent opportunities for reflection on work samples by both teachers and students differed significantly across the treatment school classrooms.

*   *   *

3C-2 Figures 2-3 Data Display Indications: The PAIL mean scores in IIC figure 1 below demonstrate that the PAIR Academic treatment classrooms are far more likely to produce and organize student work documentation samples than the Arts Focus Treatment classrooms (ANOVA p value <.0001; Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Tests Chi Square Approximation p value <.0001). Conversely, the averaged quality ratings of the student work samples between Academic and Arts Focus classroom mean scores are virtually identical, suggesting at first glance that the quality ratings may have little relevance to the quality ratings of the student work. However it appears from correlation chart below
the (3C-2 Figure 2) that the *quantity and quality* of classroom portfolio work sample ratings are significantly correlated in both types of schools, yet much more strongly linked in the Arts Focus Schools (Spearman r=.58 p value <.0001). Thus we can conclude that the Academic Schools decidedly produce more documentation than the Arts focus schools, but with much less predictive value as to its quality.

**3C-2 Figure 2: PAIR Within-Treatment School Mean Score Comparisons of Final Year (Grades 4-6) PAIL Student Work Sample Quantity and Quality Ratings According to School Focus (Arts vs. Academic)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis of PAIL Quantity by School Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic School Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIL Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIL Quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3C2 Figures 3: Correlations between Quantity and Quality of Classroom PAIL work sample ratings According to combined and separate factors of School Focus (Arts vs. Academic)**

**Multivariate**

**Nonparametric: Spearman’s ρ**

| Variable by Variable | Spearman ρ | Prob>|ρ| |
|----------------------|------------|----------|
| PAIL Quality, PAIL Quantity | 0.3546 | <.0001* |

**Multivariate School Focus = Academic**

**Nonparametric: Spearman’s ρ**

| Variable by Variable | Spearman ρ | Prob>|ρ| |
|----------------------|------------|----------|
| PAIL Quality, PAIL Quantity | 0.1973 | 0.0011* |

**Multivariate School Focus = Arts**

**Nonparametric: Spearman’s ρ**

| Variable by Variable | Spearman ρ | Prob>|ρ| |
|----------------------|------------|----------|
| PAIL Quality, PAIL Quantity | 0.5794 | <.0001* |
3C-2 Figure 4 Data Display Indications: IIIC2 Figure 4 below shows how distinctions in school response to the PAIR project varied according to the different types of arts integration teaching artists and different types of academic emphasis among the PAIR Cluster Schools (Math-Dance-Visual Art, ELA-Drama-Music, and World Language-Visual Art-Music). Significant differences occurred among the three Cluster School types, both in terms of quantity and quality of PAIL student work sample organized by PAIR teachers in grades 4-6 (ANOVA p value <.0001; Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Tests Chi Square Approximation for categorical data P value <.0001).

The mean scores displayed directly below indicate that the World Language classrooms decisively outperformed the ELA schools in breadth of documentation processes and that World Language, Math, and ELA classroom are rank-ordered by their categorical differences in the averaged quality level of classroom student work documentation. One possible factor in this quantity findings is that visual art, music composition, and creative writing tasks (in the Math and World Language classrooms) tend to result in broader array of artifacts compared to dance, acting, and musical improvisation tasks. If quantity does predict the quality ratings of the artifacts we may conclude that commitment to systematic and comprehensive student work documentation will more likely support higher levels of meta-cognitive understanding of the processes of arts integration learning processes and products.

3C-2 Figure 4: PAIR Within-Treatment School Mean Score Comparisons of Final Year (Grades 4-6) PAIL Classroom Student Work Sample Quantity and Quality Ratings According to School Cluster Types

* * *
3C-2 Figure 5 Data Display Indications: The next perspective on the PAIL classroom data directly focuses on teacher performance by exploring the question: Does the number of years in the PAIR program predict the quantity and/or quality of PAIL student work documentation ratings?

The relationship among statistical averages of the quantity of classroom work ratings and teacher years of experience in the PAIR project were statistically non-significant. In terms of breadth and quantity of documentation it appears that the teachers with one, two, and three years experience exhibit very similar profiles; that is, the three teacher cohorts share the capacity to produce similar amount of student [chart below to the left]. The chart to the right however, reveals statistically significant differences in quality ratings among the three teacher cohorts. Those teachers with 1 or 3 three years of experience with the project, when compared with teachers with two years of experience, achieve significantly higher ratings of quality with comparatively similar level of documentation produced.

3C-2 Figure 5: Analysis of Variance of PAIL Quantity and Quality Ratings by Number of Teacher Years in the PAIR Project

![Graph showing analysis of PAIL Quantity and Quality Ratings by Teacher Years in PAIR 2015](image)

The correlation tables below provide evidence that the amount of documentation may also predict the quality of the documentation, depending on the depth of teacher and student experience with PAIR. These data suggest it is only the PAIR treatment school classrooms with either with the most experienced teachers (grade 4 cohort) or the most experienced students (grade 6 cohort) that demonstrate statistically significant relationship between quantity and quality of the documentation. The grade 5 classroom cohorts, whose teachers and students had only two years experience with the project, had both the lowest rating of quality documentation (3C-2 Figure 5) and the least significant degree of association between the quantity and quality ratings of the documentation (3C-2 Figure 6).
Due to a design flaw in the PAIR experiment that prevents, these findings cannot be fully explained. Since all teachers did not start the PAIR project at the same time, the researchers were unable to determine the relative impact of teacher professional development on the overall quantity or quality of the classroom work documentation independent of the degree of their experience with the project.

Nonetheless, when averaging data from all the PAIR treatment schools, the degree of documentation accomplished by the teachers, regardless of grade level, does predict the quality ratings of student work significantly. The research team further speculated that, when a higher quantity of work was demanded of the students, there were more samples to choose from, and therefore students and teachers were more likely to select higher quality work for their PAILS and PAIR Portfolio Conferences (see next sections 3D and 3E for qualitative and statistical analysis of the individual student portfolio conference ratings and their relationship with PAIL work samples).

*   *   *

3C Overall Summary, Emerging Themes: The importance of evaluating student work documentation became increasingly crucial to the validation of arts and arts integration practices as the PAIR project progressed over time. The teachers and teaching artists were increasingly challenged to produce documentation that captured the essence of arts and arts integrated learning in the context of their teaching practices. By the end of the project, the collection of sample student work by the classroom
teachers and teaching artists at all grade levels (Grades 4-6) made it possible to explore the breadth and qualitative aspects of PAIR student learning in each classroom, to make some classroom rating comparisons according to school focus and mission, and to determine to some extent whether the years of classroom practice in the project may have influenced these measures of student work.

However, overall ratings of each PAIR classroom samples indicate significant imbalances in the amount and quality work products collected. The overall process of student work documentation was not sufficiently uniform in quantity or breadth or differentiated within the classrooms for the researchers to create rank-ordered individual assessments of student work quality statistically meaningful. Thus the statistical links established previously between PAIR practices and the measures of student arts integration understanding in SAIL assessments (Section 3A) and perceptions of classroom culture in student surveys (Section 3B) could not be connected to the quality of the work product on an individual student basis.

There were findings from the PAIL data that did meet the level of statistical significance at the level of treatment school cohort analysis and therefore warrant further investigation.

It appears, for example, that the same type of Treatment Cluster School [i.e., the World Language Schools] that outperformed the control schools in SAIL assessments also have the highest-rated evidence of PAIL Quality student work [C-2 Figure 4], a finding that suggests there may yet be a strong link between positive measures of student reflective understanding of arts plus arts integrating learning (from survey and interview data) and the work they can produce in PAIR classrooms. It is particularly interesting to the researchers that the World Language (social studies-bilingual, visual art-music focused) classrooms produced a much higher amount and breadth of arts integration documentation and higher rated quality of student work than the other PAIR schools. And since the World Language Treatment schools outperformed all other schools in standardized test scores as reported previously in this study, it appears possible that the commitment to rich and comprehensive PAIR arts integration classroom documentation practices – whether or not the schools arts or academic focused schools – may constitute an optimal condition for creating a stronger connection with ISAT test scores.

While the “Content Knowledge Matters Effect” was well substantiated in the qualitative analysis of exemplary student work in the Part 1 of the entire report, the finding that the number of years in PAIR can predict the quality of student work documentation supports further the “Fourth Grade Effect” (long
term engagement in the project design and implementation impact matters) and the “Documenting to Learn Effect” (collecting student work inspires higher levels and quality of teacher and student reflection) findings reported in the Part I of this report.

In addition, PAIL classroom student work quality profiles also support the positive trends in follow-up Grade 4 and 5 Treatment School cohorts ISAT standardized test data reported in Part 2 of the whole report. The special case of the World Language Cluster School PAIL results reported in this section re-affirms the “The Healy Effect” (initiatives build on other initiatives in a school as reported in Part I of this report) and its link to accelerated ISAT performance (as reported in Part 2 of the overall report.

The World Language PAIR schools case study continues to be important throughout this report because it best synthesizes the PAIL findings in this chapter by suggesting that optimal arts integration practices results when (a) exemplary levels of arts integration teaching and learning develop over a long period of time that promote (b) the ability of classroom teachers and teaching artists to produce student work products increases, which then predicts (c) a higher quality of that student work that demonstrates the positive impact of arts plus arts integrated teaching and learning on school performance. With the presence of higher quality of student work, there is d) a greater likelihood that student understanding of PAIR practices (reported in the SAIL assessments) will increase in ways that can be linked to the external measures of academic achievement which are now known to be associated with both equity and excellence factors related to arts integration practices as reported in Part II.

The limitations of data cited above prevented making a direct analysis of the association between individual PAIL student work and ISAT results. While these trends are significant, the ability to rate student individually on independent work in arts and arts integration learning would have provided much stronger evidence of its impact on other measures of student learning.

Nonetheless, two other possible causal links of PAIL classroom data to student performance measures – the evaluation of student reflection on their work in portfolio conference sessions (3D and 3E) and a multivariate analysis that includes an evaluation of the connections between teacher survey data and reflections on academic results – will be explored and summarized in the final two sections (3F and 3G) of the overall report.
3D: PAIR Student-Teacher Portfolio Conference Qualitative Analysis
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3D. Introduction

**3D Overall Inquiry Questions:** 1) What is the structure and purpose of the PAIR Portfolio Conference Interview and Performance Assessment Protocols? What do the portfolio transcript samples reveal about the nature of teacher and student reflective understanding of arts integration teaching and learning processes? What constitutes qualitative evidence of student cognitive, meta-cognitive and social-emotional development in the conferences? How can teaching and student participation in the portfolio conference be rated?

*The Purpose and Structure of the PAIR Portfolio Conference*

The PAIR Portfolio Conference interview and performance assessment protocols adapted for the PAIR project were designed to engage students and teachers to reflect separately on their teaching and learning experiences related to the PAIL work samples (see section 3C of this report) gathered from two PAIR arts integration units administered within one academic year.

The primary purpose of the PAIR Portfolio Conference assessments was to provide an authentic assessment vehicle for rating young children’s level of understanding of arts learning and arts integration learning in the context of describing, discussing and demonstrating aspects of their own and their peer’s work. In conjunction with the SAIL assessments described earlier in section 3A of this report, the portfolio conference provided a second tool for measuring student meta-cognitive awareness and understanding of arts and arts integration learning goals and processes.

A secondary purpose of the portfolio conference was to give teachers an opportunity to articulate their views on the mission and goals of the PAIR project and then to reflect on their observations of student performance in the portfolio conference in relation to their previous statements. Transcription and rating of teachers responses was intended to provide qualitative evidence and quantitative ratings of teacher’s meta-cognitive understanding of the PAIR project as a result of their professional development (Section I of this report] and its possible impact on student learning in this section of the report.

The validity of the analysis of PAIR portfolio conference responses was ensured by the presence of student work chosen by the teacher and students for the conference to represent their best
examples of student learning process and products. The reliability of the analysis was ensured by a defined protocol conducted by an outside facilitator, video documentation and written transcription of each entire session, and a outside scoring team trained to rate each child’s and teacher’s level of response according to a common scoring rubric.

In preparation for their PAIR portfolio conferences, teachers were required to collect and categorize student work stemming from the PAIR Units according type of documentation such as:

- reflective writing – ongoing class journal writing, reflection sheets, etc. focused on goals, vocabulary and activities that the teaching artist and classroom teacher presented;
- planning and process notes (pre-post examples of blueprints, character studies, lyrics, melodic or rhythmic design sheets, etc.);
- culminating products (finished paintings, buildings, sculptures, bio-poems, stories, songs and instrumental pieces with text, choreography, video recorded performances, etc.);
- and final reflections on the quality of work and its value for teacher learning and assessment practice.

The teachers also were required to randomly select three students for each portfolio conference from pools of students pre-designated at three categorically different levels of academic achievement. This selection process ensured that teachers had the first-hand opportunity to observe “HAL” students (that is, the High Achieving, Average Achieving and Low Achieving students) as they reflected on their work and interacted with other students while the facilitator conducted the portfolio conference protocol.

Once the teachers categorized the documented student work according to PAIR “student work labels” (as described in the Part I of this report) for the HAL students selected for the conference, the CAPE program staff members were responsible for the final selection of student work items to be discussed in the portfolio conferences. The samples selected from each of the two PAIR Units included individual student work sample, a group work, a video of a performance and/or work in progress and a culminating even. This process ensured that the students and teachers would have strong arts-integrated work to discuss, and that what is discussed would be as consistent as possible across classroom and school comparisons.
Finally, the teacher participants in the portfolio conferences were able to prepare themselves for answering questions about their understanding of the PAIR project and its impact on their professional learning and their student learning outcomes.

* * *

The Portfolio Conference Interview and Performance Assessment Protocol
[designed and facilitated by Dr. Larry Scripp, Principal of the Center for Music and Arts in Education and co-principal investigator of the PAIR project with assistance of Laura Tan Paradis, Research Associate of CAPE]

The object of the video recorded conference was

• in the first section, to create an occasion for teachers to briefly express their views of the PAIR project goals and projected outcomes by answering questions posed by the facilitator while students are listening and thinking about what work they will be presenting in the conference. These interview questions coincided with several questions in the teacher surveys thus providing a) an opportunity for the classroom teacher to elaborate on their views of the project and b) a chance for analysts to explore the connections between the teacher descriptions of their class culture and practices and the results from the teacher survey ratings.

• in the second section, to create a forum for the students - with no interruption from the teacher – to answer general questions about the program again through expert facilitation. As with the teacher questions in the previous section, the students were challenged to elaborate on many questions posed in the student surveys. In addition, each student had at least six opportunities to explain and interpret their own work products and the work of their peers chosen throughout this 30-minute section of the conference. The facilitator’s job was to create a ‘flow’ of reflection among the students by always challenging all students equally to elaborate on their remarks, to point out details in the work sample, and to provide multiple ‘performances of understanding’ using two artistic media to demonstrate connections to academic content whenever possible.

• in the final section, to allow the teacher – with the students no longer present - to reflect on the performance of her or his students throughout the previous section of the conference. Here the facilitator posed new questions unrelated to the teacher survey that
challenge the teacher to compare their precisely stated goals and anticipated outcomes of the project with what was observed on the part of the students in section two of the conference. The questions stimulated the teachers to reconcile as objectively as possible the student performance in the session with their own expectations for the project and their own and their teaching artist’s objectives as co-teachers of the PAIR Units.

The following synopsis of the PAIR portfolio conference protocol provides a way to understand the analytic frameworks and principal questions that will be explored in order to document to rate the teacher and student responses.

* * *

Synopsis Of The PAIR Portfolio Conference Protocol

**Portfolio Conference SECTION I. Excerpted Principal Questions from the Pre-Session Question Protocol for the Classroom Teacher (students listening quietly)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Teacher’s overview of PAIR project, goals, and teaching practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Please summarize your view of the PAIR project and its goals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How have the goals of the PAIR project and PAIR project teaching evolved from your work in your classroom?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To what extent is collaborative teaching with the teaching artist important to you?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To what extent do the PAIR PAIL samples of student work brought to this conference represent fairly the quality and goals of your arts integrated learning projects?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To what extent do you think the work that was chosen for this session represents good examples of ‘high quality arts integrated curriculum teaching and learning practices?’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PPC SECTION II. Focus on Student Participation and Work in Teaching Artist-Classroom Teacher Units (no comments from Classroom Teacher are allowed throughout this section)**

This Section is administered TWICE, once for each Teaching Artist Unit featured at each PAIR Treatment School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Each student has 6 chances to reflect on their own work, their opinion of the two other student work in two different arts integration projects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How does the work you brought today reflect your work and your peers’ work with [Teaching Artist #1]? (Each student answers individually).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You studied [name of book, unit, or culture] with a teaching artist 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Please briefly tell me about what you did with this artist. What’s it essentially all about? (e.g., How did you work with characters? Math Principles? Three-dimensional art? Musical composition, performance, and listening? Dance and choreography? How does it work together? Music and character, math and choreography, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Please show and describe examples of work with Teaching Artist 1 that connections to math, science, language arts or world cultures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PAIR Treatment School

1. How does the work you brought today reflect your work and your peers’ work with [Teaching Artist #1]? (Each student answers individually).
2. You studied [name of book, unit, or culture] with a teaching artist 1.
3. Please briefly tell me about what you did with this artist. What’s it essentially all about? (e.g., How did you work with characters? Math Principles? Three-dimensional art? Musical composition, performance, and listening? Dance and choreography? How does it work together? Music and character, math and choreography, etc.)
4. Please show and describe examples of work with Teaching Artist 1 that connections to math, science, language arts or world cultures.

| 1. Why did your teacher do PAIR arts integration units in your class this year? |
| 2. Should these kinds of units be done in other schools? Why or why not? |

**Final Reflection Questions**

The portfolio conference protocol above is repeated for Teaching Artist Unit 2

SECTION III: Post-Session Teacher-Teaching Artists Question Protocol (Students are not present):

| 1. What did you notice about the work that the students shared in the portfolio conference session? |
| 2. What did you notice about students' comments on their own and their peer’s work? |
| 3. What did you learn about your students from their remarks in the portfolio conference that you might not have known from previous observation during the class activities? |
| 4. Is that the sort of assessment that happens in school and we were just sort of reenacting it, or is this a different way to look at what they're learning in school? |
| 5. To what extent do students understand that parts of the writing/culture/math curriculum also relates to art integration practices? |

| Reflections on Student work, their ability to explain their work and the work of their peers, their ability to reflect on their learning in arts integration units. |

| 1. From your observation of the student participation and responses, what were differences among the HAL students? Were there significant differences? Were you surprised about the quality of response with regard to the student designation as H, A, or L students. |
| 2. If other teachers were to observe this conference and were not aware of the HAL designations, would they be able to be able to tell which designation applied each of the HAL students? Why or why not? Is this important? |

| Teacher reflection on differences in response to PC protocol according to pre-designated H (high), A (average), and L (low) rated students. |

| 1. Looking forward in your teaching career, are there ways that you can see PAIR project work impacting your students, your teaching practices, and your own professional development in the future? |

| Final teacher reflection on future implementation of PAIR influenced teaching practices. |

* * *
3D-1: Qualitative Analysis of the PAIR Portfolio Conference Teacher Reflections on Student Learning

Although the PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol was designed initially by Dr. Scripp and his associates to focus primarily on student learning assessment, the teacher evaluation teams noted that the teachers benefitted also from the opportunity to observe, corroborate and reflect on aspects of student learning as they emerged in their observation of portfolio interactions. Dr. Burnaford remarks that

“The portfolio conferences, with three students and their teacher, are a promising initiative for research and for professional development purposes. While the “three-way conference” involving a parent, student, and teacher, is not new to educators, the concept of having a teacher watch as her/his students discuss their learning with another adult [facilitator] is an interesting method of assessment that could be used by teachers and researchers in various ways.” [Burnaford et al., 2011]

From Burnaford’s point of view, the portfolio transcript analysis provides two kinds of evidence for assessing teacher professional development outcomes: 1) the conferences resulted in valid anecdotal evidence for the presence of effective teaching practices in the PAIR project that are known to be linked to positive student learning outcomes and 2) the teachers benefitted also from the professional learning experience that resulted from observing first-hand the impact of the PAIR project based on students ‘performance of understanding’ and reflection on their learning in relation to their work samples the teachers had documented and labeled. Based on the portfolio conference interview transcripts and some corroborating evidence from teacher surveys, Dr. Burnaford’s team discovered that not only did the PAIR Portfolio Conferences provide an opportunity for teachers to gauge the impact of their teaching practices in the PAIR units, but it provided also an occasion for teachers to reflect on the nature and evolving quality of arts integration student learning in the PAIR project.

For the teacher evaluation team, the portfolio conference transcripts became a major data source for discovering four teacher evaluation hypotheses that emerged in the course of studying a mixture of teacher reflective thinking data sources. These hypotheses suggest that the success of the project could be understood best in terms of four characteristic phenomena:
1) **The Content Expertise Effect**: PAIR arts integrations practices succeed comprehensively when pedagogical content knowledge matters to teachers as they design and implement their arts integration units, and when teachers assess the quality of discipline-specific content knowledge in relation to arts integration student learning experiences.

2) **The Documenting to Learn Effect**: PAIR impact is made visible and most effective when teachers documented student work inspires reflection on teaching and student learning for both teachers and students.

3) **The Fourth Grade Effect**: PAIR Teachers who had repeated opportunities to implement and revise arts integration units over each year of the three-year longitudinal study gained expertise in the ownership and sustainability of the arts integration units which, in turn, should lead to improved levels of student learning in the fourth grade PAIR classrooms over time.

4) **The Healy Effect**: The PAIR project works best in schools where its new arts integration program initiatives can build on other initiatives that are conducive to integrated teaching and learning practices. The Healy effect is the impact of PAIR on a school culture that already committed to arts learning.

Thus, in this section of the PAIR report, the PAIR Portfolio Conference anecdotal data takes on added significance with regard to hypotheses about student learning.

For example, the ‘Content Expertise Effect’ as distilled from the portfolio conference transcript data in the teacher evaluation report, also can be interpreted from the learning assessment perspective as evidence that positive student learning outcomes most likely resulted from exemplary PAIR units where content knowledge was most emphasized. The quotations below, used previously to indicate positive teacher evaluation outcomes, now demonstrate the extent to which the teachers witnessed persuasive evidence of student learning based on the fundamental academic concepts and skills featured in the Arts Integration Unit. Thus the reflections of PAIR teachers in the portfolio conference clearly suggest that those arts integration units - which reinforced academic content - also enabled students to develop a deeper and more extensive understanding of concepts fundamental to academic disciplines through its integration with alternative modes of artistic expression.
Math Magnet School PAIR classroom teachers assert in these first few quotations during their Portfolio Conference that they can detect authentic mathematical learning outcomes that stem directly from their students’ work with visual arts integration with math projects (designing building or sculptures):

**Classroom Teacher:** “I think definitely they get...this [the PAIR project] really went along with and supported the math curriculum that we do. We work with hexagons; we work with trapezoids and rhombuses and triangles and fractions, and teaching them parts of a whole, so that really helped with this. They [students] also, which they didn’t say [in the PPC], with making these hexagons, they did a ton of measurement to make sure the sides were equal. Some of them did better jobs than others, but they did a lot of measurement, which was something that they really, really needed for their work. We do go over the concepts, but this [art integration] is like a whole – it makes them generalize the information that they’ve learned, which I think is kind of what you’re trying to do.”

**Classroom Teacher** “Scale is a very difficult concept. It’s a difficult concept, especially application of scale. You know, you can do it on pencil and paper, but to actually apply it [in the PAIR unit] is a whole other ball game. Not only can they do it on pencil and paper, but they could apply it, you know, apply it to build something or construct something new,...you know, that is really difficult to get a student to comprehend that. I think it’s beneficial on the tests because it will help them retain it. Once you have applied it and used it, you have a tendency to retain it more than, okay, this is how you do it and it’s gone. I think it’s of great value because the kids were able to talk about math in a reasonable way. They truly have a much better understanding than they would have if I said open up to Page 200 and let’s do scale.”

Similarly, teachers in the PAIR English Language Arts Magnet Schools remarked in their portfolio conferences that deep understanding of linguistic concepts had been enhanced by student work in their PAIR acting and music units:

**Classroom Teacher:** “The main purpose that we were, what we were looking to do was on all writings, regardless of whether it’s ISAT or what we’re using it for, we always want the student’s own voice to come through and not just mimic what it is that they’ve read, but we want their input, their take on things. So this [PAIR Unit work in drama and music] was helping them develop confidence in their writing so that their own true personality and their voice would come through. When they have to make connections, it’s harder for them to make a connection if it’s not their own voice and their own real experiences.”

**Classroom Teacher:** “For me, as a teacher, it [PAIR] has really helped me to instruct my students how to write better, I mean, how to really look at not only when we read a story, about characterization, motivation, plot. I will tell you this class, we have read some really difficult books this year, higher level, higher thinking, and I really do think having the PAIR program has helped my students look at characters, understand plot, conflict, resolution a lot better than my other classes.”
Other teachers commented on the need for teachers to look more deeply into what really is evidence of conceptual understanding that cannot be derived from relatively superficial assessment of writing or reading skills.

**Classroom Teacher:** “Rather than look for their simple grammatical errors and sentence structures and development of the story, I kind of put that to the side now—and I don’t look at their mistakes in spelling. I look at the ideas and things developed and the process that they took in writing their stories. That’s a big difference.”

The teachers also report that learning more about the arts disciplines themselves helped students advance their language literacy skills:

**Classroom Teacher:** “This form of instruction is very beneficial for students. It provides them with two different interpretations or styles of teaching…”

“Well, for myself, the value of collaborating with an artist is that I understand what their technique is and how it can help my students advance in their development of writing. And I keep referring to the writing because that’s what our focus is, is developing their writing. So collaborating with them helps me gain a deeper understanding of their arts and how I can integrate it with what I do in my classroom ... ”

**Classroom Teacher:** “We were trying to expand on what the students had learned in fourth grade and what they had learned with PAIR, and we were focusing on having the students develop their voice and recognizing point of view with main characters in a fiction story. And Reggie [CAPE drama teaching artist] specifically worked on how do you identify a person’s point of view and how do you recognize someone else’s point of view … ”

**Classroom Teacher:** “And then what Charlie [CAPE music teaching artist] did was really expand on the voice area of it. And we worked on developing a theme song for the main characters, so if the main character’s personality were put to a musical beat, what would it sound like. And then they had to incorporate what they were doing with Reggie in character description to come up with what they would think the beat of someone’s theme music would be. So they had to look at the physical characteristics, emotional characteristics, how people interact with each other.”

The portfolio conference process and the role of systematic documentation in providing qualitative evidence of student learning is a by-product of the “Documenting to Learn Effect” hypothesized above. The conference depends on the quality of documented work samples and the degree to which teachers are able to reflect on student learning outcomes in conference protocols where students are challenged to interpret their own work and speculate on their learning that has resulted from this work.
Knowing that teacher reflection on student learning is bourn from observing student performance in portfolio conferences, the teacher testimony becomes significantly more compelling in its conclusions.

**Classroom Teacher:** “… you know, you have a hard time throwing something like this [PAIR Portfolio work] out. You do get to kind of peek inside their psyche and kind of get an idea of what’s going on in their heads. And then we have evidence at the end, and it’s evidence that they can be proud of. It’s beautiful and it’s something that we don’t want to go away. We want to hang it and we want to be proud of it. That’s what I feel is nice about this whole process.”

**Classroom Teacher:** “I would… I see that now, when we’re writing and we do writer’s workshop almost every day, and their characters are better defined, there is more detail about their characters. We’re learning… I really think I’ve seen a progression, and even for the time that, you know, what I had in their portfolios and now, months later, it’s a better awareness of how you write a story, that there has to be a story. You just can’t write then…, then…, then…, then…, [but] that there’s characters in their stories – and this goes for my whole class, not just these three students – that they’re really getting the idea of how to put a story together. But what I see is each piece gets better and better.”

Furthermore, in conferences where the “Fourth Grade Effect” and/or the “Healy Effect” of long-term experience with arts integration collaborative PAIR curricular and teaching practices is present, testimonials from teachers about student learning garner even greater credibility.

**Classroom Teacher:** “Well, the original goal was to see how the arts itself affected the students’ abilities as far as their writing, and how the different arts, for example, music, because we had a percussionist and a playwright, would enhance the child’s development of characters and stories. The first year was pretty new. We still had to develop some skills as far as what the artists were teaching the children and my own understanding of what it was. This year I think it’s been… I’ve seen… to get the kids to actually think more critically. Last year it was okay, okay, it’s going through the machinations, for the most part. This is what I’m supposed to do, this is what we did.”

**Classroom Teacher:** “… I think these students are much better at relating it to math than last year. I think they were much more… they expressed themselves much better mathematically, which is because when I was in the room, we really stressed this is not only art. I mean, we talked about it before, but we really stressed it this time because I didn’t want it to happen again where they didn’t see the value of the math in the project.”

**Classroom Teacher:** “… how much it [PAIR] has changed from one year to two years, especially with me being in three years. Just the comfort level and knowing what to do, and I was able to help the kids even better when the artist was outside the room, because then I would reinforce the concepts and have them write for them.”
Teacher: “The second year I was able to implement it [PAIR] in some of the stories that we read, and bringing out the motivations of the characters, and how the characters changed throughout the story. And this year the students used the techniques that (the teaching artist), our playwright, taught them, to develop their own stories, and on their final pieces, the Young Authors piece that we write every year. This year it seemed to go a lot easier. We didn’t collaborate as much as we have in the past, or emailed or spoke as frequently as we did in the past, and I think that comes from the fact that we’ve been together for three years. We worked on the same things for three years.”

*   *   *

PAIR Portfolio Conference Qualitative Data as a window onto meta-cognitive and social-emotional developmental outcomes of arts integration learning

From the viewpoint of qualitative data analysis of student learning, the purpose of the facilitated PAIR portfolio conferences was to provide evidence for arts integration learning outcomes in the context of observing student reflection on their own work and the work of their classmates in the project.

The PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol required that student choose their most meaningful work, explain their work to their peers, and demonstrate their understanding with small performance tasks such as demonstrating their choreography, drumming, storytelling or improvisatory acting, or commenting on their written work, drawings, sculpture, blueprints for buildings, or songs.

The goal of this format was to elicit aspects of cognitive dimensions of arts and academic learning, meta-cognitive aspects of learning transfer and integration across subject areas, and to distill aspects of social-emotional learning that occurred in the PAIR program units.

The following five vignettes illustrate the emergence of these themes that emanate from both the perception of the PAIR project from the teacher and the reflective understanding of the students who participated fully in the PAIR project.

*   *   *
3D-2: Student Reflective Understanding of Their Personal and Collaborative Art Integration Learning: Four PAIR Portfolio Conference Vignettes

* * *

3D-2 Portfolio Conference Vignette I: Math-Arts Integration Case Study School

The cognitive and social contexts of arts integrated math teaching and learning

During the math-dance-visual art portfolio session at Thorp, the three HAL students A, C, and K all talk in the portfolio conference about their collective work from the point of view of the integration of math, sculpture, and social studies. It was completely evident to the conference facilitator and those analyzing the video that these students were as much excited to talk about the process or creating sculpture and its relationship to their mathematically precise blueprints of the various phases of their design work as they were anxious to explore social issues that extended beyond the boundaries of their school studies into their families and community.

In the first section of the portfolio conference, the teacher extols the value of her PAIR project emphasis on students’ reflection on their arts integration work as an essential strategy for assessing alternative aspects of progress in their elementary school education. From her perspective, upper elementary grade students – and perhaps especially in math magnet schools – are evaluated only by test scores and district defined benchmarks in ways that do not capture process and diverse social context to the extent of their PAIR arts integration learning units. Consequently, teaching practices tend to reflect a certain impersonal and socially de-contextualized aspects of learning. For many PAIR teachers, arts integration thus becomes a way for teachers to structure and evaluate students learning experiences through creative process and reflection of the personal, collaborative and socially relevant aspects of their work.

The following statements culled from the conference data are typical of the many discussions that emerged after the PAIR units were completed and teachers and students faced the challenge of describing the most important features and results of the project.

In this case, the teacher begins with her passionate plea for more individual and more varied forms of assessment:
Classroom Teacher: “Well, those are the people that they want to test score … yet these are individual children with individual needs, and this program allows us to address individual parts of the child.”
“This [program] makes it more enjoyable for them to learn it. They do learn it because it comes in different forms. It's not just reading it in a book. It's using your brain. It's being imaginative. These kids don't get to use their imagination anymore.”

After hearing the teacher respond to questions, the student must speak for themselves with no further comment from the teacher for the next 30 minutes of discussion about their work. After much questioning about their portfolio work, and insisting that each type of HAL child have equal time to reflect on their arts integration work both individually and collaboratively, a common theme emerges: arts integration teaching and learning is personal, highly engaging and relevant to their understanding of themselves in the context of important social issues.

Student discourse about their own work and the work of their peers reveals the intensive interest students have in investing in social, personal and emotional aspects of their arts and arts integration learning processes.

Student C: “I'm very happy that we get to have this program because it teaches us how to work on a team and it also teaches us math with sculpting.”
“And I was [thinking] that they colored, they painted the gun green because money is green. And I see a little bit of blood, red paint, on top of the money and on the gun.”

Facilitator: Look what's coming out of the front of it. Why is there money coming out of the gun?
Student K: Because there's a lot of money that's going up and a lot of taxes is going up, and a lot of people don't have that much money.

Facilitator: Wow. And, so what do you think this all means, altogether [pointing to the sculpture work]?
Student K: ...it means altogether it's a war.”

Facilitator: Mm-hmm. Now, some people might think that kids shouldn't think too much about that, and I'm sure you don't just think about death. But why do you think you gravitate to that in this particular task?

Student A: I think about death and war right now because my uncle was in Iraq and Afghanistan, so...and then he didn't die, though.”

* * *
3D-2 Portfolio Conference Vignette II: World Language-Arts Integration Case Study School

When students connect positive disposition, good work, and leadership with the process of imaginative learning in and through the arts

In this vignette, a different teacher expresses the desire that her students ‘go deeper’ to understand themselves in social contexts in ways that are aligned with the stated mission of world language schools.

**Classroom Teacher:** … “the artist, the artwork of it and just how you're reaching out to the kids with the different foods and different countries, things of that nature, … I can tie that in so much with my curriculum, with writing and with history, so that the kids can take this and grow with it.”

“You know, a lot of kids, when you ask them ‘who are you?’, at first they're going to tell you their name, my birthday, I live here. But it [this project] made the kids think a little deeper and dig really to find out who are they exactly, where do they come from. So it helped the students open up with their thinking and take it to the next level. You know, and it helped them, too, to go about doing research and finding out more.”

At first, what the students say about their imaginative work is surprisingly specific. Details about how they created a new nation through their visual artwork (maps and passport cards) and musical composition (a national anthem) with the PAIR teaching artists are important topics that the portfolio conference facilitator can use to draw out the meaning of the project from each student’s perspective.

**All Students recite:** “Oh, say Symbolia, the great Symbolia, how dear you are to me. Your soda flowing [figs and popping] beneath your starry tree. We promise to take care of you and never, ever roam. Oh, great Symbolia, our home sweet home.” …

**Student S:** It’s our anthem.

**Facilitator:** It’s your anthem? What’s an anthem?

**Student N:** Like a pledge.

**Student S:** It’s like a song that we promise to our country.

**Facilitator:** Oh. Is that what a pledge is? A promise, right?

**Student S:** It’s like the pledge of allegiance. We sing that to make a promise to America.

**Facilitator:** So what have you promised to your own Symbolia?

**Student A:** We promise to never, ever roam and...

**Facilitator:** What does it mean never, ever roam?
Student A: We would never go somewhere else. …
Facilitator: Ah. Okay, what do you think, Nicholas? What’s an anthem? What’s a pledge? What is this all about?

But when asked the importance of their work, the students in another classroom responded in terms of their own social-emotional values such as patience or pride that were specifically represented in the text of the anthem and their self portraits, and, in addition, observed during the process of creating their arts integration work.

Student R: “Patience is like relaxing, just relaxing, just like not getting mad, not, well, not being mean, like that. Just being patient and being nice.
Facilitator: And why is that important?
Student B: Because I don't like getting mad at people.”

Student K (following up on previous remarks): Because if we mess up, then she will say, like, you should do it like that, and then, like, she'll come back later and she wouldn't be mad if you didn't get [through] the whole project that day.
Facilitator: So why is that important?
Student K: It's important because if you rush, then you probably won't do a good job, and then it'll be a waste of time.”
Student D: “and guess what? We voted for a name for our nation. Then we voted for a president, and I won!
Facilitator: (laughing) So how did it feel to be president of an imaginary nation?
Student D: (in a serious tone) Well, I was proud.”

Whereas in Vignette I the students insisted on social context, in Vignette II students personally self-identified with the concepts and dispositions that they used as the basis for their creative work and their understanding of social-emotional values in their work. The next vignette illustrates how student demonstrate their understanding of the social-emotional aspects of character, motivation and conflict resolution in the stories they read through multiple artistic media.

* * *
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3D-2 Portfolio Conference Vignette III: *Language Arts-Arts Integration Case Study School*

**Expressing understanding of characters and their actions through multiple artistic media**

In this vignette the teacher focused on her students’ ability to understand characters and what motivate characters to act. Reflecting on the quality of her student reflections during the portfolio conference, she was very pleased to see that her ELL students in particular were able to speak articulately about the personality traits of characters in the book they read and the creative writing they did. What astonished her was the students’ ability to continue to come up with new ways of expressing their understanding several months after the project had ended. Not only did the students describe how the characters felt and what they did, but they also were willing and able also to demonstrate those character traits and actions *and their own feelings about the characters* with drumming patterns spontaneously demonstrated in the portfolio session.

**Classroom Teacher:** The main purpose that we were looking to do was to focus on all areas of writing, regardless of whether it’s ISAT or what we’re using it for, we always want the student’s own voice to come through and not just mimic what it is that they’ve read, but we want their input, their take on things. So this was helping them develop confidence in their writing so that their own true personality and their voice would come through. When they have to make connections, it’s harder for them to make a connection if it’s not their own voice and their own real experience.

**Student M:** [plays on the hand drum *two uneven slaps, two even slaps, one long boom*, *two even slaps, one long boom* and repeats the whole pattern]

Facilitator: So why is that express the character’s niceness? Because … ?

**Student M:** I think it has feeling in it and it makes me feel happy. … how to describe things, how to play instruments, how to express your feelings playing instruments.

Facilitator: And why is that important to do?

**Student M:** Cause you don’t want your feelings to be all bottled up. It’s good to let them out.

**Student J:** [announces that she will drum the feeling of her favorite character being ‘paranoid’]

**Student V:** [listens to Student J and then announces that he will “use his drum to describe the ‘mysterious side’ of his character].

[The teacher then announces it time for lunch although the students are very reluctant to leave the session because they say they need more time to play their drum characters!]

* * *
3D-2 Portfolio Conference Vignette IV: Math-Arts Integration Case Study School

Students who gain self-confidence in the context of arts integration learning projects

In this final vignette the classroom teacher describes the need to raise student confidence as learners during both the beginning and ending segments of the conference. Student M also emerges as a leading example for self-confidence in the student part of the portfolio conference, prompting the teacher to say more about how much M overcame his lack of self confidence at the beginning of the school year as he excelled in the PAIR math-visual arts activities.

**Classroom Teacher:** “… we got a little bit of a late start on really getting in and diving into creating our blueprints and buildings, but I feel like their projects are now really coming along beautifully, and the students are really working and using their math skills. You can see their measurement skills in their drawings and I could see how these skills informed their discussions during the conference, which I think were great, very successful.”

[Speaking about student engagement in the portfolio conference] … and that’s like Student M to stutter when he gets nervous, … yet watching him over the course of this project, he really took a leadership role in this, and he, like, really directed the project. The project became his basic vision and he gave everyone a job, and other people were measuring and doing, … and the group work has been really successful. Whereas before maybe he’d be quiet and just kind of sit back and do his own stuff by himself.”

The following dialog among the portfolio conference illustrates this perception of student M’s growing math skills and social-emotional development through the PAIR project.

**Student A:** “The diameter, so if you’re saying that the [ladder] is right here, then this is 12, where from here it’s 12, and another six inches, so it might be 18.

**Student M:** Yeah, but I’m saying that the dome is going to be equal to the size of the bottom, which is—

Facilitator: Where is the dome now, from where to where?

**Student M:** From here to here…see this drawing.

Facilitator: That whole thing is going to be equal to what?

**Student M:** This is inside the dome right here.

Facilitator: Right.

**Student M:** See these lines? They meet right here. That’s—

Facilitator: So how long is it from here to here?
Student M: From the—
Facilitator: Here to here.
Student M: Oh, you’re thinking of the height, which is going to be six inches.”
(answer is not only correct but more specific than the question required)

* * *

3D-3: General Discussion and Summary of PAIR Portfolio Conference Vignettes

The four vignettes comprise a small sample case-by-case analysis of the portfolio conference data collected in the final year of the PAIR project. The portfolio conference vignettes capture the rhythm of the protocol through sequential excerpts of teacher interview responses, facilitated small group interview discussion and follow-up performance tasks. In each case the teacher provided initial assumptions about the broad goals and outcomes of the project, the students were challenged to interpret and reflect on their work, and finally the teachers were asked to reflect on each student’s performance in the conference in light of their assumptions.

Although the portfolio protocol framework was standardized, many cognitively and socially charged discussions emerged that concepts and skills indigenous to academic subjects (such as math reasoning and measurement skills) with rigorous arts learning and skills. The discussions, work samples and problem solving cognitive skills are brimming with enthusiasm about connections among these disciplines that appear to be equally distributed among visual art, dance and math, or reading, writing, drama and music, or social-cultural studies, visual art, and music – depending on the PAIR unit and the focus of each magnet school.

Analysis of the dialogue among students, however, suggests that meta-cognitive skills combined with social-personal understanding are also primary outcomes of this work. While creating sculptures from blueprints may sound like a marriage between cognitive skills in math and visual art, first and foremost for most of the students was the importance of social context, social values and social-personal development in their PAIR work. Depicting objects accurately required cognitive skills from math and visual art, but the interpretation of the work, yet the portfolio discussion among the students became most highly engaged over the choice of colors green and red for a gun sculpture that turned out to be all about the social context of war and greed in our
society, a searing discussion that revealed how children melded their most personal and family experiences into the creation of their school work.

If arts integration teaching and learning is personal, highly engaging and relevant to their understanding of themselves in the context of important social issues, then portfolio assessment protocols appear to serve as a powerful authentic assessment of this wide range of arts integration learning outcomes.

In the world language portfolio conference vignette, arts integration didn’t merely serve to illustrate what they were learning in academic subjects or arts classes; it meant employing self and group exploration activities in order to go deeper into their own identity in ways that allowed them to imagine better, more idealistic societies. The music, lyrics, maps and descriptions the students created for these new societies teemed with the valued dispositions such as patience, pride, and good work.

Based on the exemplary vignette analysis, we can determine with increasing confidence that the portfolio conference format provided PAIR project participants with opportunities for

a) PAIR teachers to test their assumptions about arts integrated teaching and learning through observation and reflection on student work and performances throughout the facilitated conference protocols;

b) The facilitator to challenge students to demonstrate a significant grasp of cognitive and meta-cognitive aspects of arts integrated learning transfer across disciplines; and

c) Both teachers and student to nurture the essence of social, personal and emotional understanding throughout their joint experience of the arts integration teaching and learning process.

The next two sections provide a more detailed qualitative analysis of portfolio conference outcomes according to differences in pre-designated academic performance student cohorts and meta-cognitive aspects of student arts integration learning outcomes.

* * *

PAIR Comprehensive Report Part 3D: Portfolio Conference Qualitative Analysis
3D-4: Differences in PAIR Portfolio Conference performance among previously designated HAL academic achieving students

Blurring the boundaries among high, average and low achieving students

If the PAIR portfolio conference transcripts suggest that arts integration teaching and learning practices can be best assessed in the form of interactive interview and performance task formats, we can now ask, “To what degree are portfolio conference data independent of, or linked with, standardized academic or arts learning assessments?” To what extent do the HAL student performance in the portfolio conferences suggest that students can be categorized in the same levels as their previous designation as high, average or low academic performing students? Is there any evidence that arts integration assessment devices may bring more equity and opportunity for pre-designated low rated students?

One of the most distinctive findings distilled from analysis of portfolio conference qualitative analysis is that PAIR teachers consistently report a surprising change in their perception of their student academic standing in their classroom.

Before every portfolio conference teachers were told to bring three students they had previously designated as high, medium and low according to their academic standing as defined by standardized test scores. However, the teachers were told not to reveal the designation of academic standing of their students to the facilitator until after the conference was concluded, thus ensuring that each student had the same amount of time to answer questions and expectations for follow-up questions and demonstrations of understanding were equally applied to all three students.

Early on in the process of data collection, the facilitator reported a surprising perception: it was sometimes easy to spot the over-achieving demeanor of the highly rated academic students in relation to the attitude and speed of response of the average and low rated students, but it was more difficult to distinguish the quality of their responses. It was often more difficult still to distinguish the low and average designated academic learners.

Typically, in the course of the conference protocol final reflection questions (when students were not present) the teachers revealed that it was hard to tell what academic level the student were categorized if an observer did not previously know the students:
“**Classroom Teacher:** Student E was chosen as the high rated student, and he spoke quite eloquently. He uses a nice vocabulary choice words, while Student J is the below performance because she has trouble expressing herself, and she gets flustered, and you can tell, you know, there are certain parts where goes “I don’t know, ‘cause I get confused,” and she does that normally in the classroom. And Student N is my average student.”

**Facilitator:** Yet, just in the way Student J [L] actually came up with and discussed what was going on in the project, were there big differences in the sense of what she was saying and what Student J [A] was saying?

**Classroom Teacher:** No, no.

**Facilitator:** So in that sense, there wasn’t a big gap between those two?

**Classroom Teacher:** There was not a big gap.”

As indicated in the portfolio conference protocol, the standard question asked of all teachers in the last section of the conference, sets the stage for discussing the phenomenon of ‘blurred boundaries’ of previous academic standing with regard to the student’s ‘performance of understanding’ during the session:

**Facilitator:** … for anybody watching this tape, would they know which one of these kids is the pre-designated highest performer in your classroom, or is the portfolio a completely different way to rate the academic performance of a student?

**Classroom Teacher:** People watching the video clip that don’t know them?

**Facilitator:** Yes, the people don’t know anything about the students they watching on video documentation for the first time.

**Classroom Teacher:** I think that would be hard to tell.

**Facilitator:** Is that important?

Once the teacher admits that it is hard to tell who the high rated academic students are in the portfolio conference, the follow-up question raise questions about the whole purpose of the PAIR project:

**Facilitator:** [Is that important?] Does that mean that it’s [the portfolio conference responses are] less related to academic achievement?

**Classroom Teacher:** I think so. I think it would be very important because it shows how they each...I mean, they’re independent in their own way, and yes, as far as from what I know in the classroom, there was a low, medium and high, but when it comes to the arts and music, they work together, and it’s not as obvious.

**Facilitator:** Is that a good thing?
Classroom Teacher: I think it’s a great thing.

Facilitator: Because?

Classroom Teacher: I think it’s a great thing because, I mean, it brings everybody on the same level. It seems to. I mean, in this case it brought everyone on the same level, and they weren’t stereotyped or...people watching the tape wouldn’t be able to know. And I think that’s important because you’re not going to say, oh, you’re the low group or you’re the high group. Who knows? You couldn’t tell from that.”

It is not uncommon for the teachers who participated in the PAIR Portfolio Conferences to report that the stereotypical characteristics of high academic achievers based on their paper and pencil work in class and standardized test taking acumen do not reliably predict their ability to think on their feet during the portfolio sessions. It appears evidence of arts integrated learning is based instead on the student’s ability to interpret their work and the work of their classmates as they adapt to the general discussion. Students observed in small group discussion (without teacher intervention) create a wider range of group learning dynamics in action, and in some cases, an assessment of individual student learning capacities that are at odds with their previous HAL designations of academic achievement.

Another teacher adds that, although highly rated academic skills may be easy to see when only looking at differences in the quality of the student writing sample in the PAIR project [see writing example below], low rated students appear to be more engaged in the process of reflecting on their choices and comment on new ideas as they emerge in discussion. As one teacher notes, her designated low writing skill student seemed to enjoy the writing process more the other students and, according to her judgment, this student’s writing increasingly revealed so much more of the thought process, though there are formidable technical writing problems.

Classroom Teacher: “I don’t know. I’m just saying that every year I look at students that are my low level or very disinterested in school. I mean, Student I and Student M are very high-level students. Student A is not. But yet it seems that for some reason, and I think it’s the artists bringing...showing them that they can write, a different approach to it, that it’s fun, it makes them think, oh, I can do that.”

Facilitator: [Can you say more about that?]

Classroom Teacher: “What I’ve also found, writing was a chore [for my students], and I’m seeing that it’s not a chore, that they’re beginning to enjoy writing - especially the low-rated Student. She writes everything backwards. I mean, her papers are flipped, so I do think she has some type of dyslexia or something like that. But her writing, even
though it’s not, you know, the highest caliber, I’ve seen so much more thought process, and I think she really is...she almost enjoys it more than the other two students that I brought [to the conference].”

Another teacher reiterates why NOT being able to spot the stereotypical behaviors of high or low academic proficiency in the context of the portfolio conference is a desirable and positive social outcome for the PAIR project:

**Classroom Teacher:** “I think it’s a great thing because, I mean, it brings everybody on the same level. It seems to. I mean, in this case it brought everyone on the same level, and they weren’t stereotyped or...people watching the tape wouldn’t be able to know. And I think that’s important because you’re not going to say, oh, you’re the low group or you’re the high group. Who knows? You couldn’t tell from that.”

The conference artifact on the left is an example of a character study artifact chosen for discussion from the PAIR Portfolio Conference vignette described above. As many teachers report, the obvious superficial signs of technical writing problems such as handwriting and spelling errors does create a bias about the cognitive capacities of the particular student. Yet, in this portfolio conference, the student displays the ability to discuss her perception of character in their reading assignments and is able to demonstrate her ability to create percussion patterns that she imagines match of the character’s state of mind in the story.

As the Language Arts Magnet School teacher of the student sample above reflects in the last section of the portfolio conference:

**Classroom Teacher**  “Now that they’re [the students] not here, I can speak freely about their growth and development. They’re language learners, English Language Learners, so during this year I didn’t see, or didn’t get the growth in the writing as I expected to see in my previous classes, especially the first year with the project in a mono English classroom. This year they were still developing the writing skills. It’s the last step that they develop as bilingual students. However, their confidence and ability to speak to others using the English language has grown significantly, and I think it’s because of the fact that they can express their knowledge through other means rather than the simple
paper and pencil. Because paper and pencil basically means they’re going to be graded as far as what they write and how they spell things. But when they have the opportunity to say it to you, they know that they can express their ideas, what they know and what they’ve learned, a whole lot more freely than they can on paper and pencil.”

Many other teachers finish the PAIR Portfolio Conference reflection section with similar statements about preconceptions about inherent differences in cognitive capacities among HAL-rated students. As in the case below, teachers voice the need to assess students in ways that more resemble the interactive arts integration portfolio conference demonstrations they were able to experience first-hand in the PAIR project:

**Facilitator:** “[Do] You think people watching the tape would know that they're low, medium and high?”

**Classroom Teacher:** “I don't think so. That's why I'm very glad, because all three were answering, all three had something to say, and it wasn't tense. They were really putting things together and everything else. And I don't think...this is part of the program where I see that they're integrated, and you can't really tell the difference.”

“I don’t think if you just looked at them you could say like, oh, well, this one really struggles with math and this one doesn’t– I mean, I don’t think you can really tell across the projects.”

* * *

**3D-5: Evidence of meta-cognitive aspects of student arts integration learning outcomes in PAIR Portfolio Conference data**

One explanation of blurring the distinction among the HAL classified learning types may rest in what may be called more global aspects of meta-cognitive learning outcomes that can be culled from teacher characterizations of learning revealed in the PAIR Portfolio Conferences.

According to teacher reflections during the portfolio conferences, the value of arts integration is that it brings a heightened awareness of multiple aspects of learning through its engagement of ‘multiple Intelligences’ and multiple modalities of learning, its demand for the expression of understanding through multiple media, and the presence of meta-cognitive strategies about learning that are both implicitly and explicitly supported in the PAIR unit activities. As a result
of these ‘optimal conditions’ for learning, teachers hope that the PAIR unit will also result in evidence of higher-level critical thinking skills for their students.

**Classroom Teacher:** “And I find that it [PAIR] appeals to different intelligences. They actually get up and get out of their seats. They get around and move. It’s not just visual and listening skills. I think a lot of students, in this class especially, are kinesthetic. They need to get up and move and do things with their hands. I think it helped them to develop a better understanding of the material. As we read, we tried to connect to a novel in reading. I think all the students were engaged. I think they were very excited about learning. It was kind of fun to be in the classroom. And I think it...I’m hoping it helped develop higher level thinking skills.”

When the facilitator asked teachers to comment on what they saw with particular attention to whether PAIR student learning outcomes (as measured on ISAT test scores) were evident in the portfolio assessment session, it was clear that many teachers viewed the conference as an occasion for a unique form of assessment that makes connections with creative thinking and collaborative learning as opposed to ‘paper and pencil’ evaluations based solely on single answer or multiple choice responses.

**Classroom Teacher:** “I think it brings a lot of creativity into my classroom and it really gives students a lot more vocabulary that they don’t use daily. It kind of like gave them another way to express themselves and to learn in a different way other than the way that we teach traditionally, you know, through papers and through the board …”

“Go beyond paper and pencils. Involve more art. Because [in] one way it kind of like got the creativity out there of their head and also allowed them to do things that is more fun, not all like paper and pencil ‘boring stuff’, you know. And I think when they are having fun doing things that they like to do, they were able to give me a little bit more of what they were asked. So just like the biography, like this [as presented in the portfolio conference], we can use it next year, because I know how to do it. I know step by step how to do it. I think the kids feel more comfortable to express themselves if they are allowed to think through it, just like the portrait they did before – the kind of food they eat, their facial feature, the color of their face represent who they are. So instead of how we usually do, oh, a biography, you need an introduction, what day they were born, how they’re...it’s more...like going through this art project let them kind of like a brainstorm, let them think through it before they put it in writing. So it’s kind of like help them in their thinking process and their final product. Not only just they do it because the teacher tells them to.”

The impression that many teachers garnered from the portfolio conference sessions is that reflective understanding of arts integration in collaborative assessment conferences may bring about a new way to appreciate and evaluate student academic performance. These alternative
assessments were more apt to draw out reflective thinking skills in the context of interactive discussion that supported students’ articulation and understanding of academic and artistic content in arts plus arts integration practices featured in the PAIR project. Furthermore many teachers expressed the idea that these alternative assessments would provide evidence of learning that would exceed expectations teachers would normally have for students based on their prior academic work. Portfolio conference transcripts reveal this alternative form of assessment allowed teachers to view the HAL student’ capacities in new ways that resulted in understanding student level of subject area skills and understanding differently.

Moreover, the teacher portfolio conference reflections reveal that most students, and especially those pre-ordained as average or low performing students, seem now less inclined to deliver short, ‘correct’ answers akin to responses expected on their standardized tests, but much more inclined to elaborate on their working or learning processes, more likely to imagine new possibilities and responses to challenging work they have accomplished, and more apt to focus on their social-personal awareness, meta-cognitive skills and their emotional commitment to their individual work and with others.

Overall, the qualitative findings from the relatively small sample of portfolio conference data suggest that the value of the PAIR project may be best indicated most vividly in the range of student response to portfolio conference tasks. The evidence of long-term memory of the PAIR units and the students’ ability to reflect on purpose and value of their arts integration work suggest also that these attributes may also be strongly associated with other kinds of student learning outcomes previously discussed. By rating reliably the student and teacher responses according to levels of articulation, perspective, and cognitive, the portfolio conference outcomes can be statistically examined for their strength and pattern of association with the previously reported teacher professional development, student arts and student academic student outcomes in the final chapters of the comprehensive report (parts 3E-3G).

* * *
3D-6: Rating Student and Teacher Responses in PAIR Portfolio Conferences

Rating Scales for Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Responses

While qualitative analyses of teacher and student portfolio comments were explored according to their focus on topics related to teacher professional learning and types of student learning outcomes, this section will present a scoring rubric for rating both teacher and students responses according to levels of articulation of PAIR learning goals, processes, and conceptual understanding of interdisciplinary content integration.

Once these results are quantified, these data can be used to test for the degree of association of portfolio conference responses with other student learning outcomes distilled from the student surveys, SAIL interviews, and even ISAT test scores. Later on in this report, there will be a discovery of links between the PAIR portfolio conference results and other teacher survey and professional development data.

Summary of PAIR Portfolio Conference Response Scoring Process

The process for quantifying the level of complexity of teacher and student portfolio conference responses is as follows:

Scoring:

**Teachers:**

- Teachers were each scored on discrete answers (1-3 paragraphs) within the transcript and observed on video replay, in six separate categories. The first three were scored from teacher remarks before students spoke: (1) perceived goal of the PAIR project, (2) relationship (including planning and lesson execution) with the teaching artists, (3) expectations of for student achievement. The 4th, 5th, and 6th categories were asked during the teacher’s reflection on student performance: (4) summary of student work within the art form, (5) summary of student art-work in relation to other disciplines, and (6) ability to articulate change or an opinion in their own teaching and assessment practices.

- Teachers have two sets of scores, one scored from a piloted sample in 2010, and the second from a comprehensive administration of the conferences for all grade levels in the summer of 2011.
Students:

- Each student has twelve separate scores per conference, or six per art form. These include: (1) level of understanding of project activity, (2) level of meaning making expressed about student’s own work within the art form, (3) level of meaning making expressed about other students’ work within the art form, (4) level of meaning making of the student’s own art work in relation to its application – and understanding of content – in other disciplines, (5) level of meaning making of other students’ art work in relation to its application – and understanding of content – in other disciplines, (6) ability to summarize discussion and critique of student work in terms of arts and arts integrated learning.

- Multiple categories of response could be applied to a single response, as a student’s responses in a certain category may well inform another (for instance, in comparing one’s own artwork to one’s peers).

- Especially in the language arts schools, there was not always a clear division between the art form (drama/character study) and the core discipline (language arts/reading). Therefore, those student scores often inform each other in categories 2-5.

**3D-6 Table 1: Scoring Rubric for Levels of Response for Teacher and Student Response Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0-1.5</td>
<td>Single Dimensional: Generic Response; <em>diffuse, highly, unelaborated</em> general statements (like “I don’t know” or “It was fun”) that lacked detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0-2.5</td>
<td>Multiple Single Dimensions: Several Concrete Concepts; <em>some detail, but lacking relational thinking, cohesion, and cause and effect statements</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0-3.5</td>
<td>Coordination of Dimensions: Detailed Concepts and Explanation: <em>and a focus on relationships and causal links among the elements of the response</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0-4.5</td>
<td>Systemic Reflective Understanding: Evidence of Comprehensive Understanding: <em>demonstrating systematic knowledge and understanding of concepts, processes and other examples described and their persuasive description of the links and associations among all factors described.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA – not applicable (if a question is not asked)
NR – not relevant to the question
**Inter-rater scoring reliability**

- The rating team achieved reliability in the scoring of the responses by scoring different types and levels of the response. Responses focused on all questions (as indicated above) were scored on a trial basis for inter-rater reliability of complexity responses. In addition, responses that focused on arts and academic topics, and those centered on cognitive, meta-cognitive and social-emotional development issues were all included in these scoring reliability sessions.

**Individual differences in PAIR units, possible limitations of the rating system**

- The comparability of scoring is challenged by the diversity of content explored in the portfolio sessions. For the Math Arts Magnet Schools and their partnering Arts Focus Schools, the content was focus on conventional fundamental concepts of measurement and quantification in math-visual arts-dance problem-solving arts integration tasks. Similarly, the English Language Magnet Schools and their partnering Arts Focus Schools focused on traditional issues of character, setting and plot in literature. The goal of the world language schools and their Arts Focus School partners with respect to the PAIR project fundamentally differed from the other two cohorts. The mission of the World Language schools of was to get their students to focus on self-identity, family history, and community and its connection to social studies and cultural studies. In the 4th grade these schools focused students focusing on their ‘past’, in 5th grade on their ‘present’, and in 6th grade on their ‘future’. Because these topics allowed for a wide range of interpretation by the teacher, it was therefore harder to understand the content learning goals with regards to success or change. Nonetheless students often expressed themselves at various levels of complexity concerning their arts integration work with the same teaching artists at every grade level - whether in their ‘calligrams’ (art projects with symbols like hieroglyphics), songs, or imaginary countries. Thus in general, it can be assumed that all PAIR students were challenged to articulate their view of arts integration learning on a level of complexity comparable with classes incorporate English Language Arts in the context of acting drama and music or math with dance and visual art.

- The scoring format that focused on discrete sections of text may have been at odds with the overarching span of conversation focused on integrative teaching and learning. The
somewhat segregated scoring format may have suppressed the determination of levels of complexity of the overall responses to the list of questions.

- In general, the students in all schools cohorts and at all grade levels found it challenging to articulate understanding of arts integration processes across these three disciplines into their portfolio conference discussions. It was difficult for them to consistently achieve Level 3 or 4 responses to the portfolio conference tasks. This may simply be a result of not being developmentally prepared to comment with high levels of complexity on their work across three disciplines. Nonetheless these data reveal a growing ability of students to express increasingly sophisticated levels of understanding of arts integration teaching and learning in the context of their portfolio conference reflections.

* * *

3D–7: Tracking Qualitative Differences in Teacher and Student Reflective Understanding: PAIR Portfolio Conference Transcript Analysis Methods

Introduction

This section of the report illustrates how teacher and student comments throughout the three sections of the Portfolio Conference were rated for levels of reflective awareness and understanding according to the scoring rubric described above. Sample qualitative ratings of excerpted teacher remarks on their project goals and observations of student work (Sections I and III of the portfolio conference) are followed by qualitative transcript excerpt ratings of individual student discussing the process and meaning of their PAIL (Section II of the portfolio conference).

The purpose of providing sample ratings of portfolio conference system is two-fold:

A. To illustrate how the PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol can be used as a tool for understanding

- how teachers can look for evidence of student learning in the context of their own understanding of arts integration and the role of arts integration in their classroom culture.

- how the ‘rhythm and flow’ of the portfolio conference proceeds through distinct
phases of support for individual and group student reflection as the facilitator provides multiple occasions for each student to (a) respond to general questions about their learning, (b) to then make distinctions in their individual differences in response to their own work and peer work, and finally (c) to draw conclusions as to the meaning of their work and to cite evidence of their own learning in the project.

- how ratings of student responses can stem from assessing short initial responses that are then followed by responses based on prompts for further elaboration of concepts, interpretation of work, relevant personal experience, additional work samples, or a summation of previous discussion -- always probing for more detail and definition from students who at first may only offer general statements or lists of activities.

- to what extent teachers can draw conclusions about the impact of the program based on evidence of student reflection on both the content knowledge and processes explored in the project.

- how teachers may be able to consider alternative assessment of student learning that reveal new perspective on differences among pre-designated high, average and low performing students by adopting arts integration portfolio conference practices.

B. To illustrate how ratings from the portfolio conference excerpts can be used:

- to determine criteria for reliable qualitative judgments of portfolio conference responses.
- to provide exemplars of various levels of rubric systems that capture the increasing sophistication of responses from (a) general-to-specific, (b) singular-to-multiple, and (c) relational-to-systematic thinking, that serves as the basis for producing reliable judgment of both teacher and student responses;
- to explain how qualitatively validated quantitative ratings for teacher and student reflection may provide for statistical basis of judgment of the kind and degree of student learning that has resulted from the project.

* * *
Methodological Notes

This analysis builds on the vignettes presented previously in this chapter and on the analysis of portfolio student sample work discussed in the previous chapter. The organization of the portfolio conference reflection exhibits draws on the same four case studies presented in the previous PAIL student work sample analysis:

Classroom A: PAIR World Language Cluster School (Visual Arts-Music) Grade 4
Classroom B: PAIR Math Cluster School (Visual Arts-Dance) Grade 5
Classroom C: PAIR Writing (ELA) Cluster School (Drama-Music) Grade 5
Classroom D: PAIR World Language Cluster School (Visual Arts-Music) Grade 6

These classroom exhibits taken together will provide a comprehensive view of differences in reflection at three different kinds of PAIR cluster schools, three different grade levels, and in the context of arts integration units informed by four different arts disciplines.

Organization and Purpose of the Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Scoring Exhibits

- The sequence of classroom exhibits follows the same order of the PAIL analysis in the previous chapter.
- Each exhibit will present all teacher reflection data first followed by rated student reflections in the same classroom. Together this juxtaposition of data provides a look at the qualitative basis for comparing teacher and student data across grades levels, arts integration units, and schools.
- In a few cases the teacher and student quotations already explored in the PAIL chapter of the portfolio conference vignettes above will now be presented in the context of exemplification of the reflection rating system.
- In the final section of this chapter, averaged teacher reflection ratings from a comprehensive sample of classrooms in all three grade levels will provide a statistical rating for each teacher and averaged ratings from a larger sample of student reflections will provide a statistical rating for each student who participated in the portfolio conference sample in the final year of the PAIR project.

* * *
3D-8 Four Portfolio Conference Scoring Exhibits: PAIR Classroom TEACHER Portfolio Conference Reflections (Excerpted Transcripts, Ratings, and Rater Summary Comments)

Each of the four classroom teacher exhibits provide contrasting levels of reflective awareness and understanding in their articulation of the goals of the PAIR project and evidence of impact on student learning. The exhibit ‘boxes’ contain quotations from the transcripts that have been edited for clarity, a rating score based on the scoring rubric (see 3D-6 Table 1), and summary of reasons (in italics) provided by the scorers.

* * *

3D-8 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 1: Classroom TEACHER Reflections and Rater Comments: Grade 4 World Language (Visual Art and Music)

The first exhibit illustrates how the classroom teacher provided positive testimony of project goals and student growth in the PAIR project, yet could only offer general, undetailed statements in both the introductory and post-student observations sections of the portfolio conference protocol [see excerpted scorer remarks in italics in each of the boxed reflection statements].

Portfolio Conference Section I TEACHER Reflections: To what extent did student performance in the portfolio conference meet your expectations for the PAIR project?

“…the kids really did a great job on this, because it represent who they are with the self-portrait, which is that the art would be curriculum.”

“I think it’s really a learning process, not just for my students, it’s also for myself, too. Learning how to put this in the curriculum, and then my students learning who they are, where they came from, and all this and that, connecting to their cultures. So it’s really, to me, both of us are, like, learning.”

“You can see the growth from the students, the knowledge that they gain from it. Like first of all they start off with nothing. They don’t know. They start out with nothing, and once they finish with this whole, entire thing, that’s when you see the big surprise. Like wow, they did this, they did this.”

Rater Comments: 1.5 - There is a strong expectation yet very vague description of what is meant by growth of understanding of elements of the arts integrated curriculum.
Portfolio Conference Section III Classroom Teacher Reflections: To what extent did the portfolio conference reveal evidence of arts integration across disciplines?

“They’re becoming more expert than I am.”

“From first from not knowing anything to be able to pick up where they left off from and continue to tell me what’s going on, so you’re able to see that they have better knowledge of – they’re gaining more knowledge from doing all of this.”

“It’s really connected to all subjects. There’s writing, there’s reading, there’s, as she was saying, math also, which the student connected to symmetry that they just learned, which is connected back to their portrait. It’s really connected to all subjects, even social studies, about their own culture, the food that they eat, pictures that they take. Pictures that they take at home representing who they are. So it’s everything connected together.”

Rater comments: 1.5 – The teacher provides general statements that all things are connected, but she didn’t elaborate on the connections between symmetry in math and in visual art, for example, nor provide any details about gains in content knowledge.

In the transcript above, the grade 4 World Language Magnet school teacher gives impassioned testimony that there is more knowledge gained and connectivity in her arts integration unit without articulating evidence of student knowledge of concepts and their connectivity through concepts or processes shared between arts and math. In addition she does not cite evidence from her observation of the student learning in the conference to confirm or disconfirm her assumptions.

* * *

3D-8 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 2: Classroom TEACHER Transcript Reflections and Rater Comments: Grade 5 Math (Visual Art and Dance)

Exhibit B represents a more highly articulated viewpoint on arts integrated teaching and learning by a Math Magnet School teacher who chooses to share her observations of the students’ performance in the conference to substantiate her conclusions. The transcript in section III of the conference protocol includes the full dialogue with the facilitator to show how the scoring of teacher reflection levels requires taking these interactive statements into account.
Portfolio Conference Section I Classroom TEACHER: *What were your student learning goals for the PAIR project?*

“This year I think it's been...I've seen...to get the kids to actually think more critically. I think it's to have them...we, as the instructors, the visual artist, the movement artist, in our case, and the teacher, and all of us combined working together ... to have the kids learn to problem solve, or to think more critically about things around them. ... It was a non-stressed academic setting kind of thing, and I love that. Any time I don't have to stand up there and yak in front of them, it's great.”

“Case in point, their projects. ... We had an issue with this [blueprint-sculpture project], because one sculpture is a gun. It has a trigger. They then had to write what is this, and what's the meaning of it, and they all wrote a beautiful paper. So as long as they could explain it, ... but they all could support their project. And that they would never have been able to do without going through this whole process, I think.”

Rater Comments: 2.5 – *This teacher provides several examples that support her view that critical thinking is best achieved through collaborative teaching and the posing of problem solving tasks in the context of highly personalized projects. The idea that current events study, and ample reflection and creation processes come together to form a more holistic learning process is heading toward level 3 but lacks enough specificity to know how this process really works.*

Portfolio Conference Section III Classroom TEACHER Reflections: *What was revealed about student learning in the portfolio conference?*

*Facilitator:* ...*how would you frame the evidence for integrative thinking that's going on in what you saw today?*
*Teacher:* Student A is a prime example. He does not write as well as he verbalizes his information.
*Facilitator:* *So what does that have to do with integration?*
*Teacher:* This [PAIR] is a way to integrate. He doesn't have to put [everything] on paper. He can build it. He can move it. And he's going to tell me a story. He's going to tell you the information. And understand it. And an understanding of what the concept is.
...that's part of the culture that Juan Carlos (Visual Art TA) and Jessica (Dance TA) also add to the classroom. ... Arts integration helps build that part of our school's curriculum or classroom's curriculum, -- they got fractions [in dance and visual art], and that was a bonus because, you know, I'm thinking, well, at least it's something mathematical [the students] actually can do. And that was great.
Facilitator: *How does the student participation in this portfolio conference and PAIR in general relate to academics? ... does it eventually help test scores? What would you say?*

Teacher: Well, of course it does because you have to learn how to correctly think in order to problem solve. So I think working together in groups, as one student said. ... part of it was teamwork and working together with other people. – unless you're living on an island by yourself, you need other people around you. And this also helps that. ... Every one of my kids has this empathy.

Facilitator: *That's what you're after?*

Teacher: Absolutely.

Facilitator: *And you're saying this program might help you do that?*

Teacher: I know this program helps do it.

Rater Comments: 3.0 - *This lively dialogue brims with ideas about the importance of arts integration learning processes, multiple modes of expressing what you know, in relation to a classroom culture of collaborative teaching and learning processes that result in a quality of empathy among the students – all of which she believes will contribute to academic excellence based on the development of problem-solving skills.*

* * *

3D-8 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 3: Classroom TEACHER

Reflections and Rater Comments: Grade 5 Writing (ELA) (Drama and Music)

Exhibit C showcases relatively highly rated comments than are quite detailed with respect to the depiction of classroom teaching and learning dynamics and, as is the case in the previous exhibit, a focus on the impact of arts integrated learning on other forms of assessment.

In this first case the teacher is rated much more highly in her description of goals of the project than with her ability to link these goals to evidence of students learning observed during the portfolio conference. The disparity in these two scores with this particular reflection suggest that at the beginning of the conference, this PAIR teacher did not fully realize to what extent these goals were manifestly present in her student’s work until she had observed students in Section II of the protocol.
Portfolio Conference Section I TEACHER Rating: *What were your student learning goals for the PAIR project?*

“We were trying to expand on what the students had learned in fourth grade and what they had learned with PAIR, and we were focusing on having the students develop their voice and recognizing point of view with main characters in a fiction story. And Reggie (Theater TA) specifically worked on how do you identify a person’s point of view and how do you recognize someone else’s point of view.”

“And then what Charlie (Music TA) did was really expand on the voice area of it. And we worked on developing a theme song for the main characters, so if the main character’s personality were put to a musical beat, what would it sound like. And then they had to incorporate what they were doing with Reggie in character description to come up with what they would think the beat of someone’s theme music would be. So they had to look at the physical characteristics, emotional characteristics, how people interact with each other.”

“The main purpose that we were, what we were looking to do was on all writings, regardless of whether it’s ISAT or what we’re using it for, we always want the student’s own voice to come through and not just mimic what it is that they’ve read, but we want their input, their take on things. So this was helping them develop confidence in their writing so that their own true personality and their voice would come through. When they have to make connections, it’s harder for them to make a connection if it’s not their own voice and their own real experiences.”

Rater Comments: 4.0 - This teacher describes acting and music as extensions on what has already happened in her curriculum, concrete areas of study across disciplines, elaboration on TA roles in the classroom culture, all connected to her main detailed purpose to have children make connections in writing with the support of their own developed personal voices. She persuasively asserts that there is a strong relationship between her own classroom goals and those of the Teaching Artists in PAIR. She remarks also suggest a systematic understanding of relationship between theater, music, and reading/writing in her project.

Portfolio Conference Section III TEACHER Rating: *To what extent did the portfolio conference reveal evidence of student learning?*

Well, [Student V] got that conflict is in every story you’re ever going to read or movie you’re going to see. There’s always three attempts [to solve the conflict], the characters always fail at first, and then the last one works itself out, which was one of the points we were trying to get the students to comprehend. When they’re writing and they’re telling a story, it can’t all be solved in the first paragraph, otherwise there’s no story, and nobody’s going to want to finish reading it. So I think it helped them be able to extend what it is that they’re writing and provide more detail and more information.”
‘There was no culminating activity [with the music], and I think that’s what helped keep it fresh in their minds. And that’s why some of them were struggling with remembering what the beat was that they came up with, and how, although the three of them positioned their hands differently on the drums, basically it’s the same beat.”

“And the kids made the connection that Phoebe’s [character in the book] was kind of all over the place and very paranoid, and thought everybody was out to hurt her, and Sal was more grounded and that they complemented each other.”

Rater Comments: 2.0 – There were some general examples of something that happened during the student portion of the conference and in the work of the teaching artists, but she was unable to relate her anecdotes to an overarching conception of arts integrated student learning.

* * *

3D-8 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 4: Classroom TEACHER Reflections and Rater Comments: Grade 6 World Language (Visual Art and Music)

In this final teacher grade 6 exhibit, the teacher is rated better at articulating the goals and outcomes of the project after viewing the student performance in the portfolio conference. That fact that many teachers were able to rate more richly on student learning after observing their students reflect on their own work suggest the validity and practical value of building in portfolio conferences into the project design.

Portfolio Conference Section I Classroom TEACHER Reflections: What were your student learning goals for the PAIR project?

“We pretty much had this [PAIR Units] kind of mapped out since probably at least the start of the project. They knew that fourth grade was going to talk about the past, and fifth grade was going to talk about the present, and sixth grade was going to talk about the future…”

“And then as part of our classroom activity that we did, we created compositions where they had to research high schools, colleges, careers that they were trying to get to, and so then they wrote compositions about what they needed to do in order to achieve those goals.”

“But as far as...every time they’ve come in, you just...you look at things in a different way, you look at it from a different side, and I love that about teaching with the arts because you think of different ways to teach things, and different ways to get things
across. And of course it also works with different types of learners. I mean, you don’t have the same type of learners.

Every single kid’s not the same kind of a learner, so you have kids that are definitely hands-on learning and auditory learners, and this is great for that. So differentiated learning is going on when you’re using this kind of a thing, which I think is fantastic. And that’s, of course, a huge push for ever teacher, is try to differentiate your instruction.”

Rater Comments 2.0 – teacher provides background information, connects the projects in class to the perceived curriculum for the PAIR project and speaks about the importance of the arts integration as a powerful ‘differentiated instruction’ strategy for her students – yet she does not site specific examples, and detail is limited.

Portfolio Conference Section III TEACHER Reflections: What might you change or revise in your teaching or assessment practices based on what occurred in the conference?

“I love the idea of the musical part and having them create songs. The only thing is, I only played one instrument in my life for, like, six weeks and that was it, so I don’t have any musical background. But as far as writing lyrics goes, that was a very fun way for them to write versus what they’re always having to do with their five paragraph essays and their, you know, the stuff that they’re being taught to do because they have to know how to do that, too. This is fun, though, for them. And then also, too, when we did the writing for Miss Mirtas, and they did do writing on there, which you can kind of see in the calligram stuff.”

“And last year we made poems at wintertime doing the calligram as an extension. And they liked doing that. And I think they pretty much had a little bit of that every single year with this project with the calligramming. And that’s definitely something, a different way of writing a poem and doing it in a calligram. It definitely would be something I would use.

… And too, I mean, everything is going to...thinking about how different kids learn, and it goes, all of this goes to that, and is extremely important.”

“And it gives us – I don’t know if you can say it – like an “excuse” to go this way with teaching. And, you know, so much of – there’s so much pressure put on homeroom teachers and classroom teachers about tests and scores and this and that, and so many times you want these ideas in your back pocket so you can do things in a different way, because it’s valuable in what goes on.”

Rater Comments 2.5 – Some concrete examples of what teachers can use from the project as extensions of their own ability to teach arts integration and by posing the ‘excuse’ given to teachers to use arts integration as a valuable alternative to her usual teaching activities.
3D: Summary of the Four Classroom TEACHER Portfolio Conference Scoring Exhibits

These four exhibits provide a lens for rating teacher reflection in the context of the ‘before and after’ sections of the PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol. These reflections were analyzed and rated according to the ability of the teachers to describe PAIR project goals and to articulate the extent to which their expectations for student learning were met. By using the portfolio conference rubric to rate examples of teacher reflection from three different grade levels and three different schools cultures, the research and evaluation team was able to use these data to measure the relationship between the PAIR teachers’ ability to articulate their reflective understanding of the PAIR project with factors of student achievement and their own professional development during the course of the three-year study.

*   *   *

3D-9 Four Portfolio Scoring Exhibits: Excerpts from PAIR STUDENT Portfolio Conference Performance Responses and Reflection Ratings

The student reflection exhibits constitute a comparatively larger set of transcripts then did the teacher exhibits. More time is needed in order to assess individual responses in these three-student group portfolio settings because a careful process of teasing out each student’s statements about their work and reflection on their experience with the PAIR arts integration learning processes is required for valid and reliable comparisons among the students. Furthermore, the substance and level of articulation of each student’s responses needs to be understood in the context of the dialogue and action among their peers.

The following four student reflection exhibits are matched to the teacher reflections just reported. Informed by the analysis of their work products as described in the previous PAIL work samples and the previous portfolio conference vignettes, these reflections will provide the most comprehensive indication in this study of the level of each student’s reflective understanding of the value and quality of their own arts integration work.

*   *   *
3D-9 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 1: STUDENT Portfolio Conference Responses and Rater Comments: Grade 4 World Language (Visual Art and Music)

In this first group reflection students are exploring the meaning of their song lyrics in relation to their imaginary nation project. The first three excerpts reveal initial differences among the three students. According to the raters, Student A at first is better able to provide detail than students P or M.

Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”

Facilitator: What is the important word in your song lyric?
Student P: ‘Country’ is important word in the lyrics of the national anthem.
Facilitator: Tell me why your reason is for picking country. What does country mean to you?
Student P: It’s like where to...country and the country that you live in, that’s why it’s important.

Rater comments: 1.5 – One general response, some attempt at elaboration.

Student M: Country is it because that’s...we talk about the country we live in, so we just sing the song words ... it is not the tower (pointing to the drawing of a tower in the country)
Facilitator: Sing a line that has the country in it.
Student M: “The country that I love.”
Facilitator: Can you sing it?
Student M: I can play the notes. [Plays melody on the xylophone.]

Rater Comments: 1.5 – She explains her choice of one word over another and demonstrates her knowledge of the ‘national anthem’ for their imaginary country.

Student A: The Duf tower [featured in the map of their imaginary nation] …it’s in the lyrics. … “To see the Duf tower.”
Facilitator: Why is the Duf tower so important?
Student A: It’s in the city.
Facilitator: Well, lots of things are in cities. Why is that so important?
Student A: It’s the biggest thing.
Facilitator: So a nation is defined by the things in it?
Student A: Uh-huh
Facilitator: And what makes a country? What’s the most important thing about a country? I know it’s got buildings in it. But think about a country as people. What’s the most important idea about a country to the people in it besides the buildings? What do you think?
Student A: Their rights.
Facilitator: What do you have a right to do?
Student A: Right to do anything. … Like do anything, but not bad things.

Rater Comments: 2.0 – After follow-up questions, this student is beginning to comment on the importance of civil rights, although this sentiment is not found in the lyric.

In the next section students P and M comments rate the same as Student A, indicating that the portfolio conference format is working equally well to stimulate this second tier of ratings for all three students.

[Calligram-biopoem’ self portrait of Student P, an artifact that informed the next round of reflections in the conference]
Portfolio Conference Section II: **STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Ability to summarize discussion and critique of student work in terms of arts and arts integrated learning.”**

| Student P: | We learned about...we learned how to draw more better. |
| Facilitator: | Take your time. You learned not just to color... |
| Student P: | Yeah. |
| Facilitator: | But instead you learned what? |
| Not just to color pretty, but what? |
| Student P: | But you could do whatever you want in there. … Yes, because every time when I see some books that’s math, there’s...they shows the shapes of it. |

Rater Comments: *2.0 - in a very cryptic fashion, this student mentions arts skills and choices in coloring, and a general connection here to the concept of shape*

| Student M: | Now I know how to draw myself in a self-portrait. |
| Facilitator: | When you draw shapes, does that have anything to do with math? |
| Student M: | Kind of. …Because it has, like, symmetry. It’s also part of math because you have to use, like, symmetry and congruent to do like that. You have to do the same shape and the same size. |

Rater Comments: *2.0 – Mathematical terms are mentioned after prodding, not only does art ‘have’ symmetry, but you have to use symmetry and other conceptual skills in art making.*

| Student A: | On a person’s face, you don’t have to, like, put all just one color. Some parts of the face are different colors. …You can combine writing and a picture. |
| Facilitator: | Uh-huh. For what purpose? |
| Student A: | So it can be prettier. Because the shapes, they also tell about math. Like if you see a square, it’s part of math, too… The words in the bio poem—it can help you, like, know that person. |

Rater Comments: *2.0 – Without much prodding she is able to provide examples on a few connections among disciplines*

| Facilitator: | What do the numbers in your song tell you? |
| Student M: | It’s like you put them in, each one are in order, so it has to have numbers on the side of it so it shows which one is in order.” |
| Student M: | It’s [the words are] better with melody. It’s better with this. |
| Student M: | It’s better to do it [words] with music numbers sometimes because sometimes when you don’t know the melody, then it’s a little off key. |

*Melissa demonstrates the ability to play a melody backwards without rhythm*

| Facilitator: | What is the number six sound like? . |
[Student M sings the sixth scale degree, accurately with her eyes were closed, than sings and plays the bells at same time]

Facilitator: So when letters or numbers are changed to music, what does it create?
Student M: A melody.

Rater Comments: 2.0 – While she didn’t elaborate much on the meaning of music in relation to words, her ability to perform playing, singing, and listening exercises proved a developed understanding within the art form and its integration with mathematical concepts that validated the intentionality of her composition choices.

Overall, none of these fourth graders were able to go much beyond their initial listing of multiple general statements. The lack of connections among their statement or elaborated comments may be due to developmental factors. However, this general lack of articulation may also be a by-a product of the classroom music integration process that did not allow time for the students to gain enough musical concept knowledge or the skill development necessary to elaborate on their arts integration aspects of their work in a more sophisticated manner.

* * *

3D-9 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 2: STUDENT Portfolio Conference Responses and Rater Comments: Grade 5 Math (Visual Art and Dance)

In Scoring Exhibit 2 below, there is an interesting difference between the students who are reflecting on one another’s work compared with reflective comments by the creator of the artwork being discussed. In this example, Student A is able to draw some insightful inferences from the sculpture and Student C affirms these speculations. Student K, who created the sculpture, elaborates at some length on the theme of war and money in ways that suggests a systemic awareness of interacting factors between war and the economy.

Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”

Facilitator: I want all three of you to talk about your sculpture in terms of imagination and ideas, and let's see how deep we can go, all right. So...and you, and I want you to look at each other's sculptures. So let's start with this one right here. Student A, what do you see when you look at this sculpture?
Student A: [looking at Student C’s sculpture] I see...I see a gun, and then I also can see that how, when she said the money, I can see, and then I can see blood. I think it’s blood.

Facilitator: … So if this is blood and this is money and this is a gun, what are we imagining here? What is this all about?

Student A: The war and economy.

Facilitator: And what's the relationship between the two?

Student A: Um...I don't know

Rater Comments: 2.0 - Student A notices possible themes with some speculation on their meaning that Student C and K affirm.

Facilitator: What do you see?

Student C: I see when she said that it was about money all those things that--

Facilitator: Do you see money here?

Student C: Yeah, on the top.

Facilitator: On the top, right?

Student C: And I was [thinking] that they color, they painted the gun green because money is green. And I see a little bit of blood, red paint, on top of the money and on the gun.

Rater Comments: 1.5 - Student C now notices specific color detail that lends credibility to Student A’s statements.

Facilitator: So what was your imagination? What were you thinking when you made this?

Student K: That it was about the war and the environment and the taxes.

Facilitator: Where's the environment?

Student K: Like you will see green, like the grass is green.

Facilitator: Oh, so this is environment. Oh. The money is green and the environment is green?

Student K: Yeah.

Facilitator: Tell me more. … Look what's coming out of the front of it. Why is there money coming out of the gun?

Student K: Because there's a lot of money that's going up and a lot of taxes is going up, and a lot of people don't have that much money.

Facilitator: Wow. And...so what do you think this all means altogether?

Student K: About...it means altogether it's a war.

Rater Comments: 2.5 - Student K now begins to elaborate on connections among multiple concepts that connect the details observed in the sculpture and a general meaning of war.
Later on in the conference, students had to face the challenge of demonstrating the math aspects of their PAIR work, such as the concept of scale and calculation with reference to their sculpture blueprints. Below is an excerpt from the conference that concerned the relationship of math concepts to choreography in the student PAIR unit.

Assessing the grasp of mathematical concepts can be tricky when looking for evidence in dance, a problem-solving domain rarely approached in conventional math classes. Careful questioning techniques and analysis of transcript analysis are needed to determine differences among student responses based on their conceptual grasp of mathematical principles that extend beyond just listening for correct calculations.

In the following facilitated dialogue, Student A’s grasp of math concepts and their connection to concepts of choreography begins to outpace Student C’s destabilized understanding. Student K offers little reflection in this discuss other than to list all the calculations of the fractions at once.

Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”
Student A: I got...we had...with Miss Jessica (CAPE dance teaching artist), she ...had us do two things. She made us do where we had to have a fraction of ourselves. 

First I did, like, what I am, like my race ... and I'm going to say it to you like how I wrote it. "I am a fraction. I am 33% Mexican, 33% Puerto Rican, 33% Honduran, and 1% American. I am whole." She made us do this. She said we can do one part too, and I did two. Want to hear the other one?

Facilitator: Yes, please.

Student A: "I am a fraction. I am 50% kind and 15% mean, and 35% happy. I am whole."

Facilitator: [Laughs.]. I like the proportion there. Now, why was Jessica, who does dance, care about fractions in relationship to who you are? That's not even about dance. Why did she do that?

Student A: Because for fractions, 'cause, like, how Student K was saying we had to have different fraction counts for how much we move. And then she also kind of wanted us to do a little personality in our dance routines.

Facilitator: All right, Student C, what have you got?

Student C: We had to do -- first of all we had a group, and we picked, like, a theme for our group. My group's theme was respect and love. And we had to do a dance that had fractions in it, like for our locomotor movement was one-fourth of the [dance]. ...And then it would be eight counts, because we had to put in counts also. The whole dance had to be 32 counts.

Facilitator: Oh. So if you do eight counts of locomotor motion, what is the fraction of time that you're going to be spending on your locomotor? What part of the time?

Student C: Maybe like four minutes.

Facilitator: Four minutes out of how much time?

Student C: I'm not sure... Like 30 or maybe like 45 [minutes].

Rater Comments: 3.5 - Connects fractions/percentages with choreographic structure and self-identity, substantially detailed explanation.
In the context of Student A’s demonstration of problem-solving skills below, Student C seems to regain her composure and gives more accurate answers about fractions. Student K provides calculations with virtually no explanation or reflection on the computational process.

Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitator:</th>
<th>Student A. What do you think? If there were 32 counts, and you spent eight counts on locomotor motion, what fraction is that?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student A:</td>
<td>One-fourth of the whole, of 32.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator:</td>
<td>Student C, […] according to the choreography analysis, if you spend a quarter of the time on locomotive dance motions, how much time are you spending on non-locomotive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student C:</td>
<td>A quarter, too.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator:</td>
<td>So that would be the same amount of counts? How many counts would that be?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student C:</td>
<td>Eight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator:</td>
<td>Which [type of movement], Student K, did you spend the least amount of time on?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student K:</td>
<td>The least amount was the synchronizing movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator:</td>
<td>And how much of the time was that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student K:</td>
<td>One-eighth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rater Comments: These short, accurate responses, while not scored individually, affirmed the mathematical validity of the portfolio conference reflections.

Although the Venn diagram below may only suggest a very broad description of the dynamics of arts integration teaching and learning, this type of artifact often served as a tool for student reflection on interdisciplinary learning during the portfolio conferences. Documentation of the underlying logical-mathematical thinking processes necessary for student to complete the sculpture project could just as easily been applied to character development, choreography, or composing with words and music.
Various type of conceptual thinking frameworks became objects for categorical and elaborative thinking as students reflected on their learning processes engaged by various form of interdisciplinary arts learning during their PAIR projects.

In the Math exhibit below, the student reflection profiles evolve out of detailed conversation about their arts integration projects that depend on their ability to quantify design elements of sculpture and choreography. Within a distinct focus on collaborative process, the mathematical aspects of the PAIR projects appear to be expressed clearly by all the students, though with distinctly different level of sophistication with regard to mathematical concepts of scale, proportion and calculations. Students spoke with unanimity about math’s applicability to visual arts and dance and the validity of those applications. Students vouched for authenticity of math in their blueprints, and for the validity of their artistic vision in the context of their math work. Clearly, these students had no more trouble articulating the importance of math in their ability to create and analyze choreography, than they did reconciling the importance of dance in the service of expressing their understanding of proportion and fractions.

* * *

3D-9 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 3: STUDENT Portfolio Conference Responses and Rater Comments: Grade 5 Writing (ELA) (Drama and Music)

In PAIR Writing Magnet Schools, PAIR units are focused on enhancing the study of language arts through drama and music. In this classroom the PAIR unit focused primarily on the study of character and story telling by taking time to study the elements of story telling, creative writing and illustrating conception of character, mood and action in percussion.

Since the previous chapter reported that the music artifacts included in the ELA school portfolio were rated relatively highly for quality, in this chapter we can test whether or not highly-rated
artifacts portfolio and conference ratings result in higher levels of reflective understanding of the inter-relationship among the main characters [Sal, Phoebe, and Ben] in the book (*Walk Two Moons*) these children (Students V, M and J) studied.

**Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitator:</th>
<th>So tell me about Sal’s character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student M:</td>
<td>I think she [Sal] was a very outgoing person. She liked to be around with her friends, do [things].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator:</td>
<td>… what kinds of things?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student M:</td>
<td>Like spy on her friends and …spy on a lady. And there was this guy [Ben], and they kept following her, and she was trying to figure out who he was. And then she saw a picture of the man on a police officer’s desk. … So she thought it was his son. I think that she’s more afraid than bad, like she doesn’t want to, like, face anything because, like, she doesn’t want to know that she’s wrong. So she acts out…. Ben’s just, in the beginning I thought Ben was kind of weird.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rater comments:** 2.0 – Description of mindset, personality, and motivation of character connected to some elements of the story – connection between the two not really substantiated. He did that again to a much lesser extent with the second character, but he had responded strongly to Ben’s ‘weirdness’ and the intriguing drawings he created.

(continued on next page)
Facilitator: [to Student J]: Tell me about Phoebe.
Student J: Phoebe, she was kind of mean to people. … She got annoyed easily. She didn’t like to get babied by her mother, but I think that Phoebe kind of put on an act when she was around people, and that she was kind of like …Facilitator: Is it kind of an act that she’s mean, she’s not really mean, or is she mean?
Student J: No, that she acts like she’s trying to…like she’s…how to explain this. Like she doesn’t…care or she doesn’t...
Facilitator: So she acts like she knows things she doesn’t know, is that what you mean?
Student J: That she doesn’t’, like…she tries to put on an act, but she’s…um…really smart, but she’s kind of not, yeah. … She’s not mean to people, not necessarily mean. She…I think sometimes she is mean, but she doesn’t realize she’s mean… Sal is like, she’s nice to people, but Sal, she doesn’t like to be hugged or anything. And Sal doesn’t want to face the fact that her mom’s not going to come back. And she doesn’t really know how she feels about Ben.

Rater comments:  2.5 – Student J is able to articulate conflicting elements within Phoebe’s character and actions, and to note subtle differences between Phoebe’s and Sal’s ‘meanness’.

Facilitator: Do you think Phoebe is mean?
Student V: Not necessarily. It’s because she wants to know the truth, but in the end she really knows the truth. It’s because she’s being mean because she doesn’t know the truth. She thinks that she knows everything, but she really doesn’t. And she’s kind of creative in a lot of different ways, but she can’t really explain her point, but she thinks she knows everything, until she found the truth. That’s when she started being more nice.

Facilitator: Tell me about Ben
Student V: Ben, he’s a creative person. He draws things.
Facilitator: So Ben and Phoebe are both creative? [Student V nods]
Facilitator: How are they different in their creativity?
Student V: Because Phoebe wants to know more of the truth, and Ben just draws pictures, like, of [memories]. …he comes up with things that you really don’t [know what they are]…he made this flower. He drew a flower and then nobody would come up with…nobody knew what kind of flower it was… Phoebe, she always wants to know the truth. Since her mother disappeared, she always wants to know the truth. She thinks that somebody kidnapped her and then her dad says no, because she left this note, what do you think she’ll do? Let the kidnapper write her a note? So she always wants to know the truth, but she really doesn’t know it [what the truth is].
Rater Comments: 2.0 – This response contains more than generic distinctions among the characters as written on his worksheet. Student V sensed the conflicting elements of Phoebe’s character and provided a very interesting description about Ben’s mysterious drawings. Although there is considerable detail about Phoebe’s quest for truth, these descriptions don’t rise to the level of clear comparisons among the characters beyond the characteristics previously written in his notebook.

In the final segment of the portfolio conference, the students are challenged to use their own drum patterns to augment their descriptions of the characters. The music drum pattern artifacts (such as the PAIL student work sample displayed to the left), add a new dimension for scoring the student portfolio conference because students were able to make further distinction about character based on the generic descriptions they had written on paper worksheets. The following dialogue excerpts, laced with musical illustrations, provide additional evidence of the students’ ability to demonstrate their understanding of character, mood, and action in the story.

Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”

Facilitator: Give me some words and some music about Ben.
Student V: Ben is really creative, so watch... [Drums] (dotted eighth - sixteenth, four eighths, one quarter, repeat) [ti---ti ta ta ta boom] sounding like a march]
Facilitator: Good. Tell me more about Ben.
Student V: Ben, he’s more of a mystery, but in the end, Sal knows a lot about him. And Ben...but Sal started knowing a little bit more about Ben.
Facilitator: All right, let’s hear that side about Ben. The mysterious side.
Student V: [Drums] quarter, eighth-eighth, quarter, quarter (last quarter low in center of drum) [ping, tap-tap, ping, boom] – (first section without the repeat was a tiny bit out of rhythmic flow, which might make sense for the mysterious quality).

Rater Comments: 2.0 - Contrasting rhythm patterns support differences within Ben’s character.
Facilitator: All right, [Student M], what do you say? Creative Ben.

Student M: I think creative Ben is a little bit more like with feeling in it than mysterious Ben, when it sounds a little scary. Like he’s all [sneaking around]

Facilitator: [to Student M] All right, let’s hear Sal’s drum pattern. Say two things about Sal and then play them. Sal. You can quote from yourself [from your character worksheet].

Student M: I think Sal is nice and she likes to hang out with her friends.

Facilitator: OK, let’s hear that.

Student M: [Drums] (at the end of the drumming, the pattern was dotted eighth, dotted eighth, dotted eight, eighth, quarter, repeat. (sort of bouncy Afro-Cuban rhythm: 1&a 1&a 1&a 1& 1e&a)

Facilitator: And why is that nice? Because?

Student M: I think it has feeling in it and it makes me feel happy.

Facilitator: What’s another side of Sal?

Student M: She was afraid that...she doesn’t want to know that her mom is dead.

Facilitator: OK, I want to hear that.

Student M: [Drums tapping quietly]

Facilitator: All right, now let’s hear SAL getting along with her friends.

Student M: [Drums the previous pattern]

Rater Comments: 2.5 - More detail about the character emerges in this discussion that supports both linguistic and musical expression of the social-emotional understanding intrinsic to each character’s traits, moods, and actions.

Facilitator: All right, Student J, let’s hear about Phoebe.

Student J: Phoebe, she’s afraid of what might happen to her mom and she doesn’t...

Facilitator: Let’s hear that.

Student J: [Drums.] (very similar to Student M’s last pattern)

Student J: And Phoebe, she’s also very paranoid.

Facilitator: Paranoid, meaning what?

Student J: That she’s always on guard. She’s like scared.

Facilitator: Good. Let’s hear that.

Student J: [Drums] (much different, but perhaps no pattern at all)

Rater Comments: 1.5 Although contrast is clear between the two drum patterns, the musical lack differentiation from the previous drumming by student and therefore appear to be generic responses.
Facilitator: All right. Does Sal meet up with Phoebe?
Student M: [Nods.]
Facilitator: What happens when Sal meets Phoebe?
Student M: Phoebe starts liking her and Sal is kind of getting used to her.
Facilitator: All right, let’s hear it together. That’s the scene. Let’s hear it. You can speak and play the drums.
[Student M and J Drum together.]
Facilitator: Do they get along? Student K, Student V, come in. What kind of mood [is your character] in?
Student V: [Drums with the other students] (at the end of the session all three students were doing the ‘play’ drumbeat created by Student M earlier)

Rater Comments: Although these students were not rated individually, their composite rhythm lends validity to their consensus about how the two characters are getting along.

By both describing their character portraits in both words and music, these Writing Magnet School students were quite willing to reflect on the specific nature of their musical experience and its implications for story comprehension. The rater comments directly above and below attest to the social learning value of bonding collaborative work in two art forms and literature together around the central concept of dialog and character.

The following unrated transcript excerpts provide evidence of their collective understanding of a three-dimensional arts integration process in their classroom that manifests in enhanced arts learning skills (music and drama), understanding of structure and content in story, and their own awareness of social-emotional aspects of their language arts curriculum.

**Portfolio Conference Section II: Student Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”**

Facilitator: What did you learn, what do you think you really learned by working with Reggie and Charlie? What did you really learn?
Student M: How to describe things, how to play instruments, how to express your feelings playing instruments.
Facilitator: And why is that important to do?
Student M: ‘Cause you don’t want your feelings to be all bottled up. It’s good to let them out.
Facilitator: OK. What did you really learn from Charlie and Reggie?
Student J: That everybody has a different point of view and it’s like your point of view is not the same as everybody else’s, so everybody else might, like, feel different.

Facilitator: And so how did Charlie help you do that?

Student J: By showing us different – [drums] – and helping us do the...making the different theme songs of characters.

Facilitator: And what did you learn from Charlie and Reggie?

Student V: Charlie, I learned where to come in at the right time, like if we’re playing. Like dun, dun, dun and then another part comes in, you stop, and then you go in. I learned from that, from the instruments. And with Reggie, if you ever make up a story or a book or direct it, there’s always three trials, they all fail. The last one always works, and it takes time to do all of those. And then with music, the emotion is way better.

Rater Comments: Collectively, these students describe the complementary nature of arts integration is achieved through working with teaching artists in drama and music.

* * *

3D-9 PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE SCORING EXHIBIT 4: STUDENT Portfolio Conference Reflections and Ratings: Grade 6 World Language (Visual Arts and Music)

This final portfolio exhibit provides a forum for students to reflect on their three-year experience with PAIR arts integration processes. Previously World Language (WL) students focused on their past and present identity, family history, and cultural roots. In the third year of the project the World Language units now focus on each student vision of their future life aspirations, relationships and accomplishments through visual art and music.

In year 3 the students created maps of their future. These portfolio conference artifacts begin with developing personal images and tracing a journey through imaginary milestones that will shape their success in life. Once completed, these maps and the songs that complement them become primary sources for students to explore and reflect on the meaning of their work in this PAIR unit.

The figure below displays a collection of individual ‘future’ maps so that students can reflect on common representations of passageways (ladders, pathways, footsteps), symbols of possible
achievement in their future (college degrees, possessions, career opportunities), and calligrams (drawings created with words) and self-portraits (sometimes bio-poems) that suggest evolving personal traits (determination to succeed), tough choices (in career paths or relationships), and states of mind (confusion, confidence) about their future.

The following transcript excerpts reveal that the level of student reflection appears to change when the attention shifts from comments on *artistic process in isolation* to interpretative remarks on *artistic products in the broad context* of their arts integration unit. The first set of portfolio conference responses are rated according to the level of reflective understanding these students express in their description of their artistic processes in the PAIR unit.

*Portfolio Conference Section II: STUDENT Responses to Questions focused on the “Level of meaning-making of the one’s own art work in relation to its application to and understanding of content in other disciplines.”*

---

| Student J | These are just the colors that...up here? |
| Facilitator | Yeah. Tell us about the rest of your work. |
| Student J | These are just the colors that represents this part of it. |
| Student J | Miss Mirtas told us to twist the words around. |
| Facilitator | For what reason? |
| Student J | So that it ... it looks different from normal writing. |
Rater Comments: 1.0 – Extremely generic statements about a very specific artistic technique

Facilitator: What about these circle words and so forth?
Student K: Mirtas taught us to write our words in different shapes and sizes.
Facilitator: Why? What was important?
Student K: So it doesn’t all look the same and plain.
Facilitator: And why is that important? What does it help to do when they don’t look the same?
Student K: So people just don’t get bored by looking at it.

Rater Comments: 1.5 – A concept of aesthetic purpose is expressed, but otherwise just describing a superficial aspect of artistic technique.

In the following array of student responses to the same topic, more attention is given to interpreting the purpose and capacity of the art to express the uncertain hope of these students attaining their life goals. In this context the level of reflection tends to be more sophisticated than when speaking only to the artistic techniques of rendering their future maps.

Student K: First I was sad because next year I’m going to a different school. Then I was nervous to go to that school.
Facilitator: Uh-huh.
Student K: But then I graduate that school, but then I’m nervous again because I’ll be going to a different high school.
Facilitator: Mmm, keep going.
Student K: And then I also wanted to learn how to swim.
Facilitator: And are you going to get three degrees? Is that true?
Student K: [Shakes head no.]
Facilitator: No, well, then what do these things mean? So what did that mean?
Student K: I get a paper that tells me I graduated that school.
Facilitator: OK, and this one?
Student K: That’s my degree.
Facilitator: Oh, that’s the final degree, all right. So it’s a huge process here. Are you still nervous at the end?
Student K: [Nods.]
Facilitator: What are you nervous about at the end?
Student K: About my job, like how to do it.”
Facilitator: Oh, so this is the story you were telling us about. This one, who did this one? All right, Student K, tell us about this one.

Student K: It shows our paths of what we were going to do. [referring to the future paths of two people represented in elaborate symbols and interweaving pictures]

Rater Comments 2.0 – strong projection on the emotional (anxiety) of anticipating events in one’s future. Strong ability to explain her story via the symbols on her creation, yet not much elaboration beyond that.

Facilitator: What do you see?
Student E: Footsteps.

Facilitator: What do footsteps have to do with the future?
Student E: It’s like you’re learning to become what you want as your career. Because you’re taking little steps on going to your goal…

Facilitator: How did you figure out what that path would be and what your future is going to be?
Student E: What we’re interested in is what we’re thinking of having for our careers.

Facilitator: Tell me why it is important to think about your future.
Student E: Because it’s important about your education and how your living is going to be.

Facilitator: So it has something to do with your education?
Student E: Yes. My second point is that you just want a job that’s really good so you can get money and do whatever you wanted to do.

Rater comments: 2.5 - This statement articulates the importance of taking steps toward goal attainment in the future, of developing a career out of one’s own interests and of education and the freedom to pursue one’s interests and get good jobs that education affords.

Student E later describes another factor in his map: the possible crossing of career paths among friends in the future that may influence career choices.

Facilitator: Let’s read that [reflection sheet in Student E’s portfolio].
Student E: “My team member and I drew a diagram and planned how to create the board. We decided to use oil pastels. My team member and I are similar…we have similar careers because we both wanted to become veterinarians. We drafted that we will meet at a [cloud]. Also, we want to make a difference.”

Facilitator: OK, and this one [image] tells about?
Student E: This one tells about the...the learning from other teachers.
Facilitator: OK, and they both you and your friend get to the same place, which is what?

Student E: You want me to tell about the steps I take?

Facilitator: [pointing at the symbols in the future map] These steps. This is a bunch of people, right? So I want you to tell me what’s important about this?

Student E: It tells about two people’s careers. And then after that, they were separated and doing different careers.

Facilitator: All right, so what is this? It’s a story or is it a map or is it...what is it?

Student E: A story. It’s a story about two [people].

Facilitator: So...and point out one detail. What’s the relationship between these two people?

Student E: They were doing their own thing and suddenly they met each other again, and then shocked. After that they went up and went with this .... [pointing to another spot on the map with animals] and went with working with animals [as a veterinarian].

Rater Comments: 3.0 - Here student E adds another dimension: the crossing of paths and the motivation for having a career that makes a difference. If these reflections are joined with the previous they should be rated together as 3.5 based on the detail and interrelated cognitive complexity of his explanation of his future career map.

Facilitator: Why is it important, thinking about the future important to you? Put it in your own words.

Student K: About how much you can learn.

Facilitator: All right, Student K, tell us about this one.

Student K: It shows our paths of what we were going to do. [points to two people. very elaborate symbols, interweaving, pictures]

Facilitator: Detail?

Student K: That we were going to get our diplomas and get a car after we get our license.

Facilitator: OK. And why is it important to do this?

Student K: So you could travel, and also you can be able to get a good job.

Rater Comments: 2.0 – Student K now offers slightly more detail and connections among her statements than before
Facilitator: Student J, did you do this one [future map]?
Student J: Yes.
Facilitator: All right, tell us.
Student J: She’s a lawyer and I’m a police and, like, we see each other when we work with each other because she’s a lawyer and I could help her out with the things she might do as a lawyer.
Facilitator: How can you help her?
Student J: For example, like if I catch a thief, I could put him to the lawyer, I mean, to her and she can help.

Rater Comments: 2.0 – Student J now offers more detail by describing concrete connections than occur in socially aligned careers.

In this final rapid-fire discussion students appear to be building toward consensus by offering a set of cumulative, inter-related reflections on the value of combining music with language arts components of theirPAIR units.

Facilitator: All right, you did lots of great work here. You did drawings, you wrote about your future, you told me a lot about your future, you read each other’s drawings, and you also put music with this. Is this a good thing to do in school or is this something that maybe just some schools should do and some schools don’t need to do? If you were going to do this again, do you think all sixth graders should do this or do you think not necessarily? Is this important or not?
Student J: Yes.
Facilitator: Why?
Student J: Because it shows what we feel.
Facilitator: And why is it important to show how you feel in school? In a place where you’re learning all these things, getting your diplomas, everything, why is it important to know how you feel?
Student J: To know what we’re thinking…. Know more about yourself.
Facilitator: And why is that so important to know more about yourself when you’re right here in school?
Facilitator: What do you think, Student E?
Student E: I think next year’s sixth graders should do [what we did].
Facilitator: Why?
Student E: ‘Cause it express about their feelings, people can know them more, so that...they can express to others how they feel, to get to know each other a little bit more.

Rater Comments: Contextual qualitative data that supports the validity of arts integrated teaching and learning in this classroom.
3D-10 Summary of Student and Teacher Portfolio Conference Interview and Performance Assessments

These four student sample exhibits demonstrate how student reflection ratings were derived from sample responses in section II of the PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol. During these procedures, all three students from all four classrooms were given relatively equal opportunity to describe the quality of their participation and their ‘best’ work in two arts disciplines in relation to PAIR arts integration units in either math, writing (ELA), and/or world languages (social and cultural studies). The facilitator had to randomize the order of student responses so that each student had the opportunity to provide both initial and follow-up responses to questions, constantly seeking elaboration through standard ‘tell me more’ or ‘put this in your own words’ prompts. These prompts assured that students were given time to provide added detail to their comments and time to come up with their own connection across disciplines and tasks without comments or help from their teachers during the conference.

Besides providing examples of ratings, the rhythm and flow of the student discussion reveals the impact of focusing on individual learning in the context of discussion about collaborative working processes. Ratings at the first stages of the protocol resulted relatively general, unspecific responses initially and, for most students, their responses became more detailed and relational later as they began to feed off each other’s comments and gain confidence in their voicing their own opinions.

Teacher comments after observing student group discussion validated the effectiveness of the portfolio conference protocol for evaluating student learning in several ways.

First, most teachers came to understand the portfolio conference as an important alternative mode of assessment for student understanding of their content knowledge that was missing from their classroom practice. In the portfolio conference, students could take the time to formulate and elaborate on their understanding of content knowledge and its application to the creative project work in ways that seemed wholly different from their usual method of classroom academic assessments.
Second, teachers discovered new appreciation for evidence of teaching effectiveness and student learning in the context of the problem solving tasks that the portfolio conference provided. Students were constantly challenged to go beyond short ‘correct responses’ and give additional reasons for their response by using their work products and writing samples to invent new ways of expressing their understanding of content knowledge as it developed throughout their arts integration units.

Although most teachers (especially the teachers who repeated their PAIR units during this project) were not surprised that the students expressed enthusiasm for their work with the teaching artists and their collaborative work in their peer groups, they were often surprised how well individual students expressed their understanding of content knowledge without the benefit of teacher intervention as in the class of their usual classroom discussion or written work. Teachers often commented on how student performance in the PAIR Portfolio Conferences exceeded their expectations for students that were based on their prior evaluation of high, average and low academic rated students chosen for the conference.

For their previously designated high academically performing students, teachers reported that the Portfolio Conference format demanded more than pat, correct responses and some of these student did not excel with this challenge. Average academically rated students sometimes displayed unexpected levels of sophistication in their range of description and interpretation of their creative work in ways that suggested a deeper understanding of their application of content knowledge and creative process previous unrevealed in their conventional academic assessments. Previously designated low rated students, although still revealing their challenges with formal expression in writing, speaking, or the capacity to provide ‘quick responses’ to questions, did come up with surprisingly substantial responses when given the time to think and respond to their work in the context of their group work. And as previously reported, teachers were sometimes astonished that the academically average and low rated students performed at an equal, if not occasionally superior level compared to the high academic rated students when judged by their performance in these portfolio conferences.

Overall, teachers reported in final section of the conference that they were able to find evidence of learning in the context of their children’s own understanding of arts integration in their
classroom culture by paying close attention to how their individual students respond to general questions about their learning, make distinctions between descriptions of their own work and their peers, and draw conclusions as to the meaning of their work based on evidence of their own learning in their portfolio artifacts. Through first-hand experience with the portfolio conference protocol, several PAIR teachers felt they should implement portfolio conferences in their own classroom as a necessary tool for prompting student reflection aimed at eliciting increasingly sophisticated description of their learning and urging all students to take the time to summarize their learning experiences based on their class work examples and their personal engagement in collaborative working processes.

In sum, the examples from the conference transcripts illustrate how the student portfolio conference interactions provide validated criteria for determining qualitatively different levels of individual student response to facilitator questions about their work process and products. We now have a catalog of exemplary responses that range from vague to specific, relational to systematic thinking that provide the basis for reliably rating evidence of student learning in the context of the portfolio conference protocol. As a result of these analytic processes, qualitative ratings for teacher and student reflection now can provide the statistical basis of judgment of kind and degree of student learning explored in sections 3E-G of this report.
3E: Statistical Analysis of Student Portfolio Conference Response Ratings

An analysis of the Inter-correlations of PAIR Student Portfolio Conference Performance Assessment Ratings with Student SAIL Arts Integration Surveys, Classroom Teacher PAIL Student Work Ratings, Teacher Portfolio Conference Response Ratings, and Academic Test Scores (by Academic and School Focus Cohorts).
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3E: Introduction

This chapter provides statistical profiles of student portfolio conference response ratings that are consequently examined for their relationship to academic performance cohort designations, type of schools, PAIL class student work ratings, teacher portfolio conference ratings, and student academic test results. Five inquiry questions define each segment of this report:

3E Inquiry Questions:

1) To what extent are there significant differences in PAIR Student Portfolio Conference student ratings within treatment schools types and across HAL-classified academic achievers?

2) To what extent do PAIL individual classroom averaged student work sample ratings predict individual Student Portfolio Conference ratings?

3) To what extent do PAIR Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference ratings predict individual student SAIL Interview response ratings?

4) Are there significant links between Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings?

5) Are there significant links between student Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and ISAT standardized Test Scores? How do results vary according to school types?

3E-1 Inquiry Question 1: To what extent are there significant differences in PAIR Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference student ratings within treatment school types and across HAL classified learners?

The interview content analysis in the previous section demonstrated that portfolio conference ratings in PAIR treatment schools are an important measure of these students’ reflective understanding of arts integration learning processes. The following analyses explores this hypothesis by determining of the level of statistically significant differences, or lack thereof, of the student portfolio conference ratings according to school focus and to the pre-designated high–average-low (HAL) student academic achievers.

3E-1: Data Display Indications. The first three displays of Student Portfolio Conference Performance Treatment School ratings indicate no significant statistical differences among PAIR Treatment Academic and Arts Focused Schools, PAIR Magnet Cluster Schools Types, nor
among pre-designated HAL academic rated students. These findings provide evidence that the portfolio conference ratings serve as an important measure of these students’ cognitive and meta-cognitive understanding of their arts integration work that is not predicted by the particular focus or academic priority of the school, and, most remarkably, a measure that is not strongly predicted by previous academic designation of the students.

3E-1 Figure I: Total Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings By PAIR Focus School (arts vs. academic), PAIR Magnet Cluster Schools Types (Math, ELA, World Language), and 3-HAL Student Designation across all PAIR schools.

3E-1 Summary, Emerging Themes: All ANOVA comparative statistics were determined to be non-significant. These data suggest that Student Portfolio Conference outcome data suggest that the PAIR treatment school has taken effect across all schools and student cohorts with virtually equal effect. However, it is likely that there is insufficient statistical power due to limited sample size. Thus researchers were able only to detect weak trends in the data that favored academic schools and expected correlation of HAL designations with portfolio conference performance.
Speculation about sample size notwithstanding, it appears more likely that the PAIR portfolio conference assessments represent an alternative measure of arts integrated learning that has taken effect equally among the various school and student cohorts. This interpretation of the data is also supported by the testimony of many teachers cited in the previous section of this report. When asked to reflect on their own students’ performance, many classroom teachers expressed surprise that the level of conventional academic performance in their class did not correspond with performance in the conference. That is, many teachers were greatly surprised to observe Low-rated HAL students in portfolio conferences performing in ways that were virtually indistinguishable from the Average or High-rated learners.

* * *

**3E-2 Inquiry Question 2: To what extent do PAIL individual classroom averaged student work ratings predict individual student Portfolio Conference Ratings?**

The next step in this analysis is to explore the relationship of the student portfolio conference performance ratings with respect to the quantity and quality ratings given to the individual classroom student work averaged ratings.

**3E-2 Data Display Indications:** The table below reveals that the portfolio conference ratings are for the most part unrelated to all analyses of PAIL classroom quantity or quality indicators. All ANOVA comparative statistics were determined to be either non-significant (Wilcoxon / Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sums 1-way Test, ChiSquare Approximation NS) or even negatively correlated.

**3E-2 Table 1: PAIR Student Portfolio Conference Interview Rating Correlations with classroom PAIL portfolio work quantity and quality ratings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Variable: Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</th>
<th>by PAIL Variable</th>
<th>Spearman Correlation Statistic</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</td>
<td>PAIL Student Avg. QUANTITY Ratings (Classroom)</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>&lt; .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</td>
<td>PAIL Student Avg. QUALITY Ratings (Classroom)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</td>
<td>PAIL Student Avg. QUANTITY Ratings (Classroom)</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ table continued on next page ]
Furthermore, the statistically significant negative correlations between portfolio conference ratings and quantity of portfolio work produced in classrooms serve to reinforce further the finding that the averaging of student work documentation according to each teacher cohort failed to predict to any degree their individual portfolio conference.

**3E-2 Summary, Emerging Themes:** There is no statistically significant correlation between PAIL classroom student work ratings and individual student portfolio conference ratings. Because the quantity and quality of the PAIL work documentation was not sufficiently standardizes across classrooms or schools, student work could not be distinguished or compared at the individual student level. Because the quality of PAIL work samples were rated only at the classroom level, the correlation between these two factors could not be determined on an individual basis. Since the PAIL work documentation is largely due to degree of teacher response to PAIR professional development objectives, it could not serve as a viable measure of the individual effort or understanding of arts integration learning by the students. Thus it should not be surprising that the association of PAIL work to Portfolio Conference responses was statistically negligible, regardless of their school, classroom teacher, or teaching artist affiliation. Had the PAIR project resulted a systemic collection of highly differentiated individual student PAIL samples, analytic processes would have been more able to detect the existence of a statistical association between student quantity or quality work samples and portfolio conference responses on the individual student level. CAPE has recognized this design flaw in the study, and has since emphasized a more standard and individualized system of student portfolio work development in follow-up studies.

*   *   *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</th>
<th>PAIL Student Avg. QUALITY Ratings (Classroom)</th>
<th>0.13</th>
<th>NS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAIR ACADEMIC Focus Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</td>
<td>PAIL Student Avg. QUANTITY Ratings (Classroom)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR ARTS Focus Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Portfolio Conference Averaged Ratings</td>
<td>PAIL Student Avg. QUALITY Ratings (Classroom)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3E-3 Inquiry Question 3: To what extent do PAIR Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference ratings predict individual student SAIL Interview response ratings?

3E-3 Data indications: Individual student SAIL interview response ratings, unlike the previous measures, are highly associated with portfolio conference response ratings. The following charts show that the SAIL interview and performance tasks are highly related to the student portfolio conference ratings, depending on the type of school focus (arts or academic) and content knowledge emphasis (Math, Writing, or World Language-Cultural studies). The first chart below displays a very strong overall relationship between the SAIL student interview and the portfolio conference ratings [F Ratio 6.61 Prob > F .02; Spearman Correlation .45 p < .01].

3E-3 Figure 1: Analysis of Treatment School Individual Student Portfolio Conference Ratings Associations with Student SAIL Arts Integration Interview Response Ratings.

The strong fit between these two student learning outcomes suggests the articulation of arts integration principles and the level of performance in both the SAIL and portfolio conference ratings are significantly related. The strong association between SAIL interview ratings and the portfolio conference performance assessment ratings suggests also that these students’ have gained the ability to demonstrate reflective understanding of their arts integration learning processes both within and outside the presence of their own personal work. This result validates the primary goals of the PAIR project: that is, the development of young students’ metacognitive awareness and concrete articulation of the arts integration learning processes is a result of three years of engagement in the PAIR project.
In contrast with the previous determination that the Arts Focused school students who rated higher in terms of the degree of sophistication of their reflective comments on their arts integration work during the SAIL interviews (section 3A of this report), it appears that the degree of association between SAIL and Portfolio Conference ratings is significantly higher in Academic focused PAIR schools (Spearman correlation .68 p < .01) compared to Arts focused schools; Spearman correlation .46 p < .07) [see scatterplot charts below].

**E-3 Figures 2-3: Bivariate Fit of Student SAIL Average Scores by Portfolio Conference Ratings by Academic Focus Schools**

(ANOVA F-Ratio 14.28, Prob F < .003) and Arts Focus Schools (ANOVA NS)

The finding that PAIR Academic Focus school student portfolio conference ratings are more likely to predict SAIL scores than are Arts Focus school ratings, suggests that the portfolio conference in academic schools provides a broader or more cohesive focus on arts plus arts integration learning, compared to the arts only focus schools.

In addition, the relationship between SAIL and Portfolio Conference factors were relatively much higher in the Writing (ELA) cluster schools (Spearman r .86, p < .02) compared to either the World Language (weak statistical trend) or Math schools (not significant).

**3E-3 Summary, Emerging Themes:** Results from the student SAIL interview and Portfolio Conference performance assessment tasks suggest that a growing understanding of arts integration learning can be demonstrated by these two validated assessment instruments
independently over time. The high degree of correlation between ratings from these two assessment measures by the third year of the project suggests that an even higher level of interaction is taking place between both arts and arts integration learning processes over time. The relatively higher degree of correlation between SAIL and Portfolio Conference ratings in Academic Focus arts integration schools suggests that the portfolio conference protocol captures the striking ability of non-arts magnet school students to articulate meta-cognitive connections between arts making processes and their integration with core academic.

* * *

**3E-4 Inquiry Question 4: Are there significant links between Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and Classroom Teacher Ratings?**

Researchers hypothesized that teaching practices in PAIR may be significantly linked with student portfolio conference responses because (a) student portfolio conference performance depended very much on classroom teacher support for the development of the portfolio work itself and (b) classroom teachers were rated individually for their performance in the portfolio conference with respect to their articulation of project goals and their ability to describe the complexities of arts integration learning. Two classroom teacher factors are explored below for their potential influence on student portfolio conference performance: 1) Years of teacher participation in PAIR and 2) Teacher response ratings in the portfolio conference.

**3E-4 Data Display Indications:** The influence of years of teacher project participation on both teacher and student portfolio conference performance can be understood best as significant statistical trends in the chart below [3E-4 Table 1]. Note that the amount of teacher years in the project is inversely related to the student grade level (Grade 4 teacher = 3 years; Grade 5 teacher = 2 years; Grade 6 teacher = 1 year) and inversely related to the years of student experience in the PAIR project.

**3E-4 Table 1: Teacher and Student Years of Participation by the Final Year of the PAIR Project**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of Participation</th>
<th>Teacher Years =3</th>
<th>Teacher Years =2</th>
<th>Teacher Years =1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Years = 1</td>
<td>GRADE 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Years = 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRADE 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Years = 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRADE 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several findings based on Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR can be taken from the data display below [3E-4 Figure 1]. First, the teachers in general are rated significantly higher than the elementary school students in terms of level of sophistication, detail, and perspective. This finding was expected and confirms the validity of the scoring rubric for detecting hierarchical levels of sophistication in reflective comments\(^1\). The chart on the left outlines a statistical trend that shows that teachers with more experience in the project were rated better than those with only one year of experience. This trend confirms the value that the professional development provides teachers over the course of the project. The right chart however is perplexing: the youngest students with the least experience with the project appear to be demonstrating meta-cognitive understanding of their arts integration work at a higher level than the older, more experienced students.

\[\text{3E-4 Figure 1: Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Performance Averages} \]

\[\text{According to Years of Teacher Participation in the PAIR project} \]

\[\text{(Grade 4 teacher = 3 years; Grade 5 teacher = 2 years; Grade 6 teacher = 1 year)} \]

It is possible that the ongoing professional development of the fourth grade teachers over three years of the project development – the ‘Fourth Grade Effect’ that Gail Burnaford describes in Part I of this report – promoted the level of their most recent students reflective understanding of their arts integration work to a level commensurate with, if not beyond, the students who had three years participation in the project? This possibility will be explored in more depth in next chapter of this report [3F].

\(^1\) It should be noted that, in rare instances, teachers were rated at the same level of articulation as some of the students in the conference transcriptions.
Findings concerning the influence of the school focus or academic discipline priority on Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference ratings can be drawn from the next several figures. As indicated earlier in this chapter with the student cohorts [Sections 3E-1 and 3E-3], the primarily academic-focused PAIR Schools outperformed the primarily arts-focused schools in both teacher [left chart below: Wilcoxon / Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums) 1-way Test, Chi Square Approximation  \( p < .01 \)] and student ratings [positive, though not statistically significant trends].

3E-4 Figure 2: Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Performance Averages according to School Focus (Arts vs. Non Arts)

![Analysis of PC Total Teacher Average By School Focus and Analysis of PC Total Student Average By School Focus](image)

The correlation tables below [3E-3 Figures 3-4] profiles the influence of the teacher portfolio conference ratings with respect to student portfolio conference performance. These charts list statistically significant relationships only in the academic focused schools and in the context of the Writing Cluster Schools in particular.

3E-4 Figure 3: Pearson Correlation Table measures the degree of association between Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Ratings by Focus Schools (Arts vs. Non Arts)

| Variable | by Variable | Spearman \( \rho \) | Prob>|\( \rho \)| |
|----------|-------------|----------------------|------------------|
| PC Total Teacher Average | PC Total Student Average | 0.2838 | 0.0439* |
| PC Total Teacher Average | PC Total Student Average | -0.1726 | 0.2259 |

PAIR Comprehensive Report Part 3E: Portfolio Conference Statistical Analysis Update 1.3.2013 (Scripps with Fred Sienkiewicz)
3E-4 Figure 4: Pearson Correlation Table measures the degree of association between Teacher and Student Portfolio Conference Ratings by Magnet School Cluster Designation [Math, Writing (ELA), and World Languages]

### Multivariate School Cluster=Math

| Variable by Variable | Spearman \( \rho \) | Prob>|\( \rho \) |
|----------------------|---------------------|-----------------|
| PC Total Teacher Average PC Total Student Average | -0.0274 | 0.8799 |

### Multivariate School Cluster=ELA

| Variable by Variable | Spearman \( \rho \) | Prob>|\( \rho \) |
|----------------------|---------------------|-----------------|
| PC Total Teacher Average PC Total Student Average | 0.4009 | 0.0230* |

### Multivariate School Cluster=World Lang.

| Variable by Variable | Spearman \( \rho \) | Prob>|\( \rho \) |
|----------------------|---------------------|-----------------|
| PC Total Teacher Average PC Total Student Average | 0.0075 | 0.9948 |

3E-4 Summary, Emerging Themes: This section examined the possible effects of teacher ratings on student level of understanding of arts integration learning during their portfolio conference performance. Since there was no significant evidence of teacher PAIL student work documentation influencing SAIL interview scores, this chapter looked at the years of project professional development and direct participation of teachers in the portfolio conferences as a way to gauge the support students received from their teachers. Researchers surmised that students whose teachers were highly rated in the portfolio conferences would better be able to reflect on the meta-cognitive aspects of arts learning during the student portfolio conference sessions.

Relatively weak statistical trends in the data analysis suggest how crucial the teacher support may be. Because the very youngest students equaled or excelled the older, more experienced students and that teachers with higher ratings of their ability to articulate project goals and results tended to predict higher student ratings, the professional development and resulting changes in classroom practices may well be critical to optimizing the impact of the PAIR program. The emergence of the Writing Schools as a school where the association between teacher portfolio conference ratings is strongest supports earlier findings that the value of arts integration may be most clearly detected with PAIR units that most closely with fundamental concepts shared between arts and academic disciplines.
3E-5 Inquiry Question 5: Are there significant links between student Treatment School Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and ISAT standardized Test Scores? How do results vary according to school types?

The final Inquiry question of this chapter examines the association of student portfolio conference findings on standardized measures of academic achievement.

3E-5 Data Display Indications: The following scatterplots and correlation tables indicate that there are statistically significant links between Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and combined Math and ELA ISAT test scores depending on School Focus, Primary Academic focus, and pre-designated student HAL academic achievement cohorts.

The first display [3E-5 Figure 1 below] plots the statistically significant relationship between averaged Student Portfolio Ratings and ISAT academic achievement scores in the PAIR Treatment School longitudinal cohort focus schools [Spearman correlation .43 p < .02]. This relatively weak general effect is not dependent on the type of Focus School (Arts vs. Non Arts) and only seems to be strong in the Math Cluster Schools.

3E-5 Figure 1: Degree of Association of Combined Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and ISAT Combined Academic Test Scores

Subsequent analyses of HAL-rated student statistics [3E-5 Figure 2] reveal a startling pattern of association between the portfolio conference ratings and ISAT scores that suggests that the
general ISAT-Portfolio Conference Rating correlation is statistically strong for previously
designated High [Spearman .57 p<.03] and moderately strong Average [Spearman .52 p <.07]
Academic rated students and wildly unpredictable for the Low Performing students.

**3E-5 Figure 2: Degree of Association of Student Portfolio Conference Ratings and ISAT**
**Combined Academic Test Scores According to**
**Pre-designated Academic Achievement Levels (High, Average, and Low)**

![Graphs showing the relationship between ISAT scores and Portfolio Conference ratings for High, Average, and Low students.](image)

[Linear Fit F ratio: 4.09  p < .07]  
[Spearman .57 p < .03]

[Linear Fit F ratio: 11.34  p < .01]  
[Spearman .52 p < .07]

[not statistically significant]

The correlation tables below show how the employment of two inter-related measures of student arts integration learning – the SAIL interview and the PAIR Portfolio Conference protocol - have provided effective tools for developing profiles of student arts integration learning achievement. These data displays also capture the overall significant relationship of the SAIL and Portfolio Conference Assessments with academic test scores.
The first data display [3E-5 Figure 3] below establishes the primary significant trend: the inter-relationship among the SAIL and Portfolio Conference data indicates that together, these two measures are highly significant predictors of student academic achievement.

3E-5 Figure 3: Degree of Correlation among Student Portfolio Conference Ratings, Student SAIL Interview Response Ratings, and ISAT Combined Academic Test Scores

The next data display [3E Figure 4] demonstrates differences in the ‘degree of correlation’ between portfolio conference performance assessment rating and academic achievement when comparing Arts and Academic Focus arts integration programs. These data suggest that the development of meta-cognitively rich, reflective understanding of how arts integration learning impacts academic achievement is significantly more likely to occur in PAIR Academic Focus schools in comparison to PAIR schools that focus primarily on arts learning.

3E Figure 4: Differences in the Degree of Correlation between Student Arts Integration and Academic Outcomes when comparing Arts Focus to Academic Focus PAIR Treatment Schools

The final three data displays [3E Figure 5] reveal interesting possible differences among the three case study PAIR Magnet Cluster School groups. Due to small sample size, these data patterns can only be considered statistical trends, ye it does appear that there may have been
striking differences in the impact of PAIR according to the particular academic focus of the school. Math Focus schools, for example, benefitted most broadly by PAIR in general and portfolio conference ratings that were by far the most predictive of ISAT scores among all the school types. ELA schools and World Language School students were much more connected to ISAT results through the SAIL Interview data compared to the portfolio conference ratings.

3E-5 Figure 5: Differences in the Degree of Correlation between Student Arts Integration and Academic Outcomes when Comparing the Particular Academic Focus of PAIR Treatment Cluster Schools (Math, ELA, World Language)

From the viewpoint of the portfolio conference facilitators and observers, the primary indications of PAIR program effect on student learning demonstrated by the Math schools may be due to the degree of learning transfer that was stimulated by connecting math – a subject areas most removed from the arts in elementary schools – with dance choreography and visual art. This particular path of arts processes, as was indicated in the portfolio conference student responses in math schools, may have made the most compelling case for arts integration learning transfer.

3E-5 Summary, Emerging Themes: The statistical analysis of the portfolio conference data indicates that a significant link has been established with the SAIL interview response ratings and ISAT test score data. Similar to the associations between the ISAT and SAIL arts integration interview ratings, the significant degree of ISAT - Portfolio Conference student
learning outcome correlations can be understood as evidence of the causal link that can exist among multiple subject areas when teachers and teaching artists intentionally focus on learning processes and concepts that between arts and academic content and skills. In addition, the results of the Portfolio conference assessment outcomes confirm the value of arts integration teaching as an approach to engaging young children in the investigation, discussion and demonstration key core academic skills through arts learning processes that result in measurable levels of meta-cognitive understanding of integrative learning practices.

*   *   *

In the next chapter [3F], all teacher professional development factors will be reviewed comprehensively for their possible impact on all measures of student learning.
# 3F: Statistical Analysis of Teacher and Student Intersection Outcomes

*Methods and Detailed Statistical Analyses of the Intersections among PAIR Teacher Professional Development Outcomes, Student Learning Outcomes, and Student and School Demographic Factors*
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3F: Introduction

Formulating and testing the PAIR teacher-student learning intersection hypothesis

In the PAIR project there was an underlying hypothesis that the systemic incorporation of high quality arts integration teaching practices would (a) positively affect student learning outcomes in both arts and academic subject areas and (b) result in a highly predictive degree of association between the individual teacher and student outcomes. Statistical evidence for the determination of significant links among individual teacher professional development, student arts, and student academic learning outcomes were needed to test this hypothesis.

By design, the PAIR research project provided for collecting multiple measures of teacher professional development outcomes that can be tested to test for statistically significant inter-relationships among all teacher outcome ratings, among student learning outcome ratings, and the degree of association at the junction between these two types of variables. Thus this final chapter can focus explicitly on the measurable intersections between individual teaching practices and individual student learning by reviewing results form previous sections of the this report and producing new statistical evidence in order to find significant connections between individual classroom teacher practices most closely associated with differences in student outcomes.

The chart below summarizes the general path of analysis taken in this chapter:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Professional Development Ratings,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>→ their possible impact on Teacher Performance Outcomes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ and their possible impact on Student Learning Outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ‘chain of factors’ ordered from left to right functions as a logical basis for measuring for impact of PAIR at the intersection of teacher and student learning:

(a) If the positive inter-correlation of PAIR professional learning factors (that is, productive attendance in workshops indicated by survey results, curriculum design) provides evidence of the quality and coherency of PAIR arts integration professional development program,
(b) And a high degree of association between PAIR professional development factors and teacher performance ratings (that is, quantity and quality of student work documentation, performance in portfolio conferences) provides evidence of the positive impact of teacher learning on teaching practices,

(c) Then the determination of significant predictive relationships between PAIR teacher professional development or performance outcomes and various student outcomes (e.g., student surveys, arts integration interviews, performance assessments, test scores) would provide statistical evidence that causal links exist between teacher professional learning factors and student learning success in the PAIR project.

Since positive identification of teacher effect factors and positive treatment-control school comparisons of standardized test score data were reported in Part 1 and 2 of this report, what remains to be seen in Part 3 is whether the data reported earlier can be linked significantly with the results of PAIR internal arts integration assessments and external testing of academic test scores.

The multivariate analytic framework

In order to make the case for significant intersections between teacher and student learning multiple types of data will be represented and analyzed as this section unfolds.

Categorically defined teacher professional development outcome data will be analyzed to understand differences among teacher performance due to grade level assignment, years of participation in the study, or according to exemplary teacher effect designations, as described in Part 1 of the report.

Qualitatively determined teacher and student learning factors based on arts integration survey responses, performance assessment ratings, classroom documentation of student work, and portfolio conference quality ratings will provide the opportunity to test for multiple strands of their influence on student academic learning variables.

Multivariate factor statistical methods including both ‘pattern and degree of correlation’ procedures and factor regression analysis procedures will be used to determine the highest
degree of statistical association among all teacher and/or student learning outcomes, and a comprehensive array of school and student demographic factors.

**Review of teacher professional development and student learning factors in previous data analysis**

Up to this point in the report assumptions about high quality teacher implementation of the PAIR program have been drawn from (a) control-treatment school analysis of teacher survey data and reflection sheets, (b) treatment school evaluation of teacher degree and quality of participation in the professional development aspects of the program, and c) treatment school analysis of teacher statements culled from the portfolio conference protocols that focused on their understanding of PAIR project objectives and their ability to describe the impact of the program based on their observation of student performance in the conference.

In the **Teacher Impact** section (Part 1) of this report, Dr. Burnaford and her colleagues summarized results from (a) control-treatment survey comparisons that focused on indicators of high quality general academic teaching practices and b) within-treatment school analyses of the quality and focus on teacher arts integration practices from surveys, interview, attendance and student work documentation data that provided evidence that the professional development objectives of the PAIR project had been achieved.

In addition to meeting program evaluation objectives, overall analysis of teacher reflections revealed four principal effects of professional development arts integration teaching practices in the PAIR program in the treatment schools:

1. The ‘teacher content knowledge effect’ (based on the judgment of ‘exemplary’ vs. ‘non exemplary’ degree and articulation of the importance of content knowledge teachers demonstrated in their arts integration units),

2. The ‘document to learn effect’ (indicated by exemplary teachers who were most open to PAIR documentation practices and their resulting PAIL portfolio work samples and labels),

3. The ‘fourth grade effect’ (the exemplary impact of the program on teachers who worked initially with the teaching artists to create the first stage drafts of the PAIR units and participated in the project throughout the entire three year period), and
(4) The ‘Healy effect’ (named after the Healy World Language school whose faculty and administrators had previously made a long-term commitment to arts learning initiatives that appeared to provide optimal conditions for developing the PAIR project in their school).

Qualitative analysis of these four effects resulted in subset of PAIR teacher cohorts who rated highest for one or more of these categories of exemplary practice. In Part 3 of the PAIR report these exemplary teacher cohorts will be subsequently evaluated for their possible effect on student learning factors.

In the Student Academic Performance Outcomes section (Part 2) of this report, Scripp and his colleagues demonstrated the extent to which the student learning outcomes in the longitudinal treatment school and cross-section student cohorts compared favorably with the control groups both in terms of (a) achievement ratings from the Illinois Snapshots of Academic Test (ISAT) assessments and (b) statistical evidence of a significant re-distribution of academic ranking among pre-designated academic achievement student cohorts (High, Average, Low) by the end of the project. The statistical measure of equity stemmed from evidence that the high, medium, or low (HAL) academic performance cohorts performed better as a whole and were far less differentiated with respect to academic performance in the treatment PAIR schools compared to control schools by the end of the project. Taken together, these results suggest that, as PAIR Treatment arts and academic focused schools engaged in high-quality arts integration professional development programs over three years (as described in Part I), significantly higher overall student performance levels and the ability of low performing students to close the achievement gap occurred simultaneously (as reported in Part 2).

In the Student Arts Learning Assessments and their Intersections with Teacher-Professional Development Outcomes section (Part 3) of this report, multiple measures of student arts integration learning and their inter-correlation have already been analyzed in detail in sections 3A-E. Results from internally developed arts learning performance assessment instruments, rubrics for rating student work, interview protocols, and surveys developed or adopted for the PAIR project so far have provided valid and reliable analysis of individual student inter-related understanding of PAIR arts and arts integrated learning concepts, skills, and creative processes.
The individual student Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning (SAIL) interview (section 3A) and the Student Survey (section 3B) outcomes provided two initial indicators of reflective, metacognitive understanding of arts integration teaching and learning practices: (a) SAIL scores provided control-treatment comparison ratings that validated the impact of the PAIR program and were also highly correlated with ISAT test score results and (b) Student Survey data provided validation of treatment school changes in the culture and ethos of collaborative teaching, reflective thinking and presentation of arts learning the PAIR treatment schools in contrast to the control schools. Control-Treatment student cohort comparisons of these variables provided positive indications that PAIR resulted in distinct changes in the classroom culture of collaborative teaching and student reflection that appears linked with higher ratings of understanding of arts and arts integration learning processes.

Differentiation within the various types of Treatment School cohorts revealed differences in the quality of student work and student ability to reflect on their work according to individual school or student classification. Analysis of PAIL classroom rated student work samples (section 3C) and individually scored PAIR Portfolio Conference responses (sections 3D & 3E) provided criterion referenced ratings of student work and levels of student reflective understanding of arts integration learning that revealed how students worked with and understood the implications of arts integration teaching and learning.

The range of data reported in Part 3 of this report makes it possible to look for the causal links that may exist among teaching practices, the quality of student work, and eventually the student learning outcomes in the PAIR project.

After detailed inspection of the four classroom PAIL case study samples (3C) and the same four classroom Portfolio Conference case study vignettes (3D), for example, it became increasingly clear that the categorization of teachers according to the four exemplary effects described in the Teacher Impact (Part I) of the report could be linked with the qualitative analysis ratings of the student outcome data contained in the previous sections (3: A-E). The “Content Knowledge Matters Effect” and the “Documenting to Learn Effect” (collecting student work inspires higher levels and quality of teacher and student reflection) were well substantiated in the qualitative analysis of exemplary student work in the first part of this report. Teacher reflections on content
knowledge in math, reading and social studies consistently emerged out of the interpretation of the arts integration student work samples (section 3C), as did reflective comments by the teacher on the documentation processes that captured the creative processes guided by the teaching artists (section 3D). As noted previously in 3C, the finding that the number of years in PAIR predicts quality of student work documentation, for example, validates the “Fourth Grade Effect” described in Section I of this report (long term engagement in the project design and implementation impact matters).

In other cases, data may be linked from the initial teacher professional development outcomes to both student arts and academic outcomes. Once instance of this ‘triangulation’ of causal links could be substantiated by the World Language Cluster School relatively strong PAIL ratings reaffirming the “The Healy Effect” (as described in Part I of this report) and its link to both accelerated ISAT performance (reported in Part 2), and the possibility that these factors may be linked with various other student arts learning outcomes (reported in Part 3: A-E).

Since the preliminary analysis of these separate exemplary teaching practices and student learning outcomes completed, various hypotheses suggesting that PAIR teacher professional development factors can be modeled and understood as a chain of causal links that contribute to differences in student learning outcome can now be tested statistically.

*   *   *

3F-1 Categorizing Possible Intersections Between Teacher Professional Development and Student Learning Outcome Variables in PAIR Treatment Schools

Section 3F-1 Inquiry Questions: What are the 7 types of PAIR treatment school classroom teacher professional development outcomes that may impact the 4 key student learning outcomes in this report? What evidence indicates that there are statistically significant intersections among the 11 teacher professional development and student learning outcomes?

The table below [3F-1 Table 1] describes seven teacher professional development factors (A: I-VII) to be tested for their association with each other and with four student learning factors including survey data, two arts integration learning outcomes, and academic test scores (B: I-IV).
### Table 1: Eleven Treatment School Teacher-Student Longitudinal Cohort Learning Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Student Intersection Variables</th>
<th>Data Source Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Modeling Type</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Seven PAIR Teacher Profession Development &amp; Performance Assessment Outcome Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Data collected from all PAIR treatment school teachers and analyzed in the final year (3) of the project]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-I. Teacher Key Effect Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Teacher PD outcome designations</td>
<td>Ratings derived from interview and descriptive data (plus two multiple rating categories) [all teachers]</td>
<td>Categorical Rating of Teacher Quality of Response to PAIR</td>
<td>Each teacher effect rated as “No Effect” or “Exemplary Effect”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teachers designated after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-II. Teacher Years of Participation in PAIR</strong></td>
<td>Teacher measure of project experience, exposure, availability of resources [inversely related to years of student years of experience in PAIR]</td>
<td>Levels of participation determined by teacher grade level exposure to PAIR (3 years - grade 4 teachers; 2 years - mostly grade 5 teachers; 1 year - mostly grade 6 teachers)</td>
<td>Numeric-Ordered Categorical</td>
<td>Teacher project participation rated as 1,2,3 years [inversely related to years of student participation in PAIR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teachers rated after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-III. Teacher PD Session Attendance</strong></td>
<td>Teacher PD Participation measure [all teachers]</td>
<td>Maximum 0-4 sessions per year (averaged across years in PAIR)</td>
<td>Numeric-Ordinal</td>
<td>Teacher project participation averaged rating from 0.00- 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teacher data averaged after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-IV. Teacher Year-End Curriculum and Survey [YECS] Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Teacher PD self report ratings of PAIR impact on teaching and classroom culture</td>
<td>Scaled response ratings of three key survey questions most differentiated from control school results</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-parametric Rating Scale</td>
<td>Three individual questions: scaled response 1-6; also average of combined factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teacher data averaged after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-V. Classroom PAIL Work Sample Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Classroom ratings of teacher-teaching artist support for student work documentation [all teachers]</td>
<td>Rating determined by classroom levels of ‘quantity’ and ‘quality’ of student work (based on qualitative analysis in section IIID of this report)</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-parametric Rating Scale</td>
<td>7 point scale rubric ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all classroom data averaged after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-VI. Combined Teacher Professional Development ‘Super Variable’ Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Combination of Teacher ratings from Teacher-Student Intersection Variables IV, V, VII [all teachers]</td>
<td>Ratings determined by averaging Variables IV PD attendance), V (YECS key factor survey responses), VII (averaged classroom ratings of student sample work)</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-parametric Rating Scale</td>
<td>Standardized 7 point scale rubric ratings in all three variables were averaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teacher data averaged after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-VII. Teacher Portfolio Conference Interview Response Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Teacher reflection ratings on program goals, impact and observation of student performance [small sample teachers]</td>
<td>Ratings determined by level of sophistication in responses</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-parametric Rating Scale</td>
<td>7 point scale rubric ratings averaged across PC sections 1 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>all teacher reflection and observation data averaged after project completion in 2010</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(table continued on next page)
### B. Four PAIR Student Survey Response and Performance Outcome Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Methodological Implications for Multivariate Analysis of the Eleven Teacher-Student Program Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-I. Student Survey Response Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Survey ratings indicate student perception of classroom teaching practices that most distinguish treatment from control school classroom learning environment factors.</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-parametric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2010 student longitudinal cohorts]</td>
<td>Students rate change in treatment classroom culture by presence of ‘student reflection’ ‘collaborative teaching and learning’ ‘participation in arts learning,’ ‘role of arts integration’ based on their classroom experience.</td>
<td>Five categories of Averaged Agreement Responses (1.00 – 8.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-II. Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Student reflection and perception on the nature of arts learning in relation to academic and arts integration teaching and learning</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-Parametric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2010 6th grade student longitudinal cohorts]</td>
<td>Rating determined by individual student levels of detail, relational and systems thinking.</td>
<td>7 point scale rubric ratings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-II: Student Portfolio Conference Interview Response Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Student demonstration on reflection on the nature of arts integrated learning</td>
<td>Numeric-Continuous Non-Parametric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2010 small sample student longitudinal cohorts]</td>
<td>Rating determined by individual student levels of detail, relational and systems thinking.</td>
<td>7 point scale rubric ratings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-IV: Student Combined ISAT Academic Performance Ratings</strong></td>
<td>Student understanding of language literacy skills and math concept and problem-solving skills</td>
<td>Number-Continuous Scaled Scores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2010 all student longitudinal &amp; follow-up cohorts]</td>
<td>Rating determined by averaging individual student Reading and Math scores.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * *

### 3F-2: Methodological Implications for Multivariate Analysis of the Eleven Teacher-Student Program Outcomes

The Teacher-Student Rating variables are varied in scope and statistical power depending on the model type, properties and range of the data structures listed above. Each of the sections below present a brief summary of each of the eleven variables and their implications for data analyses in terms of the degree of association—both within and across—the seven teacher (A: I-VII) and the four student (B: I-IV) survey, interview, or performance assessment responses.
3F-2: Seven PAIR Teacher Professional Development Outcome Variables (A: I-VII)

The first seven variables capture the range of teacher professional development factors that provided descriptive, yet measurable data related to the quality, coherency and cumulative impact of professional development services provided during the PAIR project. These teacher outcomes range from simple calculations of the degree of teacher exposure or participation in PAIR (variables AII-AIII) to the scaled ratings of the scope and quality teacher documentation of student work or reflective understanding about the impact of arts integration program practices on student learning (AIV-AVII). The attribution of the exemplary classroom teaching effects to treatment school teacher cohorts (A-I) and averaged professional development factor profiles (A-VI) also may provide statistically powerful evidence of the internal links among teacher outcomes that can be tested for their degree of influence on various factors of student learning.

*   *   *

3F-2: Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-I: Teacher Key Effect Ratings

The exemplary teacher effect ratings were adopted directly from the qualitative analysis performed by Dr. Gail Burnaford in Part I of this report. This designation identifies cohorts of teachers who were cited for their exemplary teaching practices according to four effects resulting from analysis of teacher interview data, quality of participation in the PAIR professional development program and evidence of high quality teaching and documentation practices. The multiple effect categories represent a cohort of teachers who were rated as exemplary in more than one type of effect.

3F-2 Table 2: Six Teacher Key Effect Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Key Effects:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Effect 1: Content Knowledge Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Effect 2: Document to Learn Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Effect 3: Fourth Grade (Long-Term Ownership) Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Effect 4: Healy (School Culture) Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Multiple Effect 5: More than One Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Multiple Effect 6: One or More Effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multivariate statistical analyses eventually will reveal to what extent these teacher effect
designations serve as valuable qualitative criteria for interpreting the impact of the PAIR
program in Part I of this report with respect to quantitative ratings of professional development
outcomes (AIII-VII) and student survey, interview, and performance assessment ratings that
focus on arts learning, arts integration learning, and/or academic performance ratings.

*   *   *

3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-II: *Teacher Years of Participation in the PAIR Project*

This variable is determined by the amount of years a teacher participated in the PAIR project.
Common to all teachers were an opportunity to attend five professional development workshops
per year and twenty plus days spent collaborating with two CAPE teaching artists on the
development and implementation of PAIR unit in two different art forms.

This variable is used to evaluate the possible impact of teacher time spent in the project on
various professional development and student learning outcome variables. Evidence that teacher
survey and performance task responses, or that student learning outcomes increase significantly
according to years of teacher experience in PAIR can be used to validate the effectiveness of the
PAIR professional development program. This evidence would suggest also that long-term,
ongoing experience in the PAIR program is necessary to achieve optimal program impact results.
As presented earlier in section IIIC of this report, teacher initial and long-term experience in the
project was described as the ‘fourth grade effect’ because of the relatively more intensive training
and opportunities for curriculum refinement that was afforded most to the fourth grade teachers
in the PAIR project. Earlier reports that fourth grade students final year cohorts academically
outperformed the other grade levels whose teachers had less time for teacher professional
development time suggested evidence of the fourth grade effect by the final year of the project.
In consequent analyzes, effects of teacher ‘years in PAIR’ can be tested on some variables that
allow for comparisons across all three years of project implementation.

*   *   *
3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-III: Teacher PAIR Professional Development (PD) Session Attendance.

This variable is determined by the amount of professional development sessions attended by a teacher within one academic year of the PAIR project. Common to all teachers was the opportunity to attend five professional development workshops each year of PAIR. The amount of PD session events attended for teachers with more than one year in the project were averaged according to the amount of their respective participation years in the PAIR project.

Like the ‘years in the project’ factor, this variable can be used to evaluate the impact of teacher professional development sessions on various professional development and student performance outcome variables. Evidence that either or both outcomes increase significantly according to the degree of PD teacher attendance would suggest that teacher commitment to professional development sessions is necessary to achieve optimal results in the PAIR project.

Since the program evolved throughout every year of the project, each teacher grade level cohort had to assimilate new aspects of the program, to reflect on past practice, and to collaborate on the production of updated PAIR curriculum and assessment practices during these PD sessions. The design of these sessions was to provide teacher learning experiences that would sustain arts integration experiences for sixth grade students in the later years of the project, even though sixth grade classroom teachers had received relatively less years of project participation than their fourth and fifth grade colleagues.

*   *   *

3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-IV: Teacher Year-End Curriculum and Survey [YECS] Key Questions

Teacher ‘Years of Participation’ and ‘Degree of Attendance’ in PD sessions suggest that teachers benefitted more or less by the degree of time spent on professional development aspects of the PAIR program. The teacher Year End Surveys (YECS) provides a primary measure of the qualitative difference on the impact of the PAIR professional development program on individual classroom collaborative teaching practices.
As reported earlier in Part I of this report, most of the comparisons of the ‘Teacher YECS survey’ responses were not significantly different when comparing the treatment to control schools. However, three key teacher survey questions emerged as the primary indicators of impact on PAIR treatment school classroom practices and culture. A high level of agreement that working with the teaching artist by “Brainstorming Ideas” for curriculum development, “Getting Consensus” on the PAIR unit, “Modeling the Process” of collaborative teaching, and/or by combining all three of these factors most effects the quality of PAIR program implementation in the classroom project. Thus, individual differences in the degree of response to these PAIR program survey questions presumably provide a good indication of each individual teacher’s commitment to, and satisfaction with, the three most distinctive qualities of the PAIR teacher-teaching artist collaborative practices.

As seen in differences in the control-treatment teacher survey comparisons and the degree and quality of collaboration between the classroom teacher and teaching artists, classroom changes due to quality of teaching artist collaboration establishes the fundamental value of ‘pairing’ of academic and arts focused schools through the joint effort of classroom teachers and artists in this project. These difference also may explain why the teaching artist relationship in PAIR treatment schools may have contributed significantly to better and more equitable student learning performance outcomes compared to control schools by the final year of the project.

### 3F-2 Table 1: KEY Teacher Year-End Curriculum and Survey (YECS) Response Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Teacher Variable Ratings Relevant to the Quality and Focus of Collaboration between the Classroom Teacher and the Teaching Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher YECS Variable 1: Brainstorming, Planning with Teaching Artist on PAIR Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher YECS Variable 2: Reaching Consensus on PAIR Unit planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher YECS Variable 3: Modeling the Process of Arts Integration Collaboration with Teaching Artist in Classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher YECS Composite Variables: The combined average of the previous three factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * *
3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-V: Classroom PAIL Student Work Sample Ratings

Classroom Work Sample PAIL ratings, described in section IIIC, indicate the overall quantity and quality levels of documentation of student work in each treatment school classroom. All PAIR teachers had the opportunity to attend professional development sessions in years 2-3 of the project in order to learn how to optimize the process of collecting, organizing, and annotating each student’s work sample into PAIL folders.

The quantity and quality of the PAIL collections of student work thus reflected each teacher’s degree of commitment to PAIR student work products as indications of high-quality arts integration teaching and learning. A high PAIL classroom rating thus indicates a high level of each teacher’s commitment and ability to create systemic, high quality documentation of student work that can also influence other student learning outcomes. If classroom PAIL ratings are significantly associated with student arts or academic performance, results will support the inference that teacher commitment to high quality documentation practices, a key teacher effect described above, can result in higher levels of student learning outcomes.

3F-2 Table 2: Classroom Student PAIL (PAIR Arts Integration Learning) Work Sample Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Classroom Ratings of Pail Student Work Samples Organized by PAIR Treatment School Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAIL Variable 1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity (Scope, Range) of Student Work Samples [4-point Rubric]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIL Variable 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality (Detail, Sophistication) of Student Work Samples [4-point Rubric]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIL Composite Variable 3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The combined average of the previous two factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * *
3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-VI: Combined Teacher Professional Development
Ratings (Average of Teacher Attendance, YECS Three Key Response Ratings, PAIL Ratings)

This composite variable averages the combination of three key independent teacher professional
development ratings. This variable was created in order to detect the combined effect of teacher
professional learning outcomes based on (a) participation in PAIR PD sessions, (b) response to
key teacher-teaching artist collaboration factors of arts integration curriculum development and
implementation, and (c) the production and organization of PAIL student work samples resulting
from the PAIR units. These variables could be amalgamated because these three sub-factors
involved all PAIR teachers in the project and the outcome ratings were determined by similarly
constructed standardized rubric rating scales by the research team.

This combined PD factors variable was created for the purpose of (a) providing a more
expansive continuum of general professional development ratings in order to rank order teachers
according to those had been impacted the most comprehensively and (b) to increase the statistical
power of the sum of these qualities to better detect statistical associations with similar scaled
student outcome measures.

* * *

3F-2 Teacher PD Outcome Variable A-VII: Teacher Portfolio Conference Interview Response
Ratings

In part one of this report the Teacher Portfolio Conference response ratings were used to
determine, among other factors, qualities of teacher reflection that determined valuable criteria
for the four teacher effects described above. From the perspective of this chapter, teachers
Portfolio Conference responses can be used to rate each individual teacher’s ability to provide a
clear description of (a) PAIR program goals, (b) examples of the impact of PAIR on classroom
learning environment and its integration across academic disciplines, and (c) student
demonstration of understanding of PAIR arts integration learning processes and their
connections across the curriculum during the portfolio conference sessions. The teacher
interview response performance rubric ratings, as described in section 3D of this report, were
derived from coding teacher portfolio conference responses for their level of detail, articulation,
perspective, relational thinking, and meta-cognitive understanding of the PAIR project.
High teacher portfolio conference ratings would indicate a teacher’s relatively deep understanding of the goals, processes and anticipated outcomes of arts integration teaching and learning processes. A strong, positive relationship between teacher portfolio conference ratings and student arts and/or academic learning outcomes would indicate the extent to which the level of teacher’s reflective, meta-cognitive understanding of the project affects student achievement. As the final teacher professional development factor this variable essentially provides a performance assessment rating of the level of observation and reflection on the nature, range and significance as they understand the development of arts integration practices in their classroom over the course of the project.

* * *

3F-2 Student Survey Response and Performance Assessment Outcome Variables (B: I-IV)

The next four variables capture the range of student perception and performance outcome data that were developed and/or collected over the three years of the study. These outcomes range from surveys designed to capture student perception of the increased presence of arts integration practices in the classroom (variables B-I) to the rating interview responses focused in the relationship of arts, academic of archived student work (B-II) to the scaled ratings of reflective comments about peer work in portfolios conferences (B-III) and to the state standardized measurements of academic achievement (B-IV).

The 2010 data collection is the central focus of the statistical results of the PAIR project due to the fact that statistically significant effects of the treatment school teacher and student cohorts emerged only during the final year of the project. As noted before, it has been hypothesized that the fourth grade teachers - those who experienced the most proflonged professional development and the most opportunity to work the first draft PAIR initiatives in their classrooms with the teaching artists – may be performing at a higher level of arts integration project implementation. By year three of PAIR, the teacher ‘fourth grade effect’ may also predict higher performance by their students by the final year of the project.
Comparing student learning ratings across three years of PAIR revealed a cumulative ‘sixth grade effect’ on student performance despite the fact that the grade 6 teachers had the least amount of professional development training and experience in the final year of the project. Arguably, student learning results from the control-treatment school comparisons would have been far more pronounced by year three of PAIR had these teachers received professional development and program support services from the beginning of the project.

There are other factors that contribute to the sixth grade effect. Because the PAIL student work products samples and the Portfolio Conference performance assessment tasks were developed in the last part of the project, the quality of intensive professional development support for PAIR teachers in year three was probably higher for the sixth grade teachers. Thus the continuity of instruction with teaching artists over the three years of the project and their support to PAIL work samples, revised SAIL tasks, and newly developed portfolio assessment tasks may have been the deciding factors for achieving statistically significant treatment school student learning outcomes by the project’s culmination.

* * *

3F-2 Student Survey Response Outcome Variable B-I: Student Survey Response Ratings

As a result of prior analysis reported in Section 3B of this report, the Student Survey Response factors have been grouped into three primary composite variables that best captured the impact of teacher PAIR treatment school classroom practices in contrast to the control school classrooms. These include positive change in presence and importance of:

1. student reflection in teaching practice;
2. presentation and exhibition of art work in the classroom;
3. arts integration processes and practice.

In addition, the creation of a composite variable averaging the three primary factors of student survey responses listed above could be used to detect the association of differences in student perception on other teacher or student project outcomes. A significant degree and pattern of association with positive change in student perception of these three factors would provide evidence to substantiate the teacher survey findings or the impact of various teacher professional
development outcomes. Student survey responses may also establish connections between student awareness of key differences in treatment school classrooms and student performance outcomes.

### 3F-2 Table 3: KEY Student Survey (SS) Response Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS Variable 1:</th>
<th>Key Rating of Changes in PAIR Classrooms by the final year of the project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence and Importance given to Student Reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS Variable 2:</th>
<th>Presence and Importance of Presentation or Exhibition of Student Arts or Arts Integration Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence and Importance of Arts Integration Classroom Practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS Composite Variable:</th>
<th>Combining Averaged Reflection, Presentation, and Arts Integration Student Survey responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Student Survey Response ratings, like all other major student learning outcome variables, can be subjected to regression factor analysis to determine statistically the extent to which certain variables can be understood as causal links in the chain of teacher and student learning outcomes.¹

* * *

### 3F-2 Student Learning Outcome Variable B-II: Student Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning (SAIL) Interview and Performance Assessment Response Ratings

The individual student SAIL ratings, described in Section 3A of the report, represent a major measure of student understanding of arts and arts integrated teaching and learning. The SAIL protocol challenged each student to describe and provide examples of arts learning processes in two disciplines, to elaborate further on how academic discipline-based learning may be similar to the those in the two arts disciplines, and to elaborate further on nature of arts integration teaching and learning strategies they experienced in their classroom PAIR units.

¹ See section later sections in 3F and 3G of this report for extensive step-wise regression factor analysis of all student outcomes.
Since SAIL assessments were designed to serve as a leading student performance indicators of the differences between control and treatment school students’ understanding of arts integration processes, the teacher outcome variables (described above) that are determined to be most highly associated with SAIL treatment school student outcomes could be seen as the significant intermediary factors contributing to high quality arts integration program results reported earlier in Parts 2 and 3 of this report.

**3F-2 Table 4: KEY Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning (SAIL) Interview and Performance Assessment Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAIL Variable 1:</th>
<th>Averaged response ratings in with respect understanding of two Arts Disciplines featured in that particular Treatment School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIL Variable 2:</td>
<td>Averaged response ratings in with respect to understanding parallel between Academic and the two Arts Disciplines featured in that particular Treatment School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL Variable 3:</td>
<td>Averaged response ratings in with respect to understanding arts integration practices and its impact on Academic emphasis in that particular Treatment School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL Composite Variable:</td>
<td>Combining Averaged Arts, Academic, and Arts Integration SAIL ratings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * *

**3F-2 Student Learning Outcome Variable B-III: Student Portfolio Conference Interview Response and Performance Assessment Ratings.**

The individual student portfolio conference ratings, described in Section IIID-E of the report, is a second major measure of student understanding of arts and arts integrated teaching and learning. The Portfolio Conference protocol challenged students to demonstrate understanding of arts learning processes in two disciplines based on their own and peer work. This highly interactive context provides many opportunities to rate students’ ability to perform and reflect on work based on tasks that grow out of the work samples provided in the portfolio. The student performance rubric ratings, similar to the teacher response ratings, were derived
from coding portfolio conference responses for their level of detail, articulation, perspective, relational thinking, and meta-cognitive understanding of their working processes and the academic content emphasized in their PAIR units.

As indicated previously, the portfolio conference ratings were only collected in the treatment schools. Thus, the student portfolio conference ratings are a leading indicator of the treatment school students’ understanding of arts integration processes. The teacher professional development outcome variables (described above) that are determined to be most highly associated with Student Portfolio Conference treatment school student outcomes would be seen as the strongest PAIR program factors contributing to the treatment school students ability to articulate cognitive, social-emotional, and meta-cognitive understanding of arts integration learning outcomes in the context of sample arts integration student work products.

*   *   *

3F-2 Student Learning Outcome Variable B-IV: Student Academic Performance Ratings

The individual student state standardized test scores, described in Part 2 of this report, are the major measure of student academic performance for PAIR treatment and control schools. Fortunately, the Illinois Snapshots of Academic Test (ISAT) standard scores were criterion-referenced to expectations for grade level performance. Thus the ISAT ratings represent an externally validated measure of academic progress that is used here to focus on the comparable impact of the PAIR project on control and treatment schools over time.

In this project, the student ISAT ratings are also positioned as the final outcome variable of the eleven intersection factors described above. Thus the PAIR teacher impact and student learning intersections variables (described above) determined to be most highly associated with external student learning outcomes (ISAT) could then be seen as the strongest PAIR ‘intermediary’ or ‘through-line’ factors that led to enhance academic achievement in schools that employed high-quality arts integration teaching and learning practices.

*   *   *
3F-3: Statistical Evidence of Teacher-Student Performance Intersection Outcomes

In this third section of 3F, statistical evidence for the degree of association among *seven* teacher-classroom intersection variables and the *four* student learning outcomes in PAIR Treatment Schools will be organized by five focus questions:

**3F-3 Inquiry Questions:**

1) What are the teacher professional development [PD] factors that are most strongly linked with teacher PD outcome ratings?

2) What are the teacher impact variables that can be linked with student survey responses to changes in their arts integration classrooms?

3) What are teacher PD outcome variables that are most strongly linked with student SAIL and Portfolio Conference Performance Arts and Arts Integration Learning Outcome Assessments? To what extent does the degree or pattern of association of these variables provide evidence that the PAIR teaching factors positively predict PAIR internal measures of student arts integration learning outcomes?

4) What are teacher professional development variables that most strongly linked with student performance outcomes on external standardized ISAT Academic Tests? To what extent do these links suggest that PAIR arts integration teaching and learning objectives positively impact achievement test performance and equity factors?

5) What evidence has emerged from this project that suggests that teacher-student learning intersections impact the quality and impact of the PAIR approach to arts integration teaching and learning?

*A taxonomy of statistical analysis methods*

Each of the *seven* types of teacher impact variables will be tested for their degree of association with the *four* student response and performance learning outcomes [see table below]. The three major statistical processes used to determine the statistically significant (*p* < .05) degree of association among the variables include analyses of:

(1) The *bivariate linear fit* among two or more variables (using ANOVA F statistic and *t* values for measuring significant mean differences); chains of these factors can be examined in terms of comparative pattern or degree of correlation with respect to predictive value for teacher and student outcomes.
(2) The *degree and pattern of correlation* measures of continuous, non-parametric ratings (ANOVA F for multivariate and Spearman r values for paired variables); these comparisons will provide more powerful statistic evidence of association and the possibility of both direct and ‘intermediary’ predictors of student outcomes.

(3) *Step-wise regression processes* that model the influence of multiple variables on a singular focus on primary teacher professional development or student learning outcome variables in order to (a) sift out primary predictors from isolated or confounding factors of correlation, (b) rank-order competing variables among the many possible predictors of primary teacher and student learning outcomes and (c) determine the cumulative level ‘explained variance’ (r² value) of all the predictor variables in the regression equation (chain of competing factors).

After the models most predictive of student achievement are determined from the program variables, demographic factors can be added to the overall model to test the strength of association of predictive variables controlling for the influence of student demographic factors (gender, income status, ethnicity, ELL designation, HAL academic designation) and categorical differences among the treatment schools (teaching artist assignment, type of school type (arts vs. non arts), school primary academic focus (World Language, Writing (ELA), or Math).

**3F-3 Table 1A: Seven Categories of PAIR Teacher Professional Development-Student Learning Outcome Intersection Variables**


(Tables continued on next page)
3F-3 Table 1B: Four Categories of Student Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-I: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-II: Student SAIL Arts integration Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</th>
<th>B-III: Student Portfolio (PC) Conference Interview Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2010 student longitudinal cohort]</td>
<td>[2010 6th grade student longitudinal cohorts]</td>
<td>[2010 small sample student longitudinal cohorts]</td>
<td>[2010 all student longitudinal &amp; follow-up cohorts]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3F-3 Table 1C: Categories of Student and Treatment School Demographic Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Learning Demographic Variables</th>
<th>School and Teacher Categorical Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Gender</td>
<td>• Arts vs. Non Arts Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Family Income (Free &amp; Reduced Lunch)</td>
<td>• Cluster School Designation (Writing, Math, or World Languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethnicity</td>
<td>• Teaching Artist (Art Form) Designation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ELL Classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HAL Academic Achievement Pre-Designation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following eleven PAIR Teacher and Student Exhibits will report detailed statistical findings from each of the *seven* teacher professional development outcome categories (Exhibits I-VII) and the four student outcome categories (Exhibits I-IV). These teacher outcome exhibits will provide evidence of the *coherency and impact* of the PAIR treatment school program factors as indicated by the pattern and degree of inter-correlation among teacher survey, interview and performance assessment factors. The student outcome exhibits will provide evidence of the *influence* of PAIR teaching practices on student learning outcomes as indicated by the pattern and degree of association among teacher-student survey, interview and performance assessment data.

*   *   *
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3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT I: *Four Exemplary Teacher Effect Designations* and their Association with Teacher Professional Development and Student Learning Outcomes

The analysis of the first of seven teacher outcome variables is based on four specific categories of teacher impact on student learning outlined in Part I of the PAIR report [Burnaford, *PAIR Report Part I: Teacher Impact* pp. 56-68]:

- The Content Expertise Effect: *Pedagogical Content Knowledge Matters*
- The Documenting to Learn Effect: *Collecting Student Work Inspires Reflection*
- The Fourth Grade Effect: Curriculum: *Designers Have Ownership Through Long-term Project Participation*
- The Healy Effect: *Initiatives Build on Other Initiatives in a School*

The validation of these categories is based on whether or not PAIR treatment school teachers “demonstrated significant differences from their peers on specific variables, as reported on the surveys, the coded comments from portfolio conferences, the coded open-ended responses on the surveys, and the reported pedagogy identified on student work labels.” Since these variables are believed by Burnaford and her colleagues to “show promise with respect to impact of the program and possible relationship to student achievement,” they were analyzed below for their degree of association with other teacher impact factors (Exhibits II-VII) and with the four major categories of student achievement (Exhibits VIII-XI).

3F-3 Exhibit I Data Indications: *Two of the teacher effects influence most strongly the coherence and quality of the PAIR teacher professional development outcomes.* Results from the table below [Exhibit I Table 1] reveals the predominate positive effect of the ‘Fourth Grade Effect’ (long-term teacher engagement) and the ‘Healy Effect’ (school wide teacher engagement) on teacher participation in PD events, highly engaged collaboration with teaching artists, and the quality and quantity of student work documentation. Nonetheless, the primary predictors of teacher portfolio conference interview response – ‘Content Expertise Effect’ and the “One of More Teacher Effects – are highly related to the teachers’ ability articulate arts integration
teaching practices and student learning outcomes persuasively in the final year teacher-student portfolio conferences.

**3F-3 Exhibit I Table 1: Mean Score Comparisons of Six Teacher Professional Development Outcomes by Teacher Effect Profile Categories Designation (Exemplary vs. Not Exemplary)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Expertise Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio 20.2 p &lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document to Learn Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio 6.1 p &lt; .01</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Grade Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>F ratio 25.8 p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>F ratio 4.8 p &lt; .02</td>
<td>F ratio 10.2 p &lt; .002</td>
<td>F ratio 10.2 p &lt; .002</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healy Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>F ratio 67.3 p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>F ratio = 38.0 p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio 45.6 p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Effects</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio 8.3 p &lt; .004</td>
<td>F ratio 15.9 p &lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than One Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Differences ANOVA F ratio - Probability Value

NA = Not Applicable due to small uneven grade distribution and small sample size
ns = Mean score differences are not statistical different

More detailed analysis of the PAIL samples (A-V) (not included in the table above) clarifies the difference between factors of quantity from averaged quality of the student work, another teacher outcome variable. The *quantity and scope of PAIL student work* was primarily predicted by the “Documentation to Learn Effect” (F ratio 26.1, p < .0001) while the *quality of student work* most strongly with the “Healy Effect” (F Ratio 22.2, p < .0001). Only the ‘Fourth Grade Effect’ was significantly linked with both *quantity* (F Ratio 4.8, p < .03) and *quality* (F Ratio 9.0, p < .003)
of student work. The high predictive value of the general effect of exemplary effects (‘One or More Effects’) indicates the general cohesive impact of the teacher effect variables on the ability of teachers to generate and organize high quality student work artifacts.

While the tables of means comparisons above provide clear evidence for the validity of the teacher effects analysis, the range and shape of these data plots reveals even more about the significance of these differences. In the figure below [3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 1], both data displays show that the exemplary teacher effects not only are defined by higher mean scores, but also by the absence of low-level responses. That is, none the exemplary ‘content expertise’ teachers or ‘document to learn’ teachers scored poorly on the teacher portfolio conference performance assessments.

3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 1: Mean Score Differences between Exemplary vs. Non-Exemplary Teacher ‘Content Expertise’ and ‘Documentation to Learn’ Effects on ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings’

Similarly, the next two data displays [3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 2] reveal that the ‘fourth grade effect’ teachers who demonstrate ownership and depth of experience with the PAIR project through high teacher PD survey and portfolio conference ratings are a cohort of teachers who only score relatively high on both their survey self-reports (concerning teaching artist collaboration) and their ability to articulate the values and student impact of PAIR in their classroom during the portfolio conferences.
3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 2: Mean Score Differences between Exemplary vs. Non-Exemplary Teacher ‘Fourth Grade Effect’ and ‘Documentation to Learn’ Effects on Teacher PD Combined Factors (super variable) and ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ Ratings

Another example of means comparison plots [3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 3 below] shows how it may be possible that, whatever the strong suit of the teacher is, the ability of teachers to ‘exemplify one or more’ of the Teacher Effects Ratings predict a comparitively higher level of performance during facilitated teacher portfolio sessions. This distribution of Teacher Effects also suggests that different teacher effects appear to contribute to higher ratings regarding the teacher’s ability to articulate project goals and methods, and to more keenly interpret student’s reflective understanding of arts integration learning during the teacher-student portfolio conferences.
3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 3: Mean Score Differences between Exemplary vs. Non-Exemplary Teacher ‘One or More Effects’ on ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings’

Statistical trends connecting ‘Teacher Effects’ to student survey and learning outcomes

Though Certain Exemplary Teacher Effects appear to associate deeply with teacher professional development outcomes, none of the ‘Teacher Effect’ exemplary ratings were connected strongly with student survey responses or learning outcome factors, thus demonstrating the limitations of the teacher effect analysis. The positive, yet weak trends in these student survey data demonstrated in the table below [3F-3 Exhibit I Table 2] suggest that (a) teachers at schools who have had long-term experience with school reform initiatives (the ‘Healy Effect’) are most closely associated with student perceptions of changes in classroom practices and (b) that teachers who demonstrate the ‘Document to Learn’ effect are most closely associated with student performance in their portfolio conferences.

[Table on the next page]
### 3F-3 Exhibit I Table 2: Mean Score Comparisons of Four Student Learning Outcomes by Teacher Effect Profile Categories (Exemplary vs. Non-Exemplary Effect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI: Teacher Effect Profile Category</th>
<th>B-I: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-II: Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</th>
<th>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Expertise Effect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document to Learn Effect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>[F ratio 3.2, P &lt; .08]*</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Grade Effect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healy Effect</td>
<td>[F ratio 3.2, P &lt; .08]*</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Effects</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than One Effect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns = Positive mean score differences are not statistical different  
*= Positive trend, through not statistically significant

The data plots below [3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 3], linked to the table above, show how important statistical trends can be detected even though they do not meet the most rigorous standards of statistical significance.

**3F-3 Exhibit I Figure 3: The Influence of Mean Score Differences of Teacher ‘Document to Learn’ Effect on Student Portfolio Conference ratings and the ‘Healy Effect’ on ‘Combined Student Survey Responses’ (‘Arts Integration,’ ‘Time for Reflection,’ ‘Student Arts Learning Presentations’)**

* * *
3F-3 Exhibit I: Summary and Emerging Themes: Qualitatively-defined categories of Exemplary Teaching Effects can significantly predict teacher professional development variables, but only weakly influence student performance outcomes. It appears that the predominance of the ‘Fourth Grade’ (long-term teacher PD) and ‘Healy’ (school wide arts integration practices) effects with regard to most of the other teacher impact ratings provides an important key to the quality and coherence of the PAIR program in the treatment schools. That is, those teachers who started at the ground-level stages of the project as it developed and who received the highest amount of ongoing guidance in the PAIR project (the fourth grade teacher cohort), and those teachers with more comfort with school reform initiatives in general (Healy effect teacher cohort) are more likely to participate in the professional development events, to reflect positively on their collaborative arts integration units with the teaching artists, and to produce and organize a better scope and quality of student work. To the degree that these teacher outcomes can predict student academic or artistic achievement, the ‘fourth grade effect’ criteria for exemplification may represent important underlying factors in determining the quality and impact of future dissemination of arts integration work.

The relatively inconclusive measures of association between teacher effects on student survey and portfolio conference ratings indicate that the determination of the exemplary ‘teacher effects’ does not yet provide a direct, strong predictor of student arts integration learning or academic achievement outcomes. However, keeping in mind the relatively small teacher sample size and that the teacher effect cohorts are categorical rather than scaled data, the Key Teacher Effects may yet serve as frameworks for understanding qualitative differences in the quality of teacher implementation of the PAIR project.

In sum, the Teacher Effect categories that were determined by teachers’ self-reflective statements and their alignment with professional training objectives reported earlier Part 1 of this report provided (a) useful criteria for understanding the overall success of the teacher professional development outcomes in the project, (b) evidence that the exemplary effects of influence of ‘years of teacher participation in the project’ can impact the quality of teacher performance in the project, and (c) that these effects may function also as ‘intermediary’ factors in multivariate analyses that represent a critical link in the path of association of teacher professional development outcomes that can directly predict student learning.
3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT II: ‘Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR’ and its Influence on Teacher and Student Outcomes

The ‘Years of Teacher Participation’ variable was used to test for the influence of ongoing opportunities for professional development and project participation on teacher and student performance. The ‘fourth grade effect’ is named for the traits of exemplary fourth grade teachers, the teachers who were trained from the very beginning of the three-year project and were the most experienced and potentially most dedicated cohort of PAIR teachers. In contrast to the Fourth Grade Effect, the Years of Experience variable represents a mixture of exemplary and non-exemplary teachers who served in one of three grade level cohorts.

3F-3 Exhibit II Data Indications: Years of Teacher Participation weakly predicts the quality of teacher professional development ratings. Although most mean differences in the other Teacher Impact Ratings tend to reflect more positive results over time, Years of Teacher Participation could only be used as a categorical variable for cohort analysis depending the structure of the data and the requirement that the dataset be equally distribute over the three years of the project.

The strongest influence of teacher ‘Years of Participation in PAIR’ surfaced only in the analysis of its significant fit with Teacher Professional Development Combined Factors (super variable) ratings. As the charts below indicate, teachers who were in the project two or more years were statistically distinguished from those with only one year in the project [ANOVA F Ratio 14.5, p < .0001]. To a lesser extent this same pattern obtained with respect to Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings as well [ANOVA F Ratio 2.1; p < .12].

Later on, as indicated in 3F Exhibit VI Figure 1 below, the Years of Teacher Participation revealed an even more profound effect on the cumulative impact of teacher participation in PAIR on student state standardized academic test score results.

[figure on next page]
**3F-3 Exhibit II Figure 1:** Mean Score Differences in Combined Teacher Professional Development Variables (3F-2: A-VI) and Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings (3F: A-VII) According to ‘Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR’

![Graph showing mean score differences in combined teacher professional development variables and teacher portfolio conference ratings according to years of teacher participation in PAIR.](image)

**3F-3 Exhibit II Summary and Emerging Themes:** *The Impact of Years of Teacher Professional Development variable had limited effect on teacher professional development outcomes.* Even though there are positive mean differences according to the ‘Years of Teacher Participation’ with respect to levels of student performance in Student SAIL and Portfolio Conference Ratings, ‘Teacher Years in PAIR’ is not a statistically significant factor on its own right, especially when compared to other categorical variables such as Teacher Effects, which are qualitatively rather than quantitatively defined.

Furthermore, these results make the point that ratings of the ‘Fourth Grade Effect’ predicts qualitative better than quantitative measures based on ‘years of participation in the PAIR project.’ The exemplary quality of professional development matters a great deal more than it does to simply rating teachers by ‘years of participation’. Nonetheless, the categorical variable Years of Teacher Participation can be employed to examine changes in degree of correlation between PD and student outcomes over time when the data are drawn from all three grade levels and all teachers in the final year of the project (e.g., Teacher outcome factor A-IV in exhibit IV and the intersection between teacher factor AVI and student factor BIV discussed in Exhibit VI).

* * *
3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT III: The ‘Averaged Teacher Attendance’ Ratings in PAIR Professional Development Sessions and their Association with Teacher Survey Ratings, Teacher Professional Development Outcomes, and Student SAIL Interview Ratings

In contrast to Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR categories, Teacher Averaged Attendance ratings capture to some extent the relative depth of engagement with the content of the PAIR professional development sessions. High levels of teacher attendance provided multiple opportunities for teachers to design, critique and revise their new arts integration practices. Professional Development Session Surveys administered during these sessions provided repeated opportunities for teachers to reflect (a) on their time spent in collaboration and planning with the teaching artists, (b) on the extent to which they were able to share their work with their fellow teachers, (c) on how they were deepening their curriculum by incorporating PAIR arts integration practices into their primary focus non-arts content area, and (d) on their planning and implementation of student learning documentation processes. Thus the cumulative time spent attending professional development events suggests that high attending teachers are much more likely to be focused on building a reflective awareness of their PAIR implementation. By linking these attendance data to other professional development and student learning outcomes we will be better able to judge the impact of PAIR on teachers who attended these sessions.

3F-3 Exhibit III Data Indications: Analysis of teacher attendance data revealed multiple statistically significant avenues of association with respect to other teacher and student outcomes. The three data displays in the figure below [3F-3 Exhibit III Figure 1] trace the robust relationships between high averaged attendance in teacher professional development events and positive year-end survey ratings about collaborative practice [F ratio 23.7, p < .0001; r = .18 p <.001], quantity and quality of PAIL classroom work samples [F ratio 54.4, p < .0001; r = .26, p < .0001], and student SAIL Arts Integration Interview ratings [F ratio 8.0; r = .26, p <.0001].
3F-3 Exhibit III Figure 1: Statistically Significant Associations of ‘Averaged Teacher Survey’, ‘Averaged Classroom Student Work’ Ratings, ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ Ratings and Student SAIL Interview Response’ Ratings according to Averaged Annual Levels of ‘Teacher Attendance in PAIR’ PD Sessions

3F-3 Exhibit III Summary and emerging themes: Teacher attendance data can be linked directly to both teacher and student performance outcomes. These attendance data results reveal a surprisingly broad impact on both program quality and performance outcomes. Not only do these data directly validate the efficacy of the professional development focus and its programmatic impact, but they also imply that these PD events had an indirect, yet transformative positive impact on both teachers and student performance.

* * *
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3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT IV: ‘Teacher Year-End Curriculum and Survey (YECS)’ Ratings and their Association with other Teacher Professional Development and Student Learning Factors

3F-3 Exhibit IV Data Indications: Teacher ‘Year-End Curriculum and Survey’ responses related to positive ratings of their collaboration with teaching artists predicted various forms of student learning. The teacher ‘Year End Curriculum and Survey’ (YECS) averaged ratings provided comparisons that were previously used for control-treatment school differences. As reported earlier, the final year of YECS Survey data revealed that there were highly significant differences between treatment and control group teacher cohorts regarding the highly statistically significant relationships between teachers and teaching artists brainstorming to plan, coming to consensus in planning, and modeling discussion and feedback in front of students in the classroom. Because these factors draw a particularly salient distinction among the PAIR control and treatment teachers, these same factors can now be tested for their predictive power on student learning.

The three YECS questions analyzed here represent the three most distinctive factors of the control-treatment comparisons. These questions happen also to represent a core indicator of the PAIR goal to foster collaboration between the classroom teacher and teaching artist. Thus strong indications of sharing of ideas, finding consensus in the unit planning, and modeling integrative teaching and learning in the classroom would validate the success of the project professional development objectives.

The scatterplot below [3F-3 Exhibit IV Figures 1] displays the intriguing intersection between the averaged factors of collaborative classroom teacher and teaching artist connection and the students’ ability to articulate their understanding of arts integration learning processes. As the chart indicates, the averaged combined ratings of these three variables are highly associated with the averaged student SAIL Interview data ratings [F ratio 7.7; p < .007; Spearman r statistic .30, p value < .002].

(figure on next page)
YECS data from the final year of the longitudinal sample also reveal the individual degree of correlation between each key teacher survey question and the averaged SAIL student ratings [Exhibit IV Figures 2 below]. Positive correlations indicate in the chart below that when the teacher and teaching artist feel they are able to effectively model the instruction of these units collaboratively, they are more likely to influence positively the 6th grade students’ ability articulate the nature of arts and arts integration learning in their interviews.

In addition, the sub-analysis of HAL student cohort survey responses indicate far stronger association with the factors depicted above for those students pre-designated as Average academic learners [YECS ‘model process’ ratings with SAIL interview ratings; r = .45, p value < .04] or as Low academic learners [YECS ‘get consensus’ or ‘model process’ ratings with SAIL ratings [r = .41, p value < .06 and r = .40, p value < .08 respectively].
YECS survey questions and the ISAT academic test scores

The averaged combined, averaged YECS survey data are generally not strongly related to any student learning outcome other than the SAIL interview outcomes, including the combined math and reading state standardized test scores as seen in the chart below [3F-3 Exhibit IV Figure 3].

3F-2 Exhibit IV Figure 3: Correlation Table Indicating the Random Association between ‘Combined Teacher Year-End Survey’ Averaged Responses and Combined Averaged Test Scores, Grades 4-6 by the final year of PAIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable by Variable</th>
<th>Spearman ρ</th>
<th>Prob&gt;</th>
<th>p</th>
<th></th>
<th>-.8</th>
<th>-.6</th>
<th>-.4</th>
<th>-.2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>.2</th>
<th>.4</th>
<th>.6</th>
<th>.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined key YECS factors</td>
<td>2010 ISAT Combined Average Score</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
<td>0.5579</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, when the averaged YECS analysis focuses on the three questions separately (see chart below), positive statistical trends results, although not strong enough to rise to the benchmark of statistical significance. The sub-correlations charted below [Exhibit IV Figure 4] suggest that ‘getting consensus’ on the arts integration curriculum units (Spearman r = .08, p < .07) and “modeling the process” of collaborative arts integration instruction in classrooms (Spearman r = .07 p < .09) tend to predict academic achievement in the PAIR project. These findings suggest that the level of teacher positive self-reflections on collaborative curriculum design and implementation factors – and not the brainstorming of ideas – tends to be associated with overall classroom academic performance.

3F-2 Exhibit IV Figure 4: Correlation Table Indicating a Positive Association Trends between two of the three Teacher ‘Year-End Curriculum and Survey’ Responses and the Final Year ISAT Averaged Combined Test Scores, Grades 4-6

| 2010 ISAT Combined Average Score YECS-T-A Both Brainstorm | -0.0088 | 0.8406 |
| 2010 ISAT Combined Average Score YECS-T-A Get Consensus | 0.0800 | 0.0671 |
| 2010 ISAT Combined Average Score YECS-T-A Model Process | 0.0735 | 0.0925 |

Furthermore, when breaking down the averaged YECS variable ratings according to ‘Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR’ by the final year of the project [see 3F-3 Exhibit IV Figure 5
below], results indicate that positive, significant statistical trends are obtained only by the fourth grade students who had the most experienced PAIR teachers during the final year of the project. That is, the pattern of correlation between the YECS and ISAT data over time indicates that, although the 6th grade longitudinal student cohorts may outperform the control school cohorts [as reported in Part 1 of the report] despite having less experienced PAIR teachers (as indicated by negative correlations with YECS ratings in grade 6), the ‘fourth grade effect’ students succeed in standardized tests with the benefit of guidance from their more experienced teachers (as indicated the statistically significant ‘degree of association’ between individual survey questions and ISAT student test scores indicated in the figure below.

3F-2 Exhibit IV Figure 5: Correlation Table Indicating Positive trends between Averaged, Combined Teacher ‘Year-End Survey’ Responses and ISAT Academic Achievement scores in Grades 4 by the final year of PAIR

In the analysis below [3F-3 Exhibit IV Figure 6] we see an extraordinary positive shift in the degree of correlation according to the increasing ‘years of teacher participation’ in the project. As the teacher become more experienced with the project, random results or weak statistical trends with the aggregated data increasingly indicates positive, statistically significant evidence of the connection of teacher ratings of arts integration collaborative practices in the YECS surveys and student ISAT test results in those teacher’s classrooms. When looking at the shifts in degrees of correlation from 1 to 3 years of teacher participation in the PAIR project, significant negative correlations turned into weak positive correlations, and then finally strong, statistically significant positive correlations.
3F-3 Exhibit IV Figure 6: Correlation Table Indicating a Shift in Direction and Degree of Association Between Averaged Teacher ‘Year-End Curriculum and Survey’ Survey Responses and Final Year ISAT Test Scores, Grades 4-6

3F-3 Exhibit IV Summary and Emerging Themes: Teacher Survey data focused on the successful collaboration of core classroom teacher-teacher artist practices can positively influence the quality of arts, arts integration and academic learning. By the third year of the PAIR, the averaged combined teacher survey ratings are positively associated with the grade 6 student arts integration learning outcomes, thus establishing a fundamental measure of the successful intersection of teacher professional development ratings with the intended positive effect on student arts and arts integration learning. Furthermore, when broken down by two separate response factors – teacher consensus in planning and implementing arts integration units with a teaching artist – the correlations with student arts integration interview and performance assessment ratings are even more robust.

Yet, because these strong correlations could only be tied to the student longitudinal cohort of students whose teachers had only participated intensively in the project for one year (due to the design of the project), the effect of degree of years of teacher project implementation experience could not be determined.
The correlation of teacher survey responses with student ISAT academic scores, however, can be measured across all grade levels at the final year of the project. This analysis was possible because both the YECS and the ISAT tests were given to all participants in the final year of the project. However, because this association was only statistically significant in the final year of the project for the fourth grade students who had the more experienced PAIR teachers, these findings do suggest that only the cumulative degree of teacher experience with PAIR teaching artists can directly influence academic achievement as measured by standardized tests.

Taken together, YECS survey results suggest that there may be an underlying transformational impact that years of teacher professional development have on the student SAIL interview ratings and, after three years of experience with PAIR, on the student ISAT academic achievement scores. As the PAIR collaborative process ratings become positive and increasingly significant over time as illustrated here, these data suggest that the classroom teacher’s ratings of the intensity and quality of the collaborative process with the teacher artist – both in curriculum planning and implementation – increasingly predict levels of student academic achievement in proportion to their commitment to long-term professional development in arts integration practices.

* * *

3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT V: ‘Quantity’ and ‘Quality’ Ratings of PAIL Classroom Student Work Samples and their Association with Teacher Performance in Portfolio Conference, Student Survey Response and Learning Outcomes

As previously mentioned, the generation and organization of PAIL student work samples were begun late into the project and were for the most part in a state of evolution. Not all teachers were able to manage the process well and the standards for collecting and interpreting student work were not entirely clear especially to the teachers who were not able to attend certain professional development workshops in the final year of the project. As a result of this program implementation flaw, the work samples within the classrooms were not sufficiently individualized and the work samples across classrooms were not sufficiently standardized to make rank ordered comparisons at the individual student level. Therefore, the research team
rated the samples by classroom, thus turning an intended individual student outcome variable into a teacher/classroom teacher professional development outcome variable.

3F-3 Exhibit V Data Indications: The Quality of PAIL Classroom Ratings is at best a weak predictor of Teacher Portfolio Conference Observation and Reflection. Due to factors described above, the PAIL ratings are not highly predictive of any variable except for weak statistical trends that connect teacher performance during student-teacher portfolio conferences with PAIL Student Work Quantity [F 4.1, p < .05] and Quality [F 2.5, p < .11] ratings. These trends are depicted in the figure below:

3F-3 Exhibit V Figure 1: Teacher PC Ratings by PAIL Student Work Quality and Quantity Ratings

3F-3 Exhibit V Summary and Emerging Themes: Due to project design flaws, the PAIL student work ratings were not statistically powerful enough to determine their relationship with other teacher and student learning outcomes. The classroom ratings of PAIL student work, as discussed previously, were influenced to some extent by the degree and quality of teacher participation in the PAIR project. However, the creation of PAIL student work documentation processes intensified only during the later stages of the project. Thus, teachers who had been active in the project from its beginning may have had more experience, but they did not have sufficient practice with documenting work samples from their classrooms to produce optimal results.

CAPE has since corrected for this research design flaw in subsequent studies so that researchers can plan to evaluate the intersection of individual student work samples in relation to teacher professional development outcomes in the future.
3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT VI: ‘Combined Teacher Professional Development Factor Ratings’ and their Association with Teacher Portfolio Conference, Student Survey and Student Arts Integration Interview Response Outcomes

IIIF-3 Exhibit VI Data Indications: The ‘Combined Professional Development (‘Super-variable’) Factors significantly predict Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings, SAIL Student Interview Performance Ratings, and ISAT Test scores when controlling for Teacher Years in PAIR. The strategy of averaging three teacher PD factors into one variable was to create statistically standardized indexes of each teacher’s level of project participation, ability to document and annotate student work samples, and the ability to reflect on professional development outcomes through survey responses. These combined indexes represented balanced profiles of teacher professional development outcomes that, when averaged together, provided strong statistical measures of its relationship to multiple teacher and student project outcomes as indicated by the following data displays [3F-3 Exhibit VI Figures 1-2].

3F-3 Exhibit VI Figures 1-2: Bivariate Fit between ‘Combined Teacher PD Factors’ and ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Performance’, ‘SAIL Student Interview’ Ratings

The first data display [3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 1] to the right captures the positive statistical trend of association between Combined Teacher Professional Development Factors and Teacher Portfolio Conference performance ratings [F 7.6, p < .007; R = .17, p < .10].

(figure on next page)
The next data display [3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 2] below captures the positive statistically significant relationship between ‘Combined Teacher PD Factors’ and ‘Student SAIL Interview’ performance ratings \[F 10.1, p < .002; r = .32, p < .005\].

![Graph showing SAIL-6 Total Average By Teacher Combined YECS, Attend, PAIL](image)

**Teacher Impact on Student ISAT Scores: Patterns and Degrees of Correlation between ‘Combined Teacher PD Factors’ and 2010 ISAT academic performance scores by ‘Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR’**

The data displays below capture the positive statistical trends between ‘Combined Teacher PD Factors’ and student ISAT academic performance ratings also displays strong evidence for the cumulative impact of three years of teacher participation in PAIR. The three charts below [Exhibit VI Figure 3-5] shows that, even though treatment school student test scores were generally higher than control schools by year three of the project, combined teacher professional development ratings predicted student standardized test scores only after three years of teacher participation in PAIR.

The first data display [Exhibit VI Figure 3] shows that no positive relationship exists between combined professional development factors and ISAT scores for teachers with one year of experience with PAIR.

(figure on next page)
3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 3: Negative, Statistically Insignificant Correlation of ‘Teacher Combined PD Factors’ and Student ISAT Scores for Teachers with One Year of Participation in PAIR

Exhibit VI Figure 4 below indicates indicate that, though statistically insignificant, the relationship of combined professional development ratings to student achievement is far more positive after two years of teacher participation in PAIR compared to results after one year.

3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 4: Positive, Yet Statistically Insignificant Relationship Between Teacher ‘Combined PD Factors’ and Student ISAT Scores for Teachers with Only Two Years of Participation in PAIR
After three years in the PAIR, however, the intersection of Grade 4 teacher PD ratings and ISAT scores is highly significant [F ratio = 5.6, p < .02; r = .27, p < .0006]. The figure below [3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 5] shows the convergence of higher and more consistently rated PD outcomes and their association with student achievement ratings suggests that, with time, the PAIR averaged professional development ratings substantially predict positive academic achievement as well a better understanding of arts integration learning reported earlier.

3F-3 Exhibit VI Figure 5: Positive, Statistically Significant Correlation of ‘Combined Teacher PD Factors’ and Student ISAT Scores for Teachers with Three Years of Participation in PAIR

3F-3 Exhibit VI Summary and Emerging Themes: The averaged ‘Combined Teacher Professional Development’ ratings strongly predict student Interview and Portfolio Conference ratings, and increasingly predict student ISAT test scores as teachers became more experienced with the PAIR project. The combined teacher outcome variable was constructed as a measure of inter-correlated composite professional development factors that, because of added statistical power, would more reliably detect effects otherwise not captured by each factor separately. The YECS, Attendance, and PAIL student work variables, could be combined because of rating intervals, shared data ranges and the shape of distributed ratings.

Results from the Teacher Outcome Factors analysis show that the composite teacher PD ratings, representing an aggregate of YECS other factors such as teacher attendance in professional development session and the ratings of classroom student work sample ratings, is strongly
associated with two primary arts integration student learning outcomes. In addition, this variable also became increasingly predictive of student academic test scores as teachers became more experienced with the PAIR project.

The finding of a particularly significant relationship between ‘Years of Teacher Participation in PAIR’ and the connection of ‘Combined Teacher Professional Development Ratings’ to student academic outcomes hold broad implications for future research on the impact of arts integration programs on student academic test scores. The challenge that emerges from these data is that it may take three full years of teacher professional development before arts plus arts integration schools are consistently able to both (a) outperform comparison schools in academic achievement and (b) establish an unassailable, highly predictive relationship between professional development outcomes and academic achievement scores at the classroom level.

In retrospect, had there been more student SAIL interview and PAIR portfolio conference data collected in all grade levels and throughout all three years of this project, it may have been possible to detect earlier and more systemic evidence that could substantiate the connection between changes in teaching practices due to professional learning and improvement in student arts integration or academic learning outcomes.

* * *

3F-3 TEACHER OUTCOME EXHIBIT VII: ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings’ and their Association with Student Survey Response and Learning Outcomes

3F-3 Exhibit VII Data Indications: By the third year of PAIR ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Performance Rating’ strongly influenced ‘Student SAIL Interview’ ratings and ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ ratings, but not Student ISAT academic performance ratings. In this exhibit, the ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ performance ratings variable emerges as a major predictor of student arts integration outcomes. That is, each individual teacher’s level of articulation of PAIR goals and description of student arts integrated learning predicts student interview and portfolio assessment ratings, but not student survey or student academic outcomes.
The influence of Teacher Portfolio Performance Outcomes on Arts Integration Student Learning

The first chart below [3F-3 Exhibit VII: Figures 1] depicts the statistically significant degree of association between Teacher Portfolio Conference rating and student SAIL interview scores [F ratio = 4.8, p < .04; Spearman r = .43, p < .02].

3F-3 Exhibit VII Figure 1: Bivariate Fit Between ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ Ratings and ‘Student SAIL Interview’ Ratings in Grade 6 (Final Year of PAIR)

Similar to the previous chart, the positive intersection between teacher and student portfolio conference ratings, depicted below [3F-3 Exhibit VII Figure 2], is highly statistically significant for 6th grader by the final year of the PAIR project [F ratio = 11.4, p < .002; Spearman r = .38, p < .02].

3F-3 Exhibit VII Figure 2: Statistical Association Between ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ Ratings and ‘Student Portfolio Conference Ratings’ in Grade 6 (Final Year of PAIR)
The correlation table figure below [3F-3 Exhibit VII Figure 3] summarizes the non-parametric correlation measures showing again that the internal measure of PAIR teacher and student performance outcomes are highly inter-related.

**3F-3 Exhibit VII Figure 3: Correlation Table Indicating the Degree of Association Among ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference,’ ‘Student SAIL Interview’, and ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ Ratings**

| Variable                        | Spearman p | Prob>|r| |
|---------------------------------|------------|-----|
| PC Total Student Average SAIL-6 Total Average | 0.4312 | 0.0220* |
| PC Total Teacher Average SAIL-6 Total Average | 0.3767 | 0.0197* |

**3F-3 Exhibit VII Summary, Emerging Themes:** The PAIR teacher and student performance outcomes are highly positively inter-correlated confirming that the teacher portfolio conference ratings predict student performance in arts integration learning and not student academic achievement. Teacher portfolio conference ratings represent the last in a series of teacher performance outcomes unique to this project. The conferences were piloted in the second year of the project and presented in professional development sessions to forecast how researchers would rate teacher and student understanding of the goals and outcomes of arts integration teaching and learning. The conferences were administered comprehensively only during the final year of the project as a way to measure (a) the culminating effect of PAIR professional development and (b) its contribution to all student learning survey response and performance outcomes.

As previously reported in this section of the report [3F-3], the Teacher Effects (Factor AI, Teacher Outcome Exhibit I) and the averaged ‘Combined Professional Development’ variables (Factor AVI, Teacher Outcome Exhibit VI) are most highly predictive of the ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ ratings - especially for teachers who had been implementing the PAIR project for three years. As reported in this exhibit, the ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ ratings correlated most strongly with the 6th grade ‘Student SAIL Interview [3F-3 Teacher Outcome Exhibit V] and 6th grade ‘Student Portfolio Conferences’ [3F-3 Teacher Outcome Exhibit VII], suggesting that
the teacher conference performance outcomes generally most benefitted the students who had the intensive three-year experience with PAIR. Taken together, data analysis of the first seven exhibits provides a chain of evidence that confirms the significant impact of PAIR teacher professional learning factors on both teacher and student arts integration performance outcomes.

Reported next are four Student Learning Outcome Exhibits (Exhibits VIII-XI) that focus on the direct impact of PAIR teacher factors on the measures of student learning and the degree and pattern of correlation among these student outcome factors.

*    *    *

3F-3 STUDENT OUTCOME EXHIBIT VIII: ‘Student Survey Response Ratings’ and their Association with Teacher Professional Development Factors and Student Learning Outcomes, Controlling for Student Demographic Factors

3F-3 Exhibit VIII Data Indications: There is a negligible impact of the seven teacher professional development outcomes on ‘Student Survey Response Ratings’ and there appears to be a limited influence of ‘Student Survey Responses’ on the three Student Outcomes. The longitudinal student surveys were designed to capture the perception of classroom practices and culture as the study progressed. By the final year of the project, control-treatment school comparisons differed most with regard to averaged questions focused on the presence of opportunities for students to engage in integrative teaching and learning experiences, reflection on the learning process, and the opportunity to present arts integration work in their classroom.

The averaged combined response rating of these three factors produced the clearest indication of comparative change in PAIR classroom practices. Yet the data analyses revealed no direct significant relationship between the treatment school students’ perceptions of change in classroom culture and any of the seven teacher professional development factors. That is, the general experience of PAIR — more than the particular impact of teacher PD factors — influenced the student perception of change in their classroom culture.
However, the student survey data is connected significantly to their arts and academic learning outcomes, particularly with regard to academically challenged or minority students. Regression factor analysis reveals a mild degree of association between change in the students’ student survey and student portfolio conference ratings \( r^2 = .28, p < .07 \). The only other significant demographic factors, student HAL designations and family income, tended to be negatively correlated with student survey data, thus demonstrating that the perception of changes due to arts integration classroom practices were more important to pre-designated low academic or low income PAIR Treatment School students. Ethnicity demographic designations also were related highly with the student survey response ratings, thus demonstrating a greater sensitivity to change in teacher practices by the minority status students, though this statistical effect accounted for less than 7% of the explained variance in the survey responses.

The display below [3F-3 Exhibit VIII Figure 1] shows that there is also a positive relationship between combined student survey ratings and student academic achievement. The bivariate fit of student survey results and combined reading and math scores reveals that a positive statistical trend exists between student perception of growth in the experience of arts integrated classroom practices and the students’ ability to perform on academic tests [F ratio = 5.0, p < .003; Spearman \( r = .17, p < .07 \)].

**3F-3 Exhibit VIII Figure 1: Bivariate Fit of Averaged ‘Student Survey’ Response Ratings by Student ISAT Averaged Reading and Math Standardized Test Scores**
3F-3 Exhibit VIII: *Summary and Emerging Themes*: The relative isolation of student survey responses from virtually all teacher professional development factors was unexpected. It would seem that the relatively strong ratings of changed teaching practices due to PAIR as indicated by teacher professional development survey responses would likely to predict a stronger rating of change in classroom practices by the students. Yet this was not the case.

Nonetheless, there appears to be a statistical link between perception of change in classroom practices and student portfolio conference performance ratings. That is to say, the students’ ability to demonstrate and articulate arts integration learning appears to correlate with student survey responses by students most sensitive to the increased presence of arts integration practices in their classrooms.

Furthermore, the student survey ratings also are positively associated with ISAT test scores. Apparently PAIR students who did become more aware of the collaborative presence of the teaching artist and peer collaboration in the arts integration units in their classrooms and its influence on their portfolio performance assessment tasks, also tended to do better on standardized tests by the third year of the project.

* * *

3F-3 STUDENT OUTCOME EXHIBIT IX: *Student ‘Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning’ (SAIL) Interview Ratings’* and their Association with Teacher Professional Development Factors and Student Learning Outcomes, Controlling for Student Demographic Factors

3F-3 Exhibit IX Data Indications: Strong statistical connections exist between the SAIL Interview Response Ratings and both teacher professional development and student learning outcomes. As indicated in the correlation matrix below [3F-3 Exhibit IX Table 1], for example, SAIL ratings are linked directly to several formative professional development variables such as attendance, survey responses, and teacher portfolio conference performance. *It appears conclusive that, in general, PAIR treatment school students’ understanding of arts and arts integration processes result from exposure to those PAIR teachers who were highly-rated for*
positive response to CAPE professional learning experiences, and, conversely, the students who
demonstrate a lack of arts integration learning are linked with teachers with low professional
development ratings.

3F-3 Exhibit IX Table 1: Degree of Association Between ‘Student SAIL Interview Ratings’
and ‘Combined Teacher Professional Development Factors’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable 1</th>
<th>Variable 2</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>Teacher AVG PD Attendance</td>
<td>0.3013</td>
<td>0.0082*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>Teacher AVG 3 Key YECS factors</td>
<td>0.3002</td>
<td>0.0159*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>Teacher Super-Var – Combined YECS, Attend, PAIL</td>
<td>0.3218</td>
<td>0.0046*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>PC Total Teacher Average</td>
<td>0.4311</td>
<td>0.0174*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the two scatterplots below [3F-3 Exhibit IX Figure 1], the high degree of bivariate fit between
SAIL scores and Combined Teacher PD factors [F ratio = 10.1, p < .002; Spearman r = .32, p <
.005] or SAIL scores and Teacher Portfolio Conference ratings [F = 5.1, p < .03; Spearman r =
.43, p < .02] provides clear evidence of the strong association among these variable, despite
being limited by sample size and the occurrence of ties in student scores in both variables.

3F-3 Exhibit IX Figure 1: Bivariate Fit of ‘Student SAIL Ratings’ with ‘Combined Teacher
Professional Development Factors’ and ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings’
It appears also [3F-3 Exhibit IX Figure 2] that the SAIL ratings are aligned strongly with student portfolio conference performance ratings [F ratio = 6.6, p < .02; Spearman r = .45, p < .01].

3F-3 Exhibit IX Figure 2: Bivariate Fit between ‘Student SAIL Interview Ratings’ and ‘Student Portfolio Conference Ratings’

![Linear Fit of Student SAIL–6 By PC Avg Ratings](image)

Taken together, results depicted by these three figures suggest that the SAIL ratings are linked causally to PAIR teacher professional development outcomes.

Furthermore, since SAIL test are not focused explicitly on academic performance in reading or math, the highly statistically significant association between SAIL and student ISAT standardized test scores [F ratio = 11.5 p < .001; Spearman r = .29, p < .001] indicate that a causal link also exists between these two variables.

3F-3 Exhibit IX Figure 3: Bivariate Fit between ‘Student SAIL Interview’ Ratings and ‘Combined Student Averaged Academic Scores’

![Bivariate Fit of 2010 ISAT Combined Average Score By SAIL–6 Total Average](image)
3F-3 Exhibit IX Summary, Emerging Themes: Analysis of Student ‘Snapshots of Arts Integration Learning’ (SAIL) assessment data is highly related to multiple measures of teacher professional development and student learning outcomes. Students whose teachers (a) attended PD more PAIR PD sessions and (b) learned more successfully how to integrate arts teaching and learning practices into their curriculum by collaborating more effectively with teaching artists, (c) responded to SAIL Interviews with more a more sophisticated understanding of both arts and arts integration learning processes.

The SAIL data provided an independent, internally consistent measure of the impact of PAIR on student arts and academic learning. The close association of SAIL ratings with ISAT test scores suggest that the higher order thinking and creatively skills that many teachers thought children developed in their PAIR units actually do predict performance on math and language test scores. Thus, the SAIL assessment data functions as the powerful intermediary variable that provides both a measure of PAIR’s program development integrity and impact. In this scenario, the SAIL assessment ratings become the nexus point in multivariate analysis that illuminates the link between (a) the evaluation of PAIR teacher professional development outcomes and their impact on PAIR student arts integration learning outcomes and (b) the evaluation of PAIR student arts integration learning outcomes and their impact on state standardized academic achievement test scores [see also IIIG Summary Figure 5 in the next chapter].

* * *

3F-3 STUDENT OUTCOME EXHIBIT X: ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ Performance Assessment Ratings and their Association with Teacher Professional Development and Student Learning Outcomes, Controlling for Student Demographic Factors

3F-3 Exhibit X Data Indications: PAIR ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ ratings provided an arts integration performance assessment — in parallel with the SAIL Interview responses — that also correlated significantly with academic achievement. In PAIR, the Student Portfolio Conferences provided an alternative strategy for assessing students’ understanding of arts integration learning that is highly correlated with the previously reported SAIL student arts integration assessments. Unlike the SAIL Interview response data, the portfolio conference
ratings were based on PAIR students’ ability to articulate and demonstrate their reflective understanding of arts integration learning in the context of presenting their own work samples. By design, the portfolio conference sessions were highly interactive, involved peers, and were based on the examination and demonstration of each student’s own arts integration work.

Both Student Portfolio Conference and SAIL assessments were conducted in the final year of the project. Whereas the SAIL assessments covered only the 6th graders who participated in the PAIR for three years, the Student PC Ratings presented here were sampled across grades 4-6 in the final year of the project. Thus the Portfolio Conference data provides a look at arts integration learning across grade levels, but with smaller sample size per grade level than was the case with the grade 6 SAIL assessments.

Nonetheless the strong association between Student Portfolio Conference and SAIL ratings demonstrate that arts integration assessments to be mutually reinforcing. As displayed below [3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 1] the linear fit of Student Portfolio Conference with SAIL ratings [F ratio = 6.6, p < .02] and the resulting non-parametric correlation between the factors [Spearman r = .45, p < .01] were both highly statistically significant. Thus evidence from this data display suggests strongly that PAIR students who are most articulate about the general principles of arts integration tend also to be the students who can better demonstrate arts integration connections in the context of their own and the peer’s work in portfolio conferences.

3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 1: Bivariate Fit between Grade 6 Arts Integration ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ and ‘SAIL Interview’ Ratings
When looking only at the grade 6 cohort ratings from the primary PAIR longitudinal cohort, the degree of linear fit with Teacher Portfolio Conference data [3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 2 below] suggests a strong, highly statistically significant link with the Student Portfolio Conference ratings \(F\) ratio \(= 11.4, p < .002;\) Spearman \(r = .38, p < .02\). This data display shows that PAIR students whose teachers are articulate about the general principles of arts integration and the evaluation of arts integration student learning, are more likely to be the students who can better demonstrate arts integration connections in the context of their own and the peer’s work in portfolio conferences.

3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 2: Bivariate Fit of Only Grade 6 ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ and ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ Ratings

However, the degree of linear fit among combined grade level 4-6 Student and Teacher Portfolio Conference ratings in the final year of the PAIR (3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 3 below) results in a relatively weak positive statistical trend \(F\) ratio \(= 2.7, p < .10;\) Spearman \(r = .15, p < .12\) due to statistically insignificant correlations in Grades 4 and 5. This finding is important because it argues strongly the necessity for long-term engagement in PAIR before the positive relationship between ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ and ‘Teacher Portfolio Conference’ can be established. Results from these data suggest the three-year mark in PAIR (‘sixth grade effect’) is the tipping point for determining the close relationship between teaching and learning in the evolution of PAIR arts integration practices.
Furthermore, the regression factor analysis matrix below [3F-3 Exhibit X Figure 4] identified both ‘Student SAIL Interview’ ratings \( r^2 = .60, \ p < .04 \) and ‘Combined Teacher Professional Development Ratings’ \( r^2 = .37, \ p < .003 \) and as by far the most significant, positive predictors of ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ ratings, controlling for all other teacher PD, student learning and student demographic factors. Together these two variables account cumulatively for approximately 98% of the variance in Student Portfolio Conference ratings.

These statistical results make clear the role ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ as an intermediary arts integration learning outcome variable in parallel the SAIL Interview outcomes. However, when analyzing the degree of association between the Student Portfolio Conference outcomes and ISAT test scores, there exists only a modest positive correlation \( [F \text{ ratio} = 6.6, \ p < .02; \ \text{Spearman} \ r = .19, \ p < .06] \) between these two factors in contrast to the stronger relationship
between the SAIL and ISAT test score results. The next and final section of this chapter reveals that, when comparing all competing regression factors (including student demographic data) that can predict ISAT scores, the portfolio conference ratings emerge as the most significant predictive variable.

3F-3 Exhibit X Summary and Emerging Themes: Grade 6 Student Portfolio Conference and the previously-reported student SAIL Interview ratings both demonstrate that two validated forms of arts integration learning are both positively linked with PAIR professional development factors and are highly predictive of academic achievement.

Whereas SAIL interview protocols challenged students to describe the nature and importance of arts-integrated learning in contrast with domain specific learning, the Portfolio Conference elicited student description and demonstration of arts-integrated learning based on their work and in the context of interactive discussion with their peers. These two measures of student arts integration learning proved to be highly inter-correlated and associated significantly with academic achievement. Taken together, these two arts integration assessments developed in PAIR provide evidence of nexus point in the chain of causal factors that proceeds from (a) individual teacher professional development outcomes that (b) positively predict individual levels of student arts integration learning, and that (c) consequently predict measures of academic achievement.

A final summary of the through-line hypothesis of autonomous, yet inter-dependent causal factors that prescribe the coherency of PAIR’s arts integration practices and their impact on student academic achievement will be discussed further in the following section of this chapter (3F-3 Exhibit XI) and in the overall summary chapter (3G).

*   *   *

3F-3 STUDENT OUTCOME EXHIBIT XI: Student Academic Performance Ratings and their Association with PAIR Professional Development, Student Survey, and Student Arts & Arts Integration Outcomes, Controlling for Student Demographic Factors

The importance of student academic performance data analysis to the success of the PAIR arts integration project
The student Illinois Snapshot of Academic Test (ISAT) academic performance data provide an essential benchmark for judging the success of any public school in Chicago during the course of the PAIR project. Investment in arts integration curriculum innovation is not sustainable if a school fails to meet minimum academic standards of achievement or improvement in standardized tests. Therefore it was incumbent on the researchers to evaluate each element of the PAIR arts integration program for its positive contribution to student academic achievement.

As reported in Part 2 of this report, significant gains in academic scores occurred in PAIR schools in contrast to CPS district averages and comparisons with other CPS arts magnet schools. By the third year of PAIR implementation, control-treatment school comparisons made it clear that the general effects of rigorous arts integration professional development and teaching practices (described in Part 1 of this report) positively predicted both statistically significant academic gains, especially for students categorized as low-performing students at beginning of the project.

The multiple variable teacher-student intersection analysis methods detailed in Part 3 of the whole report focused on the thorough examination of (a) seven independent strands of teacher professional learning outcomes both for indications of the internal consistency of the treatment school programs and for their separate and combined contribution to four forms of student arts and academic learning outcomes, and (b) each strand of student arts integration survey, interview and performance assessment response both for indication of the internal validity of arts integration learning and for their degree of association with external measures of academic achievement.

In this final chapter of Part 3 of the PAIR report, all teacher professional development and all student survey, student learning and student demographic factors will be examined to determine which parts of the PAIR program had the most direct influence on the ISAT combined reading and math scores.

3F-3 Exhibit XI Teacher Professional Development – Student Academic Intersection Data Indications: PAIR Teacher professional development factors increasingly predict student academic achievement over time (‘Fourth Grade Effect’). As previously indicated in Part 3, the level of PAIR teacher professional development outcomes predicted significant positive
difference in the quality of student arts learning. Yet there was no single professional
development factor in PAIR found to be strongly associated with student academic test scores.

However, when parsing the data by years of teacher experience in PAIR, positive correlations
between combined professional development factors and student achievement are clearly aligned
with levels of experience of teachers in the PAIR project.

The top line in the data display below (3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 1] shows that the overall
correlation (grades 4-6) between ‘Combined Professional Development Factors’ and student
academic performance to be negligible. Subsequent correlations reveal that sixth grade teachers
with only one year of experience with PAIR professional development training did not positively
influence student ISAT achievement scores with respect to their PD ratings [r = –.21, p < .03] and fifth grade teachers with two years experience mildly influenced ISAT scores according to
their PD ratings [r = +.11, p < .07]. However, fourth grade teachers with three years experience
strongly predicted academic performance in proportion to their combined professional
development outcome ratings [r = +.27, p < .001].

### 3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 1: Correlation Table Indicating the Overall influence of Combined
Teacher PD Factors on Student Academic Test Scores, and the Progressively Positive
Effect of Years of Teacher Participation on Student Academic Achievement Ratings
The chart above thus confirms the “fourth grade effect” hypothesis first formulated in Part 1 of this report—that positive PAIR teacher professional development outcome ratings had progressively stronger influence on student learning proportionate to the years of high quality participation with the PAIR professional development program. Thus, the fourth graders who had three-year veteran PAIR teachers with high professional development outcome ratings were most likely to achieve the highest academic scores in their grade level.

**3F-3 Exhibit XI Student Arts Integration Learning – Student Academic Performance**

**Intersection Data Indications:** There are three leading associative links between PAIR program arts integration outcomes and academic achievement: 'Student Survey responses,' 'Student SAIL Interview’ ratings, and ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ ratings’. Through analyses of ‘degrees of correlation’ and regression factor analysis among these student arts learning intersection variables, researchers were able to make judgments regarding the possible causal links among these three factors and student academic outcomes.

The three data displays below [displayed in 3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 2] compare the relative degrees of association between ISAT scores and the three internally assessed student arts learning factors: (a) ‘Student Survey’ response ratings [F ratio = 4.99, p < .03; Spearman r = .17, p < .07], (b) ‘Student SAIL Interview’ ratings [F ratio = 11.47, p < .001; Spearman r = .29, p < .001], and (c) ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ interview and performance assessment ratings [F ratio = 1.94, p < .17; Spearman r = .19, p < .06].

(3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 2 on next page)
3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 2: Comparative Bivariate Fit among Three Student Arts Integration Learning Outcomes with Student Academic Achievement Scores

The top three lines of the correlation table below [3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 3] reveal that the ‘Student Survey Response’ data are independent of the two highly-correlated student learning factors (‘SAIL interview and ‘Student Portfolio Conference’). Yet the three correlation statistics at the bottom of the chart show that all three factors correlate significantly with the student academic performance scores. This triangulation of predictive factors of academic achievement suggests that student survey data that reflects changes in the students’ perception of a PAIR classroom culture – the emergence of arts integration practices, the presentation of arts learning work, and the increase in time spent on reflection – is congruent with data from arts integration
learning assessments that capture levels of student understanding of arts integration practices in these classrooms. Taken together these data suggest an important through-line of causal factors that link changes in classroom culture to student arts and academic learning.

**3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 3: Correlation Table indicating the ‘Pattern and Degree of Correlation’ of Combined Student Academic (averaged Reading and Math) Achievement Scores in relation to Student Survey Response and Two Arts Integration Learning Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>by Variable</th>
<th>Spearman p</th>
<th>Pro &gt;</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC Total Student Average</td>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>0.4481</td>
<td>0.0130*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-6 Integration, Reflection, Presentation Δ</td>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>0.1063</td>
<td>0.2540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-6 Integration, Reflection, Presentation Δ</td>
<td>PC Total Student Average</td>
<td>0.1173</td>
<td>0.5522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 ISAT Combined Average Score</td>
<td>SAIL-6 Total Average</td>
<td>0.2893</td>
<td>0.0606*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 ISAT Combined Average Score</td>
<td>PC Total Student Average</td>
<td>0.1918</td>
<td>0.0572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 ISAT Combined Average Score</td>
<td>SS-6 Integration, Reflection, Presentation Δ</td>
<td>0.1678</td>
<td>0.0658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow-up regression factor analyses reveal that when the relative fit of the three triangulating factors is measured against academic achievement, the ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ ratings demonstrate the strongest linear fit with combined reading and math test scores [see 3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 3 below]. Furthermore, ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ averaged ratings are the strongest predictor of academic score even when student demographic variables (that include gender, family income, ethnicity, ELL, and High, Average, or Low (HAL) academic standing previous to the PAIR project) are factored into the regression equation.

Although the statistical significance of this correlation is relatively low \( p < .09 \) when pitting the relatively small sample size of treatment school ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ data against all competing factors this variable is, by far, the most prominent predictor of academic achievement among all other variables and this factor explains a relatively high degree of variance in the academic achievement ratings \( r^2 = .35 \).

Furthermore, when removing just one demographic factor from the regression analysis – that is, the ‘Family Income’ variable determined by free and reduced lunch status and its negative statistical correlation with academic scores\(^2\) – Student Portfolio Conference ratings assume a
highly statistically significant and remarkably strong positive predictor of academic achievement [p < .01, r^2 = .62] in comparison to all other teacher professional development, student learning, and student demographic factors of the 6 most prominent factors selected from the regression analysis [see Exhibit XI Table 3].

3F-3 Exhibit XI Figure 4: Stepwise Regression Factor Analysis Table Indicating the Principal Predictors of Student Academic Achievement from among all Teacher, Student, and Student Demographic Outcome Variables (Excepting ‘Family Income’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>“Sig Prob”</th>
<th>Seq SS</th>
<th>RSquare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PC Total Student Average</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>4307.808</td>
<td>0.6211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SS-6 Integration, Reflection, Presentation Δ</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.1378</td>
<td>862.1787</td>
<td>0.7454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PC Total Teacher Average</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.1513</td>
<td>643.1797</td>
<td>0.8381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-HAL Designation[A-H]</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.1943</td>
<td>423.7852</td>
<td>0.8993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SS-6 Integration and Presentation Δ</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.1417</td>
<td>396.3576</td>
<td>0.9564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Teacher AVG PAIL Quantity, Quality</td>
<td>Entered</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>297.7544</td>
<td>0.9993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3F-3 Exhibit XI Summary and Emerging Themes: The detailed correlation and regression factor analyses of teacher, student learning, and student demographic variables establishes that PAIR student arts integration learning outcomes do predict academic achievement. ‘Snapshots of Arts Integration’ (SAIL) Interviews and the interactive ‘Student Portfolio Conference’ performance assessments together provide a bridge to academic achievement. In addition, those students who responded to survey questions by indicating positive changes in the classroom arts integration practices also tended to do better in the academic achievement tests, suggesting that degree of positive changes in teaching practices can significantly impact student achievement scores.

Although teacher professional development outcomes do not directly predict student academic achievement, path analysis results showed that students who had teachers with the most experience with PAIR and achieved relatively high ratings of averaged professional development outcomes scored higher than control school cohorts on the ISAT tests by the final year of the project.

Altogether these findings confirm that, although positive teacher professional development factors strongly predict student arts integration learning outcomes, it is the student arts learning
outcomes that most directly predict academic success. From this viewpoint, the sequence of analyses of the PAIR outcome variables through the twelve exhibits examined in this chapter now delineates a path of positive teacher-student arts integration intersections that in due course lead to excellence and more opportunities for equity in academic achievement in CPS schools.

* * *

The results of all teacher and student outcomes and their intersections presented in Part 3 sections A-F will be summarized in section 3G, the final chapter of the comprehensive PAIR Report.

* * *
3G: PAIR Comprehensive Report FINAL SUMMARY

A Synopsis of the PAIR report through the Lens of Five Teacher Professional Development – Student Learning Outcome Intersection Data Flow Charts
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3G Introduction: The Summary Figure Sequence

In this final section of the PAIR report five data displays are used to summarize the degree and paths of association among the principal factors of teacher professional development and student learning outcomes in the PAIR treatment schools. These inter-related data patterns represent the statistically significant links (a) among teacher professional development categories and outcome factors [A I-VII], (b) among student learning outcome variables [BI-IV], and (c) the intersections between both sets of variables.

The data displays (3G 1-5: Summary Figures 1-5) are ordered according to the hypotheses of the project. A synopsis of data indications will provide guidance toward interpreting each corresponding summary figure. Taken together the summary figure sequence will depict all teacher variables and the strength of correlation among them as an indication of the coherence of the program development, and the extent to which the PAIR teacher professional development outcomes predict student survey responses or learning outcomes. The key at the bottom of each of the summary figures (from left to right) explains the solid and dotted vectors in terms of strength of association, the geometric shapes in terms of comprehensiveness of the data sample, and the dark to light shading scheme in terms of sources of data (teacher professional development to classroom to student learning outcome variables). Follow-up reference tables provide the precise statistics associated with each summary figure.

*   *   *

---

1 The teacher and student factors are fully described in PAIR Report section 3F-3: A1-VIII, BI-IV.
3G-1: A Synopsis of Inter-related Aspects of PAIR Individual Teacher Professional Development Outcomes (AI-VIII)

Since the teacher professional development (PD) factors are sequentially ordered, the correlations between factors will be interpreted as causal links that trace the impact of teacher professional development outcomes on variables that resulted from prior events. It is reasonable to assume, for example, that high levels of individual teacher attendance ratings in PAIR professional development sessions [A-III] could influence key factors of program quality as indicated by teacher year-end teacher survey ratings [3A-IV], which may lead also to higher quality of classroom rated student work samples [A-V], and eventually may result in higher levels of sophistication in teacher reflection comments made during the Teacher-Student portfolio conferences [A-VII].

3G-1 Summary Figure 1 Data Indications: PAIR program effectiveness is indicated by the significant degree of association among all teacher professional development [PD] factors. Because several teacher PD factors (AI-VI) are significantly inter-correlated to some degree, Summary Figure 1 below confirms the overall cohesiveness of the sequential aspects of the PAIR professional development program. That is, high levels in teacher attendance in PD sessions and certain exemplary teacher effects both predict positive performance ratings in teacher portfolio conference sessions. In addition, these strongly inter-correlated ratings among various factors of professional development implementation provide the foundation for eventually determining the relative impact of PAIR on the principal student learning outcomes variables of the project.

In particular, dark arrows emanating from the Attendance [A-III] factor box indicate that averaged annual attendance significantly predicts the teacher professional development survey outcomes and is the most significant contributor to the combined teacher PD factors variable. This determination provides critical evidence that the treatment schools benefitted from PAIR in proportion to their engagement in arts integration training and not just by years of participation in the project, a variable that is not linked with teacher performance outcomes. Furthermore, teachers who embody the quality of various key

---

2 Note that teacher Combined and Averaged PD Factor A-VI variable is by definition correlated to various degrees with professional development factors AIII-V,; overall, it is most highly correlated with the Teacher Attendance variable.
teacher effect categories, as previously reported, do perform better with respect to virtually all teacher PD outcomes, depending on the particular effect labeled in the figure below. Thus, mean score differences between teachers who do or do not exemplify the “content expertise” effect, for example, are most likely to be perform better during the portfolio conference sessions. Mean score differences between teachers who do or do not exemplify the “fourth grade or Healy” effect were most likely to attend PAIR sessions, rate higher on reflection on key teacher-teaching artists dynamics of the PAIR project, deliver higher quality student work samples, and rate highly on the combined teacher PD factors.

Overall, this first correlation map display below shows that teacher performance in portfolio conferences represents a fundamental measure PAIR program’s success since virtually all teacher professional development factors are highly predictive of this teacher performance assessment task.

(3G-1 Summary Figure 1 on next page)

---

3 See detailed correlation charts at the end of this chapter and section IIIF for precise correlation statistics for both averaged and individual strands of teacher professional development variables.

4 (see 3D-E for full description of the teacher-student Portfolio Conference protocol, scoring rubrics, and qualitative analysis.)
3G-1 SUMMARY FIGURE 1: A Flow-Chart Map of Inter-Related PAIR Teacher Professional Development Rating Factors. Multivariate map of the statistically significant inter-relationships (determined by mean score differences or pairwise correlations) among all teacher professional development outcome variables by the final year of the PAIR project.
3G-1 Reference Table 1: Mean Difference and Correlations Statistics for All PAIR Inter-Related Teacher Professional Development Rating Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years in PAIR</td>
<td>AVG PD Session Attendance Ratings</td>
<td>AVG PD Session Attendance Ratings</td>
<td>AVG PD Session Attendance Ratings</td>
<td>AVG PD Session Attendance Ratings</td>
<td>AVG PD Session Attendance Ratings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Differences t Test ratio, p Probability Confidence Value; ANOVA F ratio, p Probability Confidence Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A: Teacher Effect: Content Expertise Effect</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Teacher Effect: Document to Learn Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>t test ratio=3.7, p&lt;.0003; F ratio = 6.1 p &lt;.01</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Teacher Effect: Fourth Grade Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>t ratio=4.3, p&lt;.0001; F ratio = 25.8 p &lt;.0001</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>t test ratio=3.0, p&lt;.003; F ratio = 10.02 p &lt;.02</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Teacher Effect: Healy Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>t ratio=6.7, P&lt;.0001; F ratio = 67.3 p &lt;.0001</td>
<td>t ratio=8.0, p&lt;.0001; F ratio = 38.0 p &lt;.0001</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>t test ratio=6.0, P&lt;.006; F ratio = 45.6 p &lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Teacher Effect: One or More Effects</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Teacher Effect: More Than One Effect</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA F ratio statistic, Probability value; Spearman correlation r statistic- Probability Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AII: Years of Teacher Participation</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
<th>ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIII: Teacher PD AVG Attendance</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>F ratio=23.7, P&lt;.0001; r = .18, p&lt;.0001 (model process)</td>
<td>F ratio =.54.4, P&lt;.0001; r=.26, p&lt;.0001 (Quantity-Quality)</td>
<td>NA (correlated by variable definition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIV: Teacher AVG 3 Key YECS Survey Ratings</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>NA (correlated by variable definition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV: Teacher AVG PAIL Student Work Ratings</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA (correlated by variable definition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVI: Combined Attend, YECS, PAIL Ratings</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVII: Teacher PC Ratings</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3G-1: Summary, Emerging Themes

The importance of this first summary figure cannot be overestimated. Without compelling evidence of inter-correlating links among these teacher variables, it would be difficult to argue that the PAIR teacher training strands were significantly defined and cohesively implemented among the treatment schools. The extraordinary degree of association among these factors indicates also that teachers who exemplified PAIR Teacher Effects such as taking ownership of program development processes, focusing on documentation of student learning, or emphasizing content expertise in arts integration teaching and learning, validated the success of the PAIR professional development program.

Moreover, the path to excellence in overall teacher development is pervasive, varied and web-like. The various kinds and combinations of exemplary Teacher Effects, strong indications of arts integration practices indicated in the YECS teacher survey responses, and high levels of attendance in teacher professional development sessions all mattered to the development of the PAIR program in the treatment schools throughout the years of project development. Therefore the determination of a high degree of inter-correlation among sequence of teacher professional development variables outlined here provides the first step in presenting conclusive statistical evidence that the PAIR professional learning outcomes directly influenced student arts and academic performance.

*  *  *
3G-2: A Synopsis of PAIR Teacher Professional Development Outcomes – Student Learning Outcome Intersections

3G-2 Data Indications: Several PAIR program development factor ratings have significant impact on student learning factors. The second figure below displays the probable impact of PAIR teacher professional development outcomes on student learning. The relationships among the variables are depicted by solid (highly significant) and dotted (statistical trend) vectors that portray a relatively discrete focus between five teacher PD factors and three student learning outcomes that emerged by the end of the final year of the PAIR project. These data indicate that:

- Teacher Attendance, Survey, and Combined Factors variable [AIII-IV, VI] ratings are highly associated with the Student Arts Integrated Learning Interview ratings [B-II];
- Teacher Portfolio Conference Ratings [A-VII] and the exemplary teacher Document to Learn Effect to a lesser extent predict Student Performance Conference Ratings;
- Positive statistical trends characterize the exemplary teacher Healy Effect on the student survey arts integration change ratings;
- Combined Teacher PD Factor ratings [A-VI] correlates positively with standardized measures of individual student averaged reading and math scores, yet only with teachers in their second or third year in the project.

(3G-2 Summary Figure 2 on next page)
3G-2 SUMMARY FIGURE 2: A Flow-Chart Map of All PAIR Teacher Professional Development – Student Learning Outcome Intersections. A multivariate correlation map of the statistical trends and statistically significant associations among teaching professional development and student learning outcome variables by the final year of the PAIR project.
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### 3G-2 Reference Table 2: Mean Difference and Correlation Statistics for All PAIR Intersecting Teacher Professional Development – Student Outcome Rating Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B-I: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-II: Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</th>
<th>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Differences t Test ratio, p Probability Confidence Value; ANOVA F ratio, p Probability Confidence Value for each Student Learning Outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: Content Expertise</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: Document to Learn</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>t test ratio=1.4, p&lt;.09; F ratio=3.2, p&lt;.08</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: Fourth Grade</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: Healy</strong></td>
<td>t test ratio=1.5, p&lt;.08; F ratio=3.2, p&lt;.08</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: One or More Effects</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI: Teacher Effect: More Than One Effect</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANOVA F ratio statistic, Probability value; Spearman correlation r statistic- Probability Value</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AII: Years of Teacher Participation</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIII: Teacher PD AVG Attendance</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio=8.0, p&lt;.006; r=.30, P&lt;.008</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIV: Teacher AVG 3 Key Survey Ratings</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio=7.7, p&lt;.007; r=.30, P&lt;.02</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AV: Teacher AVG PAIL Student Work Ratings</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVI: Combined Attend, YECS, PAIL Ratings</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio=10.1, p&lt;.002; r=.32, p&lt;.005</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Overall: ns Year 1 Teacher: F ratio = 3.5, p&lt;.06; r = -.21, p&lt;.03 Year 2 Teacher F ratio = .38, ns r = .11, p&gt;.07; Year 3 Teacher F ratio = 5.6, p&lt;.02; r = .27, p&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVII: Teacher PC Ratings</strong></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio = 4.8, p&lt;.04; Spearman r = .43, p&lt;.02</td>
<td>F ratio = 11.4, p&lt;.002; Spearman r = .38, p&lt;.02</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3G-2: Summary, Emerging Themes. The results from the figure below indicate decisively that strong statistical links exist between specific teacher professional development and internal developed student arts integration learning factors, and to a certain extent with external measures of academic achievement. Results displayed here indicate that

(a) high levels of attendance in teacher PD sessions [A-III], combined professional development factors [A-VI], and positive attitudes regarding the teacher-teaching artist collaborative planning and implementation processes directly predicted ratings of student perception of how arts integration processes changed their classroom culture [B-I];

(b) positive teacher PD performance outcomes such as exemplary documentation processes, the ability to articulate program goals, and to cite evidence of student learning during facilitated Portfolio Conferences predicted student ability to demonstrate and reflect on their arts integrated learning work during student performance assessments;

(c) high levels of combined professional development factors [A-VI] linked positively with scholastic performance [B-IV] modestly for classroom teachers in their second year of PAIR, and highly significantly for third year PAIR teachers (the Fourth Grade effect).

These paths of association outlined in the data patterns support he principal hypotheses of this project: that teacher arts integration professional development outcome factors should significantly influence both student arts and academic learning performance over time.

*   *   *

*   *   *
3G-3: A Synopsis of Inter-related Aspects of PAIR Individual Student Learning Outcome Factors

IIIG-3 Figure 3 Data Indications: PAIR arts integration student learning outcome variables, as a whole, are significantly related to each other and, to a lesser extent, with student academic achievement test performance. The third summary figure below explores the relationship between PAIR internal (BI-III) and external state measures of academic performance (B-IV). The relationships among the variables are depicted again by solid (highly significant) and dotted (statistical trend) vectors that portray clearly positive relationships among student survey results, two internal performance assessments and one standardized test of academic achievement implemented in the final year of the PAIR project. The vectors in the data display show that:

- Student measures of arts integration learning [BII-III] are very highly correlated, a finding that validates both the reflective (interview) and interactive (portfolio conference) student learning assessments that are focused on student understanding of the goals, practices and impact of both arts and arts integrated teaching and learning.

- Student SAIL arts integration interview ratings, and, to a lesser extent, student portfolio conference ratings are linked with academic achievement.

- Students’ perception of change in arts integration classroom practices, as indicated by student survey responses in B-I, are mildly correlated with academic performance [B-IV].

[3G-3 Summary Figure on next page]
3G-3 SUMMARY Figure 3: A Flow-Chart Map of PAIR Inter-Related Student Outcome Factors.
Multivariate correlation map of statistical trends and statistically significant inter-related associations among student learning outcome variables by the final year of the PAIR project.
3G-3 Reference Table 3: Correlation Statistics Among All PAIR Student Outcome Rating Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B-1: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-II: Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</th>
<th>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA F ratio statistic, p Probability Confidence Value; Spearman correlation r statistic, p Probability Confidence Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>F ratio=5.0, p&lt; .003; r=.17, p&lt; .07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-II: Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>F ratio=6.6, p&lt; .02; r=.45, p&lt; .01</td>
<td>F ratio=11.5, p&lt; .001; r=.29, p&lt; .0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Response Ratings</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3G-3 Summary, Emerging Themes: These results suggest that a relatively high degree of association exists between all the student variables and the academic learning outcomes. These data suggest also that the arts integration assessments can be understood as valid, alternative tools for measuring the success of arts integration teaching practices. In section II of this report we learned that the PAIR treatment schools outperformed the control school cohorts both academically and in terms of internal measures of student arts and arts integration understanding. Because there is now statistical evidence of the positive, strong interaction between individual teacher professional development and student learning ratings, we can now draw the conclusion that the PAIR program outcomes influenced the improved and more equitable academic test results demonstrated by the treatment schools in Part 2 of this report. The added significance of the student survey data is that it measures to some extent changes in the classroom culture that has become infused with arts integration practices and, in particular,
with the positive presence of teaching artist-classroom teacher collaboration. In treatment schools, students’ perception of a classroom culture of increased collaboration, reflection and the increased presence of arts in the classroom can be linked also with higher achievement in that classroom.

The fact that PAIR student learning outcomes are now linked directly academic learning in the context of extensive teacher training in arts integration practices is significant in itself. A more deeply probing analysis of the pathways of achieving teacher-learning intersections in the follow-up charts will show the extent to which professional development outcomes can function as preliminary links in the path toward academic performance. Going beyond the causal links among treatment school arts integration professional development and student learning outcomes outlined in the chart below, subsequent statistical regression analyses illustrated in follow-up figures methods will be used to sift out which of the principal program outcome variables are the most powerfully associated with both student arts and academic learning outcomes.

* * *
3G-4: A Synopsis of PAIR Student Outcome Regression Factors

As described previously, regression models used for multivariate analysis are based on statistical procedures that gauge the ‘goodness of fit’ of many different kinds of variables according to the one principal outcome factor. Proceeding stepwise through all variables, regression analysis tests each independent variable for its degree of correlation with the one principal dependent variable in comparison to every other variable entered into the equation. Theoretically, once all the variables are measured for degree of correlation (r), effect size (r²), and probability of error (p value), the cumulative ‘explained variance’ of all the variables will be close to 100%.

$$\text{Var}_1 + \text{Var}_2 + \text{Var}_3 + \text{Var}_4 + \ldots = \text{explained variance in one principal outcome variable.}$$

Step by step, regression analysis sifts through the many variables that may be significantly correlated when paired with the principal outcome variable, but do not have the same ‘wellness of fit’ or predictive power.

Using regression modeling techniques, the general linear model that measured the degree of correlation of all teacher professional development outcome variables, student learning variables, and student demographic factors were fit to each of the four major student learning outcomes of this project: student survey ratings [B-I], arts integration (SAIL) interview ratings [B-II], Student portfolio conference performance (PC) assessments [B-III], and student state standardized academic test scores [B-IV].

3G-4 Data Indications: Combined teacher PD factors predict student arts integration learning ratings, and student arts integration learning ratings predict student academic achievement.

The thick solid arrows directed toward the three major student outcome variables in 3G Summary Figure 4 below indicate which of the ‘feeder’ variables are most significantly predictive of student comprehension of arts integration learning processes and/or academic achievement test results. As indicated previously, with the sole exception of family income in the context of standardized tests, no demographic student factors (income, gender, ethnicity, ELL status, school selection, or pre-designated HAL academic status ratings) were statistically significant in comparison with the PAIR teacher professional development or student outcome factors that appear in the regression map figure below.
3G-4 SUMMARY Figure 4: A Flow-Chart Map of PAIR Teacher Professional Development and Student Regression Factors Most Associated with Targeted Student Learning Outcomes: Multivariate map of statistically significant student learning outcome regression factors linked to the student learning outcomes by the final year of the PAIR project.
3G-4 Reference Table 4: Regression Correlation Analysis Results from All PAIR Professional Development, Student Learning, Student Demographic Factor Intersections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression Factors</th>
<th>B-1: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-II: Student SAIL Interview and Performance Assessment Ratings</th>
<th>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Response Ratings</th>
<th>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1: Teacher Effects (any of 6 categories)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AII: Years of Teacher Participation</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIII: Teacher PD AVG Attendance</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIV: Teacher AVG 3 Key Survey Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV: Teacher AVG PAIL Student Work Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVI: Teacher Combined Attend, YECS, PAIL Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Sig Prob = .002 ( r^2 = .37 )</td>
<td>Sig Prob = .003 ( r^2 = .37 )</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVII: Teacher PC Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1: Student Survey (SS) Response Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-II: Student SAIL Interview Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Sig Prob = .04 ( r^2 = .60 )</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-III: Student Portfolio Conference (PC) Interview Ratings</td>
<td>Sig p = .06 ( r^2 = .28 )</td>
<td>Sig Prob = .04 ( r^2 = .60 )</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Sig Prob = .09 ( r^2 = .35 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-IV: Student ISAT Combined Academic Performance Ratings</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>[Sig Prob = .01 ( r^2 = .62 )*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Gender</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Family Ethnicity (Black-Asian differences)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Family Income Category</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student ELL Status</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student HAL Academic Designation</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designated Teaching Artist</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Arts/Academic Focus</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School PAIR Cluster Type</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* these highly significant results are obtained when the negative effect of income is excluded as a regression analysis factor.
3G-4 Summary, Emerging Themes: The overall regression analysis indicates that, controlling for all student and school demographic elements, (a) the Combined Factors of Teacher Professional Development [A-VI] variable is the single best predictor of student arts integrated learning, (b) the two principal student arts assessment instruments [B II-III] produced highly inter-correlated, statistically reliable measures of learning by the PAIR treatment school student cohorts, and (c) the student performance conference ratings appear to be the single best positive predictor of academic achievement. By including all demographic factors in the regression equation, the regression analysis substantiates the general hypothesis of the PAIR model development project statistically when we can conclude that

- **Controlling for all student demographic factors**, averaged teacher professional development and survey outcome ratings most powerfully predicted student arts integration learning outcomes. The fact that HAL designations did not predict arts integration ratings confirms that high achievement in arts integration and academic assessments was achieved by students previously designated as low-level academic learners;

- **Controlling for all student demographic factors (excepting only the confounding influence of family income)**, student arts integration learning ratings most powerfully predict student academic achieve test outcomes. In this case positive arts integration learning outcomes are more predictive of student academic achievement than gender, ethnicity, prior HAL or ELL classifications.

This statistical distillation of most predictive factors explains in broad terms why arts integration treatment school student cohorts outperformed the control school cohorts in academic test results by the end of the project. By rating levels of both individual teacher training and student learning, the intersection of these factors demonstrate that it is the quality ratings of arts integration professional development factors that predicts best the caliber of student arts learning and its positive association with levels of academic achievement.

Thus, the progression of these summary data maps, backed up by detailed methodological description and data analyses presented in this report, demonstrates that the positive results of control-treatment test score comparisons can be understood more precisely through the predictive power of the analysis of ratings of teacher professional development and student arts
learning factors. In this model, internal measures of PAIR arts integration teacher and student learning define a well calibrated intervention effect that can be shown to be linked significantly with external measures of academic performance.

* * *

* * *
3G-5: A Synopsis of Correlation-Regression Analyses of PAIR Combined Teacher-Student Intersection Factors. This final summary map portrays the entire set of statistically significant correlation and regression factors related to student outcomes in one display.

3G-5 Data Indications: Looking at both pair-wise correlation and multiple factor regression analyses, it appears that the averaged combined teacher professional development factors best predicts both teacher and student performance outcomes; the student interview and portfolio conference ratings considered together are highly predictive of academic achievement.

The combination of all principal correlation and regression factors provides a two-dimensional view of the statistical patterns and degree of association directly related to the intersection of teacher and student learning outcomes. Correlations constitute degrees of association that infer either causal (one-way) links or interactions (two-way) between any two variables. The regression vectors represent the result of a hierarchical rank ordering of predictive variables directed toward a single student learning outcome variable (e.g., Teacher PD Combined Factors surfacing as a primary predictor of student SAIL or Portfolio Conference ratings as indicated in the figure below). Taken together the data display below provides two indications of the degree and pattern of association among all teacher-student learning intersections. These intersections suggest that

- Distinctions between mean scores of exemplary and non-exemplary Teacher Effect influenced all measures of teacher professional development, but only mildly predicted Student Survey or Student portfolio conference ratings directly.
- Virtually all teacher professional development outcome ratings are strongly associated with student arts learning outcomes. The Combined Teacher Professional Development Factors is the only variable that strongly predicts student achievement, though most likely occurring only in classrooms whose teachers are either Year 2 or 3 veteran PAIR teachers.
- Student Learning outcomes are highly inter-correlated and predictive of student academic achievement ratings, especially in the case of Student Portfolio Conference ratings.
**3G-5 SUMMARY FIGURE 5: A Correlation-Regression Map of PAIR Combined Teacher-Student Outcome Intersection Factors.** Multivariate map of the statistical trends and statistically significant intersections among teacher professional development and student learning outcome variables by the final year of the PAIR project.
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**3G-5 Summary, Emerging Themes.** Observations from this chart are organized from four perspectives:

1. **Teacher professional development correlation-regression factors:**
   a) In general, the exemplary Teacher Effect designations predict the qualities of the PAIR professional training program but only mildly with student learning outcomes.
   b) The Teacher PD Composite Factors variable suggests that the whole effect of PAIR teacher professional development outcomes is greater than the sum of its parts. Unlike other more narrowly construed teacher training variables, the more comprehensive professional development Combined PD Factors variable [A-VI] and the Teacher Portfolio Conference Performance Ratings [A-VII] are significantly linked with both art integration and to a lesser extent academic student learning.

2. **Classroom-Rated correlation factors:**
   a) The correlation between the quality ratings of classroom student work samples [A-V] does not quite meet the criteria for strong statistical significance suggesting that *individual ratings*, and not classroom averaged ratings, of student work samples might provide a better determination of the link of arts integration work to other student learning outcomes in future studies.

3. **Student learning correlation and regression factors:**
   a) The extraordinary strength of association between student portfolio conference and interview assessments [BII-III] demonstrates the validity of performance assessments of the treatment school students. However correlated these student learning assessments are, it appears that their degrees of association with academic differ. These differences may be due to differences in sample size. Nonetheless, the portfolio conference student ratings appear to be the most penetrating predictor of academic achievement, suggesting that the highly interactive and multimodal nature of this form of assessment may be more relevant to combining factors of student work with reflection on learning processes. That is, the interactive performance tasks in the context of demonstration and discussion of portfolio work samples and the presence
of peer feedback may prove to be a more valid and powerful link between arts integration and academic learning assessments.

4. Student Survey Response correlation-regression factors:

a) As discussed previously, the student surveys may be key factor for linking student perception of classroom presence of arts integrated teaching and learning practices with academic achievement resulting from these practices. Otherwise, the lack of correlation between the student survey results with teacher professional development outcomes is surprising and points to a potential weakness in the project. Part I of the report did not report overwhelming differences between control and treatment teacher survey responses, yet there may yet be better ways of drawing out more powerful distinctions between arts, academic, and arts integration classroom culture practices in the minds of students in future studies.

*   *   *

*   *   *

*   *   *

*   *   *
3G-6 Final PAIR Whole Report Conclusions, Implications for Future Research

Documenting and measuring the intersections between teacher professional development and student learning outcomes became the focus of Part 3 of the PAIR report, commissioned by CAPE to augment the PAIR AEMDD program evaluation report submitted in March of 2011.

Part 3 of this report is needed to fulfill CAPE’s mission to take seriously its role as a leading research-based arts learning organization funded by the federal government to provide extensive data analysis relevant to the impact of high quality arts integration teaching and learning.

Leadership in arts integration program development requires the determination by CAPE staff, teaching artists, community partners, and researchers to seek out and solve the complexities of assessing interdisciplinary teaching and learning in public schools. The content of this report resulted from the opportunity to use extensive multivariate analysis to probe the intersections between teacher and student learning in order to provide evidence for the impact of teacher professional development outcomes on measures of student understanding and success with arts integration learning.

This concluding section of the report is framed by teachers’ subjective comments on the impact of PAIR on student learning reported in Part 3: D & E, testimony that has been since confirmed by the statistical evidence of student learning presented in the later sections of the report.

Analysis of teacher-student learning intersections in relation to teacher interview data

From the viewpoint of the researchers the validity of this report required a thorough investigation of the hunches and beliefs that teachers expressed about the potential causal links between the quality of students arts integration work and higher level thinking skills that should lead to better performance on standardized academic tests.

**Teacher** “I find that it [PAIR] appeals to different intelligences. They [students] need to get up and move and do things with their hands. It’s not just visual and listening skills. I think it helped them to develop a better understanding of the material. … I think all the students were engaged. I think they were very excited about learning. It was kind of fun to be in the classroom. And I think it...I’m hoping it helped develop higher level thinking skills.”
The quotation above captures one of the many transformational aspects of reported anecdotally by PAIR teachers during their portfolio conference interviews (as reported in Part I of the comprehensive report). Although the newly adopted PAIR arts-based collaborative teaching practices proved to be productive and highly engaging for students according to teacher observations, the eventual statistical analysis of the intersection data lends far more credibility to the assertion that PAIR classroom units helped students develop higher level thinking skills. The teacher-student intersection data (reported in Part 3: E, F, G) suggests that teachers who engaged productively in the PAIR professional development sessions and collaborative arts integration classroom practices were most likely to articulate the increased presence of multiple intelligence based creative and critical thinking learning processes as an alternative to their past reliance on pencil and paper activities and tests.

The facilitated teacher-student portfolio conferences provided an opportunity for teachers to observe and reflect on the impact of their PAIR arts integration practices on their students’ cognitive and social-personal development. As reported in the qualitative analysis sections of this report based on portfolio conference transcripts (Part 3D), teachers talked about how their dance, music, drama, or visual arts integration units encouraged student to make their own connections with learning in math, cultural studies and literature. They felt that students were more likely both (a) to find their own ‘voice’ in arts integration processes and (b) to reflect on a wide range subject area content objectives shared between the ‘paired’ academic and arts disciplines:

“What we were looking to do on all writings, regardless of whether it’s ISAT or what we’re using it for, we always want the student’s own voice to come through and not just mimic what it is that they’ve read, but we want their input, their take on things. So this [PAIR] was helping them develop confidence in their writing so that their own true personality and their voice would come through. When they have to make connections, it’s harder for them to make a connection if it’s not their own voice and their own real experiences.”

Since PAIR provided new ways for teachers to include student input into their work and make more connections across disciplines, teachers felt that arts integration learning opportunities were more equitably distributed among their disadvantaged students. Teachers who observed ELL learners in their portfolio conference sessions, for example, noted that arts integrated teaching
resulted in increasingly sophisticated conceptual and reflective thinking skills that appeared to aid the development of their students’ English proficient writing skills:

**Teacher:** “[My students] are English Language Learners, so during this year I didn’t see, or didn’t get the growth in the writing as I expected to see in my previous classes, especially the first year with the project in my English Only classroom. However, their confidence and ability to speak to others using the English language has grown significantly, and I think it’s because of the fact that they can express their knowledge through other means rather than by paper and pencil. … when they have the opportunity to say it to you, they know that they can express their ideas, what they know and what they’ve learned….”

Furthermore, the classroom teachers’ portfolio conference experiences revealed how previously low or average academically rated students were now able to reflect on their learning in ways that were not noticeably different from their higher rated students.

**Teacher:** “I think it’s [the portfolio conference] a great thing because, I mean, it brings everybody [to] the same level. … And I think that’s important because you’re not going to [limit expectations for] the low group or you’re the high group. Who knows? You couldn’t tell from that [what we observed in today’s session].”

**Interviewer:** You think people watching the tape and rating student responses would know that they’re low, medium and high [previously rated academic students]?

**Teacher:** “I don’t think so. That's why I’m very glad, because all three were answering, all three had something to say… They were really putting things together with everything else. … I see that they're integrated, and you can't really tell the difference. … I don’t think if you just looked at them you could say like, oh, well, this one really struggles with math and this one [doesn’t].

*The value of PAIR comprehensive data collection and multivariate analysis methods*

Although PAIR teachers provided anecdotal evidence of change in their classroom practices and in student learning outcomes, rigorous qualitative and statistical data analyses were required to confirm the project’s positive impact CPS teachers and students.

*Control-treatment comparisons* provided evidence of positive differences for PAIR on both measures of teacher professional development surveys that defined contrasts in teaching
practices (Part I) and student learning outcomes that demonstrated different levels and distributions of understanding of arts learning and academic performance (Parts II and III).

Control-treatment comparisons resulted in strong statistical evidence of PAIR’s positive effect on standard measures of school academic performance. Within-treatment school analyses of the level and quality of a much wider range of teacher professional development factors provided an opportunity to statistically determine the degree and patterns of association among these factors and their intersection with student learning outcomes. Treatment school analyses provided evidence of the cohesive impact of PAIR individual teacher outcomes the individual student arts integration learning outcomes, and, controlling for virtually all demographic factors, its connection to individual student levels of academic performance.

The main sections of the report provided three lenses for distilling teacher and learning effects. The mixed methods analysis in Part 1 of this report suggests that teacher training resulted in significant, yet categorically different effects on the teachers. Assessment of teacher commitment to applied content knowledge expertise, production and analysis of student work documentation, and in-depth commitment to the development of collaborative arts integration practices made it possible sort out exemplary classroom teachers who demonstrated these traits from those who did not. Control-treatment comparisons and within-treatment school ratings indicate that the exemplary teacher effects became clearly identifiable and statistically significant predictive factors of student learning by the final year of the project.

Part 2 control-treatment comparisons of averaged state academic test results revealed significant positive differences between (a) arts cluster magnet schools compared to other Chicago Public schools, (b) PAIR treatment arts-academic compared to control arts-academic magnet schools, (c) primarily arts focused magnet schools compared to primarily academic focused magnet schools, and (d) world language cluster schools compared to math and writing cluster schools. In addition, the tracking of initially categorized high, average, and low academically rated students at third grade reveals that PAIR schools demonstrated a far more equitable distribution of improved academic performance than did the control schools by sixth grade.

Part 3 of the report provided within treatment school in-depth statistical analysis of the internal measures of individual student work samples, student performance assessments ratings, and tests
of the predictive relationship between rank-ordered teacher professional development ratings and student learning outcomes.

Overall, these data provided statistical evidence of the positive impact of PAIR on student learning over time. Each newly developed student learning measure was examined separately for its contribution to understanding the impact of PAIR on individual measures of student performance over time. Detailed quantitative analysis of student outcome ratings and extensive qualitative analysis of teacher and student performance during the portfolio conferences provided insight as to why the control-treatment school standardized tests comparisons revealed positive differences in academic performance and indications of increased equity for the PAIR treatment schools.

The final summary figures [3G Summary Figures 1-5] revealed strong evidence of positive relationships among teacher-student intersections based on the degree and pattern of inter-correlation among variables. The hierarchical rating of the most significant correlations through stepwise regression factor analysis focused on determining which teacher professional development variables were most predictive of the major student learning outcome variables.

The multivariate analytic methods showed that the teacher professional development and student learning outcomes could be mapped separately or as intersections according to the statistical measures of association within and across the teacher-student outcome rating variables. The overall degree and pattern of statistically significant correlation among multiple teacher professional development factors provided conclusive evidence of treatment school program cohesiveness over time. Similarly, overall degree and pattern of statistically significant correlation among student learning outcome factors provided conclusive evidence of treatment school program direct impact on two different types of arts integration assessments.

By examining the relationship of seven teacher professional development outcome ratings to four student survey and learning outcomes, evidence of the comprehensive impact of PAIR project emerged as a chain of causal factors that supported many aspects of the classroom teacher perceptions and reflections on the transformational impact of PAIR asserted in interview data. Tests of strength of association between teacher and student rating variables demonstrated that
professional development outcomes significantly predict student performance on two complementary measures of arts integration learning (SAIL Interview and Student Portfolio Conference ratings), controlling for all student demographic factors such as gender, ethnicity, ELL status, prior academic designation, size of school, type of magnet school, etc.). Controlling for all demographic factors except for the confounding and surprisingly lack of influence by family income factors, that final ‘through-line analysis’ indicated that high levels of student arts integration learning associated with positive ratings of individual teacher professional development outcomes, predicted better performance on academic performance.

Implications for future research

The PAIR model development project tested for the impact of high-quality classroom teacher-teaching artist led arts integration units in Chicago Public Schools. The creation of new individual rating systems for PAIR classroom teacher effectiveness and the development of new instruments for assessing meta-cognitively rich aspects of student arts integration learning outcomes made possible the extensive multivariate analysis of teacher and student intersections. In effect, the mapping of statistically significant assessment ratings of both individual teacher and individual student survey, interview, and performance assessment outcomes constituted a comprehensive window onto the impact of PAIR interventions in public schools dedicated to building connections between arts and academic learning practices as a tool for school excellence and equity.

Now that this groundbreaking study has (a) provided a validated model for measuring the quality of arts integration program and quality of teacher professional development outcomes, (b) devised practical, reliable ways of rating the impact of PAIR teaching practices on individual students’ arts integration learning, and (c) established a statistically significant predictive association between arts integration learning and more equitable and diverse pathways to academic improvement, policy makers now can responsibly expect – or even require - schools to provide arts integration teaching and learning practices as a central strategy for promoting integrative learning that benefits the comprehensive education of every public elementary school student.
Thus, future researchers needs no longer ask if, but to what extent qualitatively validated and quantifiably evaluated measures of arts integration program development can predict higher and more equitable indications of student learning. Schools that choose to create high quality arts integration programs based the principles, tools and practices of the PAIR reported here will now be able to rigorously assess for themselves the impact of creative, multiple arts integration teaching and learning practices on multiple aspects of school performance. In future education policy discussions, results from teacher professional training and student outcomes ratings systems reported here can provide a basis for building whole school, district or state-wide accountability systems that will be necessary for ensuring the responsible implementation of sustainable high quality arts integrated teaching, learning, and assessment practices in American public elementary schools.

*   *   *

*   *   *